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The firtn of Greeley, Weed, and Seward led a revolt1tion in communications and 

national politics by promoting causes, parties, and candidates beyond the conventions of 

the second party system. The firm led opposition to Jacksonian Democrats by advancing 

Republican institutions that survived the trials of war. They championed rights and an 

economy that were built on free labor, free soil, and a popular press d1ive11 by sales. 

The concerted partisanship of New Yorkers Horace Greeley, Thurlow Weed, and 

William H. Seward on behalf of Whig and Republican agendas forever changed the 

landscape of U.S. political campaig11s. Weed, editor of the Albany Evening Journal , 

provided New York's political capital to back the firm's projects. William H. Seward 

represented state and national constituents as a high-ranking Whig and Republican 

official. Greeley, the unofficial leader of the triumvirate, provided one of the nation's 

leading journals as a mouthpiece for social transfor1nation. 

. . 
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The firr11 placed the press, especially Greeley's New York Tribune, at the center of 

presidential campaigns. Greeley, Weed, and Seward empowered previously 

disenfranchised voters, and in so doing helped solidify the role of the Republican Party in 

the nation's third party system. 

This dissertation analyzes the role of the firm in the development of the third party 

system. In the Age of Jackson, Greeley, Weed, and Seward forged tactics commonly used 

by modem campaign strategists, but historians have yet to recognize the firm 's role in 

founding the new political order. The dissertation features Greeley's publications and 

private writings between the famous ''Tippecanoe and Tyler, Too'' campaign of 1840 and 

the election of Abraham Lincoln. It cites the letters and manuscripts of G1·eeley, Weed, 

Seward, and their associates to shed new light on previous interpretations of Whig and 

Republican agendas. 

The three allies combined New York's dominance in the print industry with 

political campaigns to form a national agenda that outlived the interests of Southe1-n 

Democrats. This account analyzes the firrr1's creation of a discourse among members of 

the new representative democracy and the importance of the press in deter1nining the 

success or failure of subsequent campaigns. 

. . . 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

The frrm of Greeley, Weed, and Seward combined editorial brilliance with 

revolutionary campaign tactics to produce an enduring style of campaign politics in the 

United States. Under the triumvirate's leadership, the antebellum penny press, especially 

Horace Greeley' s New York Tribu11e, served as a mouthpiece for constituencies that 

formed prior to the Civil War. Thurlow Weed, editor of The Albany Evening Journal, 

and William H. Seward, Whig and Republican statesman, advanced a national agenda by 

influencing the political machinery ofNew York and Washington, D.C., while readers of 

the Tribune formed an increasingly sophisticated and democratized electorate. 

The firm combined the commercialization of news with presidential campaigns to 

attract support for a national agenda. Campaigns tailored the images of candidates and 

platfortns to the desires of energized voters. In so doing, firm members held separate but 

compatible goals: Greeley sought the power of the printed word; Weed sought the wealth 

of political brokering; and Seward sought the distinction of elected office. No one of the 

three men apparently wanted what the other two desired, but together they made an 

alliance that spearheaded national policy for more than 30 years. 1 

On notable occasions, the partnership failed in attaining its partisan goals, but on 

just as many, if not more, it succeeded spectacularly.2 As early as 1838, Weed and 

Greeley' s publications advanced with Seward a federal government that served states' 

interests across sectional lines. And in 1840, the election of Whig candidate William 

Henry Harrison catapulted the firm into national prominence. 3 With the help of expanded 

I 
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suffrage, a mobilized electorate, and patronage, the firm promoted in the early 1840s a 

string of other successful Whig candidates for local, state, and national office. 4 

All along Greeley, Weed, and Seward objected to Andrew Jackson's beneficiaries, 

members of the Democratic Party, who had insisted on freedom from a strong central 

government but enjoyed the spoils of Jackson' s victory. Jackson' s ''Caesarism," an 

apparent contempt for the separation of powers and the rule of law, genuinely appalled 

members of the firm, and they tried to rally politicians and voters behind a crusade to 

save the Revolutionary experiment in republican self-government. 5 In speeches, 

editorials, and political platfor111s, firm members pronounced beliefs in more than just 

material gain: They emphasized the rights to work and live freely and to secure the 

blessings of liberty. 6 

The ambitions of Greeley in particular surpassed the achievements of partisan and 

non-partisan peers during the second party system. Between the elections of 1840 and 

1860, during his tenure as a Whig and Republican leader, Greeley sought economic, 

political, and moral change to improve the social order, often defying the interests of the 

Democratic status quo.7 The liberal scope of news and opinions published in the Tribune 

contributed to his popular remembrance as a refonn-minded advocate.8 Under Greeley' s 

editorship, the Tribune and allied, regional newspapers provided a range of aspiring, third 

party candidates the opportunity to espouse the right to work, travel, invest, and prosper.9 

Greeley' s partnership with Weed and Seward developed Whig and Republican 

agendas, candidacies, and campaigns by combining the broad press coverage with 

commercial and partisan efforts. The firm championed a loose-knit coalition of 

homesteaders, abolitionists, free laborers, and businessmen, who both objected to the rule 
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of elite and demanded newly heralded rights.10 Greeley used the Tribune, his anti

Jacksonian ''organ'' to align candidates and parties in the new political system, which all 

stemmed from his dominance of the journalistic medium.11 

The policies Greeley supported enjoyed unprecedented coverage at a level of 

circulation no other newspaper could provide. 12 A mass audience recognized him 

appropriately as the leader of the powerful clique of editors in New York, a nexus for 

Whig and Republican hopefuls.13 Other New York newspapers, among them the Times 

and the Herald, simply covered political campaigns, but Greeley supported them both 

directly and through the help of his staff. Combined with Greeley's other publications, 

such as the New-Yorker, Jeffe,·sonian, and Log Cabin, the Tribune served as the leading 

exponent of Whig and Republican agendas by its promotion of partisan literature, 

advertisements, songs, and campaign-related propaganda. 14 

As a charismatic leader of the Whigs and Republicans, Greeley used appealing 

symbols in his editorials to attract popular support for campaigns, candidates, and 

policies. Folksy, log-cabin imagery appeared recurrently in the 20-year revolt he led 

against the Democrats.15 The counter-revolution drew votes from the populist base of 

Jackson ' s base of supporters by offering an alternative, an agenda built on free labor, free 

soil, and free speech.16 Although many of the Tribur1e's 200,000 subscribers were 

farmers in the Midwest, who had no sympathy with the newspaper' s utopian appeals, few 

of them could doubt Greeley' s sincere devotion to a fairer distribution of wealth because 

he lived up to his advice by giving away to his employees all but a few shares of the 

Tribune' s earnings. 17 
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The Tribune earned a loyal following, and in 1840, 1848, and 1860, Greeley' s 

favored presidential candidates won dramatic victories, and between victories, the 

Tribune set the foundation for a constructive democracy. Greeley had recognized the 

collapse of the Whigs in 1852 and embarked on an eight-year campaign for a Republican 

presidential successor.18 With the rise of the Republican Party, the Tribu11e and allied 

regional newspapers became a force that could make or ruin a presidency.19 Between 

1844 and 1856, Greeley discovered the same populist formula that had worked in 1840 

could lead Lincoln to victory in 1860. In order to preserve his editorial and political 

ambitions, he even dissolved the partnership he had formed, the firm, with Weed and 

Seward in 1854.20 

Antagonisms with Democrats and Old Whigs persisted to a climax at the 1860 

Republican Convention in Chicago, wruch featured Greeley's influence over delegates 

and secured Lincoln ' s nomination.21 Weed, Seward, and other associates rarely 

recognized Greeley' s tireless sponsorship of rallies, parades, meetings, and dances, but 

the tactics proved successful with Lincoln' s election. Critics alleged Greeley was 

inconsistent, vacillating, and even irrational; however, he helped forge a diverse coalition 

of farmers, businessmen, abolitionists, and laborers, motivating them to build a new 

revolution in U .S. politics based on republican principles.22 

Statement of Purpose 

The contributions of the firm ' s individual members can be found in individual 

biographies, but rarely - if ever - has the firm been the focus subject of scholarly study. 

Although Greeley' s life has been documented in numerous secondary sources, his role in 

the firm is less well known. The origin, activities, and demise of his partnership with 

Weed and Seward remains the most intriguing, yet neglected stories in U .S. history. 
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This dissertation profiles the professional relationships among Greeley, Weed, and 

Seward between the ''Tippecanoe and Tyler, Too'' campaign and the election of Abraham 

Lincoln. It explores the role of the Tribune, a leader in New York's penny press and a 

contributing factor in the development of the nation' s third party system. It combines 

primary and secondary bibliographic materials in creating the history of a precedent

setting institution in U .S. press and political history. 

The breakdown of the second party system put the electoral process under great 

stress, but Greeley held closely his convictions, which included faith in the power of 

individual citizens to create a benevolent society. 23 Telling indications of Greeley' s 

editorial skills are found in partisan articles, advertisements, and commentary from the 

era.24 Synthesized with the wealth of the personal and private writings of Greeley, Weed, 

and Seward, this dissertation reveals the workings of the 19th century's leading campaign 

agencies and a sophisticated, modern communications networks. 

Literature Review 

This section examines representative literature that is most pertinent to the study 

and identifies contributions the dissertation will make to accounts of the activities and 

lives of Greeley, Weed, and Seward. The scholarly literature most directly related to the 

subject is based on biographical sources written in the 19th century, which later appeared 

in the works of progressive and cultural historians. 

Historians who were Greeley's contemporaries featured romantic interpretations of 

leading U.S. personalities and institutions. James Parton, one of the 19th century ' s leading 

biographers, compiled profiles in developing an account of the transformation of 

antebellum political parties. Such histories noted the collapse of the first party system, 

but they also preserved the enlightenment traditions from which the American Revolution 
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emerged. Parton' s biographies, which included his Life of Horace Greeley, glorified the 

heroic qualities of leading Founders and figures by mixing the premises of the 

Constitution with a ''great man'' historical model. The contributions of remarkable 

individuals were featured in the era's other histories as essential to continued growth.
25 

By the first half of the 20th century, progressive scholars reinterpreted the role of 

''heroic'' figures such as Greeley and suggested that individuals impacted history 

precisely because they addressed dominant political, economic, and ideological issues. 

Attention shifted from biographies of ''great'' men to analyses of adverse social 

conditions and the response - or lack of response - from historical players and agents. 

Progressives interpreted the roles of editors and politicians in terms of their success or 

failures in addressing social disparities and economic injustices. 

Henry Luther Stoddard's biography, Horace Greeley, Printer, Editor, Crusader, 

featured the progressive approach.26 Stoddard credited Greeley with the creation of the 

Whig and Republican parties, but Greeley' s tragic campaign in 1872 received due 

attention, too. In-between the remarkable moments of Greeley ' s life, Stoddard 

emphasized the role of the press in addressing critical issues. The thesis of his text was 

formed by Greeley ' s attempt to find constructive solutions to critical, external 

developments, which included passage of the Kansas-Nebraska Act, the collapse of the 

Whig Party, and the rise of sectional hostilities.27 

Consensus historians in the mid-20th century responded to progressive scholars by 

minimizing divisions among segments of American society. They suggested the nation 

worked in a holistic framework, and the press and other institutions acted in accordance 

with the prevailing cultural climate of given eras. Consensus scholars suggested that 
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newspapers and other popular institutions reflected U.S. society in equilibrium. Their 

response countered economic, ideological, and political divisions noted by progressives, 

but consensus histories failed to explain national crises, such as the Civil War. 

On one level, the cultural school, emergent in the early 20th century, represented an 

interpretation of national history that was more holistic than the progressive approach; 

however, cultural histories rarely featured the role of particular institutions or 

personalities. According to John R. Commons, a leader of the cultural school, the Tribune 

- not Greeley - was ''the first and only great vehicle this country has known'' in the 

advancement of constructive democracy. 28 

Commons' interpretation of 19th century political organization cast Greeley not as a 

moral crusader or literary genius; rather, Commons concentrated on Greeley' s role as an 

economic practitioner and as a powerful voice for labor interests. The Tribune responded 

to cultural forces that demanded a more equal distribution of wealth, property, and labor. 

''Thus has the idealism of Ainerican history both issued from and counteracted its 

materialism," Commons wrote. He cited the editorial columns of the Tribune from 1841 

to 1854 as documentary records, and his examination of the ''two main currents of 

idealism passing through the brain of Greeley'' revealed a constructive program for the 

reorganization of society in the T,·ibune . ''We hear much nowadays of the 'economic 

interpretation of history,"' Commons wrote. ''Human life is viewed as a struggle to get a 

living and to get rich ... Judged by this test, Horace Greeley was the prophet of the most 

momentous period of our history."29 

The Republican Party was not an anti-slavery party but a homestead party, 

according to Commons, and on this point its agenda was identical with that of the 
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socialist Workingmen' s movement. The Republicans came into conflict with slavery 

because slavery could not live on 160-acre farms. 
30 

Unlike the progressives, who emphasized the interplay between dominant and 

subordinate ideology, neo-progressives historians cited the growing power of the press by 

the mid-19th century to disseminate news to a large, commercial base. For neo

progressive historians of the late-20th century, Greeley' s actions represented remarkable 

business skills. Appreciations for ''great'' personalities, as well as technological advances, 

peppered neo-progressive accounts. 

The variety of approaches applied by historians in studies of the 19
th 

century has 

remained fluid ,¥ith new data and methodologies. The ''Tippecanoe and Tyler, Too'' 

campaign provided an example of the historical narrative that has been recently 

reconsidered. For nearly a century, secondary historians commonly attributed the election 

of Harrison to the near-drunk response of voters to a circus-like atmosphere during the 

1840 canvass. 1'he weight of historical interpretation focused subsequently on Greeley' s 

skills as a manipulator of the media and the masses. 

In contrast, Michael Holt' s epic The Rise and Fall of the American Whig Party 

suggested that a sophisticated Whig electorate responded to a canvass filled with deep, 

economic and cultural issues. Harrison was elected, Holt argued, because voters 

responded to Whig proposals in lieu of a depressed economy. 31 ''Events mattered," Holt 

wrote. ''They, and not just social structures, economic conditions, fixed political contexts, 

or ideology, often shaped subsequent behavior. ''32 The Whigs Holt profiled were an 

amalgam of National Republicans, state-rights Southerners and Nullifiers, and the bulk of 

Antimasons and dissident Democrats angered by Jackson' s ''high-handed conduct'' and 
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the depression of 1837.33 The 1840 election was not merely about hard cider and songs; 

rather, the Whigs fashioned a political platform tl1at worked for them. 34 

The press played no small part in the rise of the Whig Party, as well as subsequent 

political campaigns, and Holt' s organic history detailed the evolution of the Whig Party 

until its dismemberment in the early 1850s. 35 With the help of sophisticated data 

collection techniques, he was able to compile statistical data that supported his argument 

that Whig campaigns operated with very modem, calculated, demographic techniques.
36 

On popular and scholarly levels, Greeley has been remembered primarily as a 

pioneer of the penny press. Holt was among the few to attribute modern campaign 

techniques to Greeley, who targeted ''the masses,'' rich in electoral votes, with popular 

editorial content. Primary sources indicate that Greeley was regarded by many of his 

contemporaries as an honest man with sincere desires for a more fair, free, and civil 

society.37 The bulk of modern histories have accordingly used a progressive approach in 

detailing the Tribune ' s significance. 

In traditional histories, Greeley has been often ascribed the status of a ''great man.'' 

More than a few of Greeley' s peers lambasted him, too, and a considerable strain of 

progressive history supplies a skeptical treatment of his record. The observation that 

resonated most loudly among Greeley' s detractors was that he displayed a level of 

irrationality in editorial policy, which stemmed apparently from his zeal for elected 

office.38 It was a personality trait that led to the breakdown of relations with Weed and 

Seward, and it resulted in Greeley' s resignation from the firm . 39 

References to the partnership of Greeley, Weed, and Seward were found in 

individual primary and secondary sources; however, none of the sources discovered 
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provided a profile of the firm itself Glyndon Van Deusen' s biographies of leading Whigs 

focused primarily on the split in the partnership of Greeley, Weed, and Seward. His 

biographies individually, but not collectively, assessed the roles of the three.
40 

Weed' s contributions to the 19th century were historic. Van Deusen ' s biography of 

the Albany Evening Jo11rnal editor supplied an array of important sources, based mostly 

on Weed' s masterful autobiography.41 Weed served a major role in journalism and 

politics as an editor, writer, and party boss. His connections with the machinery of New 

York and Washington, D.C., made it inevitable that stories should circulate about his lack 

of character. He was portrayed repeatedly as ''Fagin the Jew," or ' 'The Lucifer of the 

Lobby," but many of these tales were only ''vicious and unfounded rumor," Van Deusen 

wrote. In this category belonged the allegations that he extorted $20,000 from immigrants 

at Castle Garden and despoiled Trinity Church of valuable property under the pretext of 

building real estate improvements on Broadway. 42 

Seward' s role as an anti-slavery advocate was equally controversial. 43 His patrician 

background put him at odds with Greeley ' s working-class agenda in their competi11g 

quests for public office. 44 Van Deusen ' s biography of Seward was one of the most 

readable political biographies of the 19th century United States, a chronicle of Seward' s 

rise to prominence through elected and appointed offices. 45 Van Deusen suggested 

Greeley split with Weed and Seward because of their attention to overtures from 

Nativists. After the collapse of the Whigs in 1852, Van Deusen wrote, Greeley blamed 

Weed and Seward for succumbing to the ''rotten'' influences of former Whig associates, 

too. Greeley publicly denied having dissolved his ties to the firm ; however, when the 
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contents of his 1854 letter to Seward were published, according to Van Deusen, ''It was 

clear that Horace was suffering from a bad case of officitis [sic.]''46 

Van Deusen outlined an otherwise neglected aspect of the feud between Greeley 

and Seward by delineating the factions separating populist followers of Greeley and the 

patrician-minded associates of Weed and Seward.47 At Weed's request, Greeley worked 

tirelessly on Seward' s behalf. Greeley downplayed, perhaps too humbly, his role in the 

Seward's elections by suggesting his editorial assistance was ''worth nothing;' ' 

nonetheless, Greeley believed that Seward's ''irrepressible conflict' ' speech was so 

important that it should be widely read.48 He insisted that the only way the Republicans 

could triumph in 1860 would be to overcome the ''terror of ' Sewardism and the higher 

law''' by putting this speech in every house in the free states.49 At the same time, the 

competing interests of the firm members contributed to the demise of their partnership. 

Historian Kenneth Stampp cited such antagonisms in his account of events that 

sparked the Civil War. And the War Came placed most responsibility for the war on the 

peculiar insistence that the Union must be maintained solely for the principles of free 

labor.50 He attributed a secondary level of causation to the personal disputes among 

leaders, especially between Northern and Southern officials, radicals, and editors. Stampp 

praised the press ' role in the development of organized parties, but he condemned 

Greeley' s quests for office and his ambivalent editorials on the threats of secessionists. 51 

Romantic presentations of Greeley persist, despite recurring criticisms of the 

Tribune' s ambiguous editorial policy. Harlan Homer juxtaposed the lives of Greeley and 

Lincoln, arguing that the two worked with similar beliefs and ideals throughout their 

respective careers. Horner compared texts prepared by both individuals on the question of 
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slavery. The two almost repeat themselves, with Lincoln apparently following Greeley' s 

lead. Homer's history profiled the interrelationship of the pair and their works and shows 

how they worked together, consciously or not, for a more humane society. 52 

Of all biographies concerned with the penny press era, perhaps none was written 

with the credibility of James Parton' s Life of Horace Greeley, an influential and 

authoritative account of the man and his newspaper. It was published before many of 

Greeley' s highly documented appearances as a national political figure, nearly a full 20 

years before Greeley ' s death. A second, updated account was published in 1872. 53 

Parton' s selection of quotes from primary sources indicates an unmatched intimacy 

with Greeley' s life story. Parton claimed that he began the project with a critical mind but 

soon discovered worthy praises for Greeley' s character. In minute detail, he unveiled 

elements of Greeley ' s life, including his Scotch-Irish ancestors, his lineage, family tree, 

and early childhood.54 Parton's primary texts were mostly letters, some of which he 

included with little attribution other than Greeley' s name and the date they were written. 

Other chapters contained extensive excerpts from lectures that in many cases were left 

out of subsequent histories for reasons not wholly justified. A section detailing the 

dispute between New York Times editor Henry J. Raymond and Greeley over socialism 

was also astute. Raymond was concerned, Parton wrote, that Greeley had become 

reckless in his advocacy for the abolition of private property. Not coincidentally, 

Raymond left the eclectic Tribune before founding the Times. 55 

Other than the Tribune, Greeley' s own historical works, especially his 

groundbreaking The American Co,ifl,ict, have been interpreted as secondary in importance 

to his work as an editor, although the epic account of the Civil War was among the first 
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of its kind. 56 His first historic move as a publisher came with the issue of the first New

Yorker, March 22, 1834, ''without premonitory sound of trumpet."57 In the 1830s and 

1840s, the Jeffersonian and Log Cabin added to his resume, especially important in the 

formation of the Whig' s national agenda.58 These papers, Greeley' s scholarly work, and 

his polemical publications deserve analysis beyond scant secondary references. 59 

Greeley' s published work reveals the doctrine he proposed completely violated 

Whig policy, and yet he was one of the party's leaders. 60 His advocacy of homestead 

exemption, for example, which prevented settlers from losing their land as a form of 

collateral against any debts incurred, put him in alliance with New York editor George 

Henry Evans of the Worki11g Man's Advocate, who also agitated for land reform.61 The 

policy was more socialist than Whig, but shrewd leaders such as Greeley and Gov. 

Hamilton Fish of New York recognized that the Nativists had capitalized on worker 

discontent with traditional bank and tariff doctrine. Greeley and Fish subsequently 

endorsed the Homestead Act because they reckoned it would encourage enterprise and 

strengthen devotion to property rights. 62 

Fish became the curator of the Thurlow Weed collection, which is currently 

maintained by the University of Rochester. Duke University provided copies of Greeley' s 

handwritten letters and memos from his personal collection. Private papers from both 

collections are cited throughout this dissertation.63 Letters from Greeley to Weed, and 

Weed to Greeley were featured according to their illustration of key events, as were the 

correspondences of Lincoln, Seward, Granger, and a host of the 19th century's key 

figures. The author' s notes on works at the Library of Congress are also cited in this 

dissertation.64 Curators of the Harp Week Web site have done a remarkable job of 
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cataloguing and citing historical information related to their collection of campaign

related materials; however, most of the letters in the collections of Greeley and Weed 

were not indexed, which made reading them a difficult but rewarding endeavor.65 

This study adds to the literature of the New York press by both building on the 

work of past historians and adding an important institution to scholarly discussion. It 

illustrates the nature of relationships among Greeley, Weed, and Seward by citing the 

artifacts left by them in print, office, and party. It also provides an overview of a 

communications network, whose New York base dominated the political machinery in 

the antebellum era. The synthesis of evidence left by the firm with scholarly 

interpretations provides the reader with a vision of the powerful firm of Greeley, Weed, 

and Seward pre\riously hidden by biographical accounts of individual personalities. 

Significance of Historical Research 

One of the most significant and potentially rewarding challenges in developing a 

study of the firm from 1840 to 1860 was identifying facts that historians have either 

neglected to synthesize into secondary accounts or misinterpreted because of scholarly 

bias. The key point of doing such a history depended on the development of an analysis 

that both confirmed facts and shed new ligl1t on them. 

Even fewer scholars have examined specifically the partisan, election-related 

materials produced by the firm that deterrnined the outcome of campaigns during the 

second party system. 66 The study examined the context in which the combined efforts of 

editors, writers, and politicians thrived during the mid-19th century. At the same time, it 

studied a particular aspect of Greeley' s career that historians have only partially defined. 

It suggested that in the elections between 1840 and 1860, key personalities, historical 

events, and intellectual ideas transformed the Tribune and the Whig Party into institutions 
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that fulfilled an historic purpose: The Trib1,ne survived the sectional crises of the 1850s, 

and the Whig Party did not~ however, Greeley' s editorial skills preserved the most 

resilient aspects of his early publications to create a Republican policy that endured. 

After the Civil War, historians agreed that the firm played a determining role in 

setting the agenda of the second party system, but few accounts articulated its impact on 

subsequent campaigns. Fewer press histories have explored the era between the first 

Whig and Republican presidents as a critical subject despite its enorrnous impact on 

modern media. This dissertation sought enduring issues by implementing untapped 

sources and contemporary methods. The sources cited throughout this dissertation were 

intended to provide a clearer window into the firm ' s political dynamic. 67 

When literature cited the association of Horace Greeley, William H . Seward, and 

Thurlow Weed, it commonly referred to it as ''the firm of Seward, Weed, and Greeley." 

Greeley himself referred to his partnership as the firm of ''Seward, Weed, and Greeley," 

as reflected in the title of Chapter 38 in his autobiography.68 Weed also referred ' 'the firm 

of Seward, Weed, and Greeley."69 For the purposes of this dissertation, which emphasizes 

the importance of the Tribur,e ' s effect on partisan politics, ''the firm'' was recast as 

''Greeley, Weed, and Seward'' to give Greeley an appropriate amount of credence. 

Methodology 

Editorials and articles from the Trib1,11e, reflections of Greeley ' s motives, were 

supported by correspondences between his journalistic and political allies and 

antagonists. The context of Greeley' s specific role was developed with references to 

other prominent publications, especially New York' s powerful Times and Herald, and 

Weed ' s Albany Journal.70 Additional newspapers, which included New York's literary 

journal Harper 's Weekly, were analyzed on the basis of their contribution to key events in 
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19th century. Perspectives from outside New York were partly found in The Staunton 

Spectator and The Valley Spirit, Chambersburg, Pa.71 Other newspapers in the South 

were cited throughout the study, too, but the featured papers most appropriately depicted 

the discourse between Northern and Southern interests - Democratic, Whig and 

Republican - from the perspective of the firm. 

In the 1840s and 1850s, the split between Northern and Southern Whigs became 

acute, and publications allied with the Tribune, such as the staunch Republican Chicago 

Tribune , took on a greater strategic importance.72 As the Whigs evolved into the 

Republican Party, newspapers throughout the nation took on greater developmental and 

cultural importance, but the newspapers cited revealed the central role of the Tribune as a 

mouthpiece for Whig, Republican, Northern and ultimately Union ideals. 

Special attention was paid to the editorials and articles written in the Tribi,r1e in the 

days and weeks immediately preceding and following the elections of 1840, ' 44, ' 48, ' 52, 

' 56 and '60. In determining the scope of materials to be studied, the months of October 

and November played a significant role in the analysis of the firm ' s campaign efforts. 

Reviews of microfilm through entire yearly issues revealed that the efforts of editors to 

make their partisan voices heard registered most loudly in the weeks before and after 

each election. Significant statements were published in non-election months and years, 

but the bulk of appropriate material from the Tribune in this study stemmed from a two

month combination of pre-election commentary and post-election results. 

Limitations were placed on the domain of data collected. Primary sources were 

featured if they were written between 1840 and 1860 because the narrative provided a 

chronology that limited study to events that occurred in the 20-year period. Events and 
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sources that fell outside this range were included only if they bore a direct value to the 

study's sources and chronology. Conditions were also placed on the content of source 

materials. Materials from Democratic newspapers were included only when they 

provided direct commentary on the Tribune or other Whig and Republican publications. 

The study set the foundation of the second party system on the party press era 

(1783-1833) but did not discuss overtly the function of the first party system or the 

nation' s first editors.73 Conclusions about the impact of the penny press era were limited 

to the cumulative effect of New York' s penny press on national political issues. The 

intent of the study was not to provide a dialectic interpretation of Democratic partisanship 

synthesized with Whig and Republican views; rather, it emphasized the role of the frrm in 

transforming national policy. 

Web sources allowed strategic limitations on the volume of content. Key word 

searches on computer databases assisted in providing narrow pools of articles and 

campaign documents. Searches by key word included identification of the recurring 

people, places, and issues associated with the study. The following words produced the 

most significant hits at sites, which included Harp Week, the Library of Congress, and the 

Valley of the Sha.dow: ''Greeley," ''Tribune," ''Whigs," ''Republicans," ''penny press," 

''Harrison '' ''Clay '' ''Taylor '' ''Scott '' ''Fremont '' ''Lincoln '' ''Weed '' ''Seward '' and ' ' , ' ' , ' ' 

''campaigns." The same key words were identified visually in microfilm searches.
74 

Primary documents were interpreted using the theoretical designs proposed by 

Startt and Sloan, which integrate methodological schools.75 The schools drew from 

historians who focused on nationalist, romantic, developmental, progressive, consensus, 

and cultural approaches. The progressive and cultural schools contributed most to this 
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study. When combined, these two approaches addressed the unique roles of Greeley and 

the Tribune as shapers of ideology and reflections of U.S. culture before the Civil War. 

The study featured a distinct interrelationship between the firm and the social 

context in which its members lived. The political ambitions of the ftrm could not be 

separated from the complex political issues of the era, which included slavery, 

temperance, and homestead and tariff legislation, among the Tribune' s daily features. The 

bibliography included the broadest available range of primary artifacts from the era, such 

as correspondences, legal documents, private letters, and unpublished manuscripts. 

In citing primary and secondary sources, the research addressed issues of causation, 

the verifiability of historical facts, and interpretive bias in order to construct a narrative as 

close to true events as possible. One of the first steps taken to address such issues was 

with the development of an evolving bibliography, which consisted of letters, journal 

articles, biographies, newspaper articles, scholarly accounts, and campaign documents. It 

remained open to the addition of new sources, too, from a collection of I 9th century 

campaign materials that has yet to be featured in secondary or scholarly literature. 

The secondary accounts, while carrying the weight of academic credibility, begged 

the most scrutiny. Scholarly interpretation of Greeley and the Tribune has been 

necessarily broad, and at the same time, it has produced accounts of poor quality or 

biased research agendas. While part of the task of this study consisted of finding fresh 

evidence, it also sifted through literally hundreds of interpretations, a number of which 

were either problematic or exposed room for additional study. 

For example, a number of histories demonstrated a tendency to assess the character 

of anti- or pro-slavery advocates in contemporary terms rooted in civil-rights 
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consciousness. Such an approach imposed a level of present-mindedness on an era of 

hjstory that operated under circumstances remarkably different than later conditions. In 

an attempt to check present-minded interpretations, the language of primary documents 

was interpreted by immersion and relative to the texts of the era.76 

Two types of evaluation were used to authenticate sources and to establish 

credibility and understanding of their content: 1) External criticism, which addressed 

authorship and dates of the sources through analysis of content and comparison of 

various texts, if possible with the original record; 2) Internal criticism, which addressed 

the credibility of the sources, as well as determining literal and real meaning of words, 

including colloquial expressions, terms, and concepts from the period. Articles were 

cross-referenced with other newspapers to identify key figures and events when particular 

details were otherwise ambiguous.77 

The study focused on the partisan agenda of the firm prior to the Civil War because 

it is an area yet to be explored in press-related ter1ns. It represented events, people, and 

the cultural contexts that may have contributed indirectly to the war itself, without 

making claims of causation: To do so would express the fallacy of direct, singular 

causation, which plagues secondary accounts. 78 

Primary sources included the private papers of Horace Greeley and Thurlow Weed. 

The letters of Abraham Lincoln were secured from the Library of Congress Web site.79 

Newspaper articles were selected from the microfilm and microfiche collections of The 

New York Tribune. Original copies of the Log Cabin were reviewed at the Library of 

Congress. Other primary sources include the letters and speeches of contemporaries as 

preserved in Duke University' s Horace Greeley Collection and the Thurlow Weed Papers 
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at the University ofNew York, Rochester. The most illustrative primary sources included 

the indexed campaign materials at the HarpWeek Web site, which featured artifacts of the 

social transformation between 1840 and 1860. This transformation can be discovered in 

campaign paraphernalia, editorials, and even satirical cartoons that continue to offer 

constructive interpretations of the second party system. 80 

The documents in the Greeley and Weed papers were photocopies of their private 

papers, which included letters from Whig and journalistic associates. Of particular 

interest were the letters to Weed from Greeley (and vice versa.) The letters also included 

early correspondences with Seward, Webster, Granger, and other early Whig influences 

through Reconstruction. A few of the most remarkable letters from the collections have 

been typeset in the biographies and autobiographies of the primary subjects. In such 

cases, the accuracy of the transcribers was verified with the original text. 

No such transcription existed for the majority of letters in the collections, and the 

author relied on his first-hand readings of the manuscripts. The physical condition of 

these primary documents was at times poor, but the letters provided some of the most 

direct primary evidence concerning the nature of Whig and Republican partisanship and 

opposition to Jacksonian Democracy. Elsewhere, the workings of Greeley' s ''fevered 

brain'' were apparent in the erratic or scribbled-like quality of his writing. 81 

The combined collections provided access to Greeley's most private thoughts, 

which created some of the 19th century' s most enduring ideas and political platforms. 

Emersion in secondary accounts revealed that scholars have yet to provide a 

comprehensive analysis of Greeley' s writings despite more than 130 years of study. 82 
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Structure of Dissertation 

The partisanship of the firm is presented in narrative form with two major concepts 

tying the thesis together. Chapters 2 to 5 provide an overview of the firm and the second 

party system. The chapters analyze presidential campaigns between 1840 and 1852, 

which include the firm ' s greatest victories and defeats. The pre-Republican elections 

supply a context for interpreting the firm as an institution that influenced the world in 

which Greeley, Weed, and Seward lived. 

Chapter 2 sets the historical background and context for the ''Tippecanoe and Tyler, 

Too'' campaign. It profiles the dynamics of the second party system by providing an 

introduction to Weed, Seward, and other personalities, who would compete for a spot in 

the political landscape of subsequent campaigns. It features Greeley' s use of modem 

campaign tactics, which included pre-election projection and image promotion. Chapter 3 

introduces candidates James Knox Polk, Henry Clay, James G. Birney, and the evolving 

Whig establishment. It reviews the context in which the penny press emerged by focusing 

on Greeley' s contribution to the circulation-driven industry. Chapter 4 introduces Whig 

candidate Zachary Taylor and provides an account of his surprise victory. The chapter 

also describes the impact of the death of Taylor, who was the second Whig president to 

die in office, on Greeley, Weed, Seward, and the nation. Chapter 5 reviews the failed 

campaign of 1852 and the rise of the sectional hostilities. Greeley' s apprentice and 

nemesis, Henry J. Raymond of the New York Times, played a significant role in the 1852 

election, and his role as a partisan editor is featured accordingly. 

The second set of events and characters featured provide an account of the rise of 

the Republican Party in the elections of 1856 and 1860. Chapters 6 to 8 profile Greeley' s 

leadership role in the new, third party system. This part of the narrative adds to the 
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chronology of previous chapters, but it also provides a context for the events that led to 

the Civil War. It balances the arguments of the abolitionists and pro-slavery partisan 

materials as they appeared in newspapers across the country. 

Chapter 6 features the campaign of 1856 as the Republicans' first organized 

attempt to capture the presidency after Pierce and a Democratic Congress failed to quell 

violence in Kansas. The chapter also explains factors that contributed to the dissolution of 

the firm of Greeley, Weed, and Seward, a landmark event in deter1nining the subsequent 

election of Abraham Lincoln. Chapter 7 brings the firm ' s influence to a climax. It 

features the events at Harper' s Ferry and John Brown' s trial as a defining moment in the 

careers of Greeley, Weed, and Seward. It cites articles from Northern and Southern 

papers, whose editors were already at war over sectional interests, in deterrnining the fate 

of John Brown. Chapter 8 focuses attention on the Republican convention in Chicago. It 

explains how Greeley used tactics similar to those in the Harrison campaign to secure 

Lincoln ' s presidency. It brings to a conclusion his relationship with the firm: Weed had 

expected Seward would be the next president, but Greeley' s role in denying the success 

of the endeavor changed the course of U.S. history. 

The Conclusion assesses the legacy of the firm ' s victories, which were tempered by 

the national tragedies of war. It explains how the firm succeeded in creating the third 

party system and contributed to problems associated with it. The Conclusion focuses on 

Greeley ' s contributions to a liberal-democratic discourse and assesses his role in the 

formation of the Republican Party. It cites his campaign for the presidency in 1872 as a 

closing chapter in the era of the New York penny press. 
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Implications 

The personalities of Greeley, Weed, and Seward were complex, but their characters 

could be at least partly discovered in their personal letters and papers and the reflections 

of their contemporaries. Their psychological dispositions were also partly revealed in the 

general legibility of their letters and personal memos. Greeley's writings provided an 

especially intriguing sample of the troubled mind of a I 9th century intellectual giant. 

What made Greeley' s life in particular even more remarkable was the controversy 

that surrounded him. During his life and afterwards, he was both lambasted as a self

seeking, office-driven pundit and received as a champion for fairness and civility. 83 As a 

result, subsequent generations of historians have been divided in assessments of his 

character: Some have praised Greeley' s altruism and portray him as an honest reformer; 

others have ascribed to him egomaniacal motives that were influential but vain. 84 

In spite of past and more recent detractors, the professional masterpiece of Greeley 

and the firm was their concerted challenge to the Democratic status quo over a 20-year 

period. 85 This study placed the development of an Anti-Jackson counter-revolution 

primarily in the hands of this three-member institution. It cited Greeley ' s work with the 

Tribune, Weed's published opinions and his behind-the-scenes maneuvers, and Seward' s 

official statements and actions as the driving force behind the development of a lasting 

democratic discourse in U.S. history. 

Holt has paid particular attention to the response of the Whigs to socio-economic 

conditions, but the focus of his approach was primarily on the political aspects of events 

in the antebellum era. This dissertation featured Greeley as a leader who was committed 

to journalism as an industry and a civic endeavor. It discovered a figure that has been 

either misunderstood or misrepresented by scholars, one that was simultaneously creative 
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and conservative: Despite evidence that suggested Greeley did not completely abandon 

his own interest in political office, this study argued that he pursued an idealistic interest 

in the material and moral well being of the nation. 86 

The editor of the New York Tribune, Whig Party apologist, Republican ally and 

Democratic presidential nominee in many ways was a renaissance man. His genius was 

his ability to register in print the voices of his readers, constituents, partisan spokesmen, 

and himself 87 Evidence in the literature and propaganda from the campaigns of 1840, 

'44, '48, ' 52, '56 and ' 60 revealed his model of a movement that bridged across sectional 

lines and built a coalition, the Republican Party, which survived the trials of war. 88 

Gaps in the historical record of the national antebellum discourse have yet to be 

filled, but the primary importance of the Tribune is clear. It developed relative to other 

national publications, especially New York's powerful Times and Herald, which were in 

tum influenced by their proximity to the nexus of Whig activity - the firm of Greeley, 

Weed, and Seward.89 This dissertation provides an account of the firm as a force behind 

an internal, national revolution by introducing three characters primarily responsible for 

building the third party system. 
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CHAPTER 2 
MARKETING THE HARRISON PRESIDENCY: THE LOG CABIN, HARD TIMES, 

AND HARD CIDER, TOO 

Horace Greeley, editor of the Log Cabin, enjoyed his first major political victory in 

1840 with the election of Whig candidate William Henry Hamson to the presidency. 

Greeley's role in the race revolutionized the art of campaign polemics. He was successful 

because he tailored Harrison's image to meet the desires of an excited electorate. 

Hamson was promoted as ''the Log Cabin Candidate," which set the tone for one of the 

first endeavors in mass marketing. 1 

The Log Cabirz and other Whig publications circulated campaign proposals and 

literature in the for1n of editorials, articles, advertisements, announcements, and 

broadsheets. The successes of the Harrison campaign relied on a saturation of the 

electorate with image-building materials. The campaign featured a host of material tokens 

and paraphernalia to accompany the revelry of supporters. 2 

The Whigs maximized thei1· suppo11 by developing ads that addressed the 

struggling economy. Log cabins of the nation ' s westward settlements were co-opted as 

symbols of freedom and security on an an·ay of campaign materials. Greeley shaped the 

Whigs ' image into a desirable one by cross-marketing literature and propaganda with 

assorted songs, ads, and material tokens. Newspaper and journal articles reinforced 

Whig-organized activities inclt1ding rallies, parades, meetings, and dances . 
. 
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Greeley: A Marked Man 

Greeley was ' 'a marked person from his earliest childhood," according to 

biographer James Pru1on. He was born in the farm town of Amherst, N.H. , Feb. 3, 1811 , 

the third of seven children.3 Friends remembered him with ''a vividness and affection 

very extraordinary."4 His father had been reduced in the panic of 1819 from the position 

of small far111er to that of day laborer. At the age of 15, Horace turned to an 

apprenticeship in a p1inting office, then a tramp printer for extra income. The enterprise 

failed, and he drifted east in 1831. 

At the age of 20, he arrived in New York with just $10 to his name. 5 He found 

refuge in the midst of the first Workingmen ' s Party meetings, which organized for the 

rights of laborers. 6 For five years, he traveled throughout the state, sustaining himself as 

an itinerant printer, reading voraciously between jobs. After part-time work as a 

compositor, he landed a per1nanent position with the Evening Post. Shortly afterwards, 

partner Francis Story and he set up a shop of their own and printed a small weekly on 

contract. The main revenue from the newspaper came from lottery advertising, a 

circumstance l1is rivals never let him forget. 7 

Greeley was 28 when he first met Thurlow Weed, boss of the New York Whig 

Party. Weed took an interest in acquiring Greeley's services after reading the New

Yorker, one of Greeley' s first successful ventures. ''In casting about for an editor it 

occu1Ted to me," Weed wrote, ' 'that there was some person connected with the 'New

Yorker,' a literary journal published in that city, possessing the qualities needed for our 

new enterprise." Weed felt sure that ''its editor was a strong tariff man, and probably an 

equally strong Whig." He found Greeley in the office of the journal , ''a yot1ng man with 
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light hair and blonde complexion, with coat off and sleeves rolled up, standing at the 

case, stick in hand. ''8 

Weed was in the process of producing the Je_ffersonian, a news journal that featured 

Whig activities. He sat down in the composing room with Greeley. When Weed inforrned 

him of the object of hi s visit, Greeley was ''surprised, but evidently gratified," Weed 

wrote. Greeley suggested the name for the new newspaper, and Weed approved.9 The 

first nt1mber of the Jeffersonian appeared in February 1838. The issued, dated March 3, 

1838, marked the christening of the political firm of Greeley, Weed, and Seward.10 

The Jeffersonian was not meant to be a party newspaper ' 'in the ordinary 

acceptation of that tetm." The purpose of the newspaper was to present ''the views of 

public men on both sides of the great political questions of the day, and to exhibit, as far 

as may be, the sentiments and opinions of all." 11 Greeley conducted the journal with 

''marked ability," Weed wrote, ''discussing measures clearly, calmly, and forcibly , 

exerting during the year of its existence a wide and beneficial influence." 12 Greeley made 

a point of avoiding the demagogue1·y common in newspapers of the Party Press, an era he 

wanted to relegate to the past. ''Shrill partisanship had no place in the Jeffersonian," he 

wrote. Instead, Greeley filled the newspaper's pages with general political news, 

Congressional speeches, and articles on political subjects, for he aimed ''to convince and 

win by candor and moderation, rather than overbear by passion and vehemence." 13 

The life of the newspaper was relatively short, but it was instrumental in launching 

Greeley's career. One year after the opening issue, Greeley announced he would be 

moving on to greater pursuits. He thanked readers in the closing issue for suppo11ing the 

endeavor. He believed fully that he had made no assertion he ''did not fully believe to be 
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true," nor had he advanced any arguments that he ''did not honestly believe to be sound." 

Greeley closed his labors with the Jeffersonian, he wrote, ''with a gratifying conviction 

that they will have been regarded by his readers with a respect for his sincerity, however, 

humble may be their estimate of his abi]ity." 14 

The Mastermind and the Higher Law of the Whigs 

Weed began a career of influence as an apprentice printer in upstate New York. 15 

Between 1809 and 1817, he worked as a journeyman and became interested in politics as 

a follower of De Witt Clinton, a forerunner of the Whigs whose platfor1n included 

building material improvements for state and national infrastructures. Weed rendered his 

editorial services in the 1824 campaign ''but for which John Quincy Adams would not 

have been President." By 1825, his work at the Rochester Telegraph helped launch him 

to political power. He purchased the Telegraph and used it to promote his candidates. 16 

Weed bui It his reputation as an opponent of mob rule by blasting the ''Caesarism'' 

of the Jackson administration. He held strong anti-Masonic principles in a day when 

Masonry was a bu1ning political issue. The Anti-Masonic Party with which Weed had 

been affiliated raised funds to establish a newspaper at Albany, and Weed was made 

editor of the Albany Evening Journal while he was still a leader in the Assembly. 17 

The Journal appeared in February 1830, and under Weed, it became the official 

01·gan of the New York Whigs . Greeley and other Whigs gave Weed much of the credit 

for electing Seward governor in 1838.18 During the 1840 campaign, Weed ran editorials 

that strengthened the Harrison campaign. The Journal suggested the Whigs embodied 

''the hopes of the humble - of the privations of the poor . .. the emblem of rights that the 

vain and insolent aristocracy of federal office-holders have ... trampled on."19 
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Weed was loyal to Greeley. He consistently praised his associate despite their 

prolonged business-related fallout. ''Our sentiments and opinions of public measures and 

public men harmonized perlectly," Weed wrote. ''Our only difference was that upon the 

temperance, slavery, and labor questions he was more ardent and hopeful. In this I gave 

him credit for fresher and less disciplined feelings." Weed considered Greeley ''unselfish, 

conscientious, public spirited, and patriotic. He had no habits or tastes but for work, 

steady, indomitable work."20 But after Greeley dissolved his association with the firm in 

1854, he tempered praise ot· the junior partner reflected on letters he received from 

Greeley, who persistently but futilely sought office, as ''earnest and pathetic." 21 

Greeley considered Weed a friend , too, although the two antagonized each other 

over preferred candidates for particular offices. 22 Weed was of ''coarser mould and fibre' ' 

[sic] than Seward - ''tall, robust, dark-featured, shrewd, resolute, and not over

scrupulous, - keen-sighted, though not far-seeing ," Greeley wrote. ' 'Writing slowly and 

with difficulty, he was for twenty years the most sententious and pungent writer of 

editorial paragraphs on the American press. ''23 

Greeley did not hold the same disdain for Weed as he did for Seward because 

Seward had what Greeley wanted most in life - political office. Sewai·d was born May 

16, 1801, in Orange County, Warwick, Fla. His patrician background gave him a natural 

advantage over Greeley in their quests for public office. Seward' s father Dr. Samuel S. 

Seward was a physician of good standing, and his grandfather John Seward served in the 

American Revolution with New Jersey 's First Sussex Regiment.24 

Seward had previously been elected state senator in 1830. He lost soundly to 

William Marcy in his first campaign for Governor of New York in 1834.25 Seward's ri se 
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in the national political scene coincided with the Whig response to the 1837 panic. While 

editing the Jeffersonian in Albany, Greeley wrote and reported legislative proceedings for 

Weed's Journal and contributed to Seward's election as governor in 1838. After 

Seward's election, Greeley, perhaps too humbly, downplayed his role in the election by 

suggesting his editorial assistance was ''worth nothing."26 

Seward took notice of Greeley's skill in the 1838 and 1840 campaigns, and he 

welcomed Greeley as a member of the fi1111. The two kept a cool distance throughout 

their careers. Greeley admired Seward, ''apart from his politics," he wrote, ''though not 

blind to his faults." Seward's natural instincts were ''humane and progressive," and he 

''hated slavery and all its belongings. "27 

The Second Party System 

The second party system emerged from the ea1·ly republic's absence of formal 

parties. Prior to the 1830s, militia outfits, political societies , and secret orders such as the 

Freemasons may have acted as recruiting and training agents for the political 

establishment. Under Jackson, patronage shifted from a patron-client relationship to one 

based on pai·ty. In the context of expanded suffrage and a mobilized electorate, political 

party patronage mediated increasingly between citizens and government, and the 

influence of family and local notables declined. 28 

The election of 1832 prompted the death of the National Republicans. Their base of 

Northeastern elite was in disan·ay, and neither Anti-Masons nor Southerners could 

support the Adams' old party.29 Demoralized and disheartened National Republicans 

rallied and joined in the formation of the Whig Party under a creed that supported internal 

improvements, protection of American industry, and a national bank, which was at the 

heart of Adams' initial proposals. 30 
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From the birth of the Whig Party in the winter of 1833-34 until its collapse in the 

1852 campaign, members formed a federation of state and local organizations, each of 

which were genuinely appalled by Jackson 's ''Caesarism." They objected mostly to 

Jackson's alleged contempt for the separation of powers and the rule of law. Whig 

platforms summoned voters to rally behind candidates in a crusade for the salvation of 

the nation's republican self-govemment.31 

Diverging interpretations of James Hanington, an influential 17th -century 

republican theorist, polarized the new two-party split. Hanington espoused a belief that 

the concentration of wealth in the hands of a few would wat-p the republic into an 

oligarchy. In order to avoid the control of many by a few, he argued, republics had to 

possess an equitable distribution of wealth. 32 Democrats on the Jefferson-Jackson axis 

maintained that deviations in mental and physical capabilities among men were not great 

enough to justify extremes in wealth holding. Andrew Jackson 's famous veto of the re

charter of the Second Bank of the United States was one of the most succinct examples of 

Hanington ' s revolutionary theory of wealth disttibution in action. Conversely, tariff 

debates, common in Whig campaign literature, often addressed the importance of entail 

and primogeniture as measures for correcting a1istocratic wealth imbalances.33 

Differences over a national economic policy came to a head with the panic of 1837, 

which prepared voters for a change in executive administration. New York Governor 

Marcy in hi s message to the legislature, Weed wrote, blamed the financial crisis on the 

''unregulated spirit of speculation," which reached a culminating point with bank failures 

in New Orleans. The commercial pressure soon led to similar disasters in Charleston, 

Savannah, Bal ti more, Philadelphia, and New York, when the panic became general . 
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Ba11ks suspended specie payments, ''fo11unately while the legislature was in session, for 

by a provision of law the failure to pay specie worked a forfeiture of their chaiter," Weed 

wrote. Jackson pronounced the banks unsafe depositories for the public funds. In 

response, the Whigs engineered the revolutionary campaign of 1840, and Greeley, Weed, 

and Seward ''overwhelmed the Democracy of the nation'' as appointed leaders of the 

campaign for a new administration.34 

Prior to the Harrison campaign, New York had become ''a hotbed of Whig 

activities." New York City was rendered for some weeks, ''a boiling cauldron of political 

passions," Greeley wrote. The presses daily echoed the concerns ''daily received'' from 

the merchants and bankers to avert banlauptcy. They voiced their concern about ''the 

daily tightening of the money market, and the novel hopes of success inspired in the 

breasts of those who now took the name of 'Whigs. '''35 

The name ''Whig," wrote Greeley, was a reference to party members' ''repugnance 

to unautho1ized assumptions of Executive power." The party's integration of spiritual, 

civic, and economic interests served as part of the inspiration among the electorate to 

react against Jackson's administration.36 Greeley despised the elitism of the Democratic 

Party and its opposition to free labor. He believed that Van Buren's election to the 

presidency was a retu111ed favor from Jackson, who laid ''an iron rule," ''Love me, love 

my dog."37 

Alanned voters welcomed Whig proposals for abrupt, sweeping changes. The 

promotion of tariffs and attacks on Jackson's bank policy were implemented into 

campaign strategies as the economic conditions prior to 1840 worked against the 

Democrats. A Whig festival at the Orange Hotel was typical of the celebrations of the 
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''glo1ious victory of the people over Loco-Foco Agrarianism, infidelity, & Federalism." 

Participants rejoiced in ''the triumph of Democratic Principles in this State."38 

The public was also enticed to vote Whig through the distribution of enor1nous 

collection of material tol<ens related to the Harrison campaign. While the Van Buren 

campaign focused on particular issues related to labor policy, the array of Whig campaign 

items reflected an active effort to promote a sense of economic security that would follow 

d d · · · 39 un er a new a m1rustrat1on. 

Marketing the Harrison Presidency 

The Whigs had become an amalgam of National Republicans, states' -rights 

Southerners and Nullifiers, Anti-Masons, and dissident Democrats. In 1840, the newly 

forrned New York power t1io of Greeley, Weed, and Seward led the party in advancing a 

candidate to voters sufficiently angered by Jackson's ''high-handed conduct."40 

The election pitted incumbent President Van Buren, who was supported by the 

beneficiaries of Jackson's affiliates, against a hungry party out of power. The Whig 

nominee General William Henry Harrison had achieved marginal fame in the battle of 

Tippecanoe.41 He had challenged Van Buren in the previous election in which the war

hero image had worked well for him.42 As a regional Whig candidate, Harrison had 

carried seven states - Vermont, New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland, Kentucky, Ohio, and 

Indiana - for 73 electoral votes.43 His military-hero image was a theme even more 

enthusiastically exploited by hi s supporters in 1840.44 

The firm used image advertising effectively by exploiting and inverting Jackson' s 

own campaign techniques for Harrison's benefit. Martin Van Buren, a pioneer in the art 

of image making, ironically contributed to their success.45 The president and forrner vice 

president had in 1828 melded Jackson's suppo11 in Tennessee and the West with his own 
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New York organjzation. He then won over leaders in Georgia, parts of Virginia, and the 

Carolinas. Working from the top down, Van Buren drew primarily on state leaders like 

Thomas Hart Benton of Missou1i and urban leaders such as Alan Campbell of Louisville 

to craft a national political organization on Jackson's behalf. In effect, Van Buren was 

responsible for determining which issues were important to the electorate and how his 

candidate would address them. When a local or state leader had committed to Jackson, 

the members of his organization became Jackson' s local ''hurrah boys.'' These precinct

level workers dropped literature throughout the community, managed rallies, and staged 

the first national get-out-the-vote campaign in villages and towns on Election Day.46 

Jackson's campaign harnessed the mass medium of the day, the printing press, in 

two ways. First, it made heavy use of sympathetic newspapers. Campaign representatives 

worked a1·dently to secure favorable stories about the hero of New Orleans. Second, the 

Jackson campaign produced enonnous numbers of pamphlets, handbills, broadsides, and 

other printed literature, which were distributed throughout the nation. Jackson rallies 

were staged to generate public enthusiasm. In addition to the predictable political 

speeches, these events involved food, drink , parades, songs, and the distribution of 

campaign literature. The candidate's nickname ''Old Hickory'' was celebrated at rallies, 

too. Like the hardwood tree, Jackson had provided his toughness to his troops during the 

War of 1812, and every Jackson rail y gave away hickory brooms, canes, and sticks. On 

city streets and in small town squares, Jackson supporters erected large hickory poles. 

Like tl1e buttons, bumper stickers, and yard signs of campaigns in the 20th century, these 

symbols were tangible signs of support for the candidate.47 
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The Whig Party's challenge to Democratic ascendancy peaked in a climate ripe for 

political theatrics. During the Jackson and Van Buren administrations, the number of 

participating voters more than tripled. Electors grew loyal to one or the other presidential 

candidates, and by 1840, they were eager to decide which candidate should lead the 

country. The Whig press appealed to the emerging mass audience for support with 

content that targeted popular interests.48 

The Whigs ' economic interests concurred with the development of the commercial 

press. The blossoming industry was utilized by playing a large role in disseminating the 

news of party functions and promoting the political ideas and character of candidates.49 

''The function of antebellum newspapers, which were the organs of political parties, was 

to make partisanship seem essential to men's identities," according to Whig hi storian 

Elizabeth Varon.50 At a time when spiritual transfor1nation was part of civic life, Whig 

rallies functioned as secular camp meetings. The Whigs practiced ''secular revivaJism."51 

The Sabbatarian movement was part of the rise of the popular press. It contributed 

to the development of the Whig agenda, too. Sabbatarians advocated the observance of 

the Sabbath as a forrn of piety and political organization with techniques that mirrored the 

Whigs ' tactics of arousal and agitation among the masses. ''It was not enough merely to 

grant postn1en a day of rest," according to historian Bertram Wyatt-Brown. ''True 

Sabbatarianism included the closing of bakeries ... stores, taverns, theaters and 

offices."52 Whig activities were promoted by integrating fliers, pamphlets, and media 

messages associated with the Sabbatarian temperance movement. 

By 1840, Whig organizers had overcome their misgivings about the perils of mob 

rule and exploited popular attachment to images that were associated with the 
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individualism and freedom of the American frontier. Democratic campaign materials 

were less imaginative and less appealing than Ha1Tison symbols.53 The differences 

stemmed partly from nomination processes: The Whig Party tended to award its 

nominations to non-political men of great popular renown, primarily war heroes long on 

image and short on experience in public affairs~ the Democrats most often chose 

candidates on the basis of party service. By this line of reasoning, Whig candidates were 

naturally suited to the new politics of popular entertainment and their material 

components, and Democratic candidates were not. 54 

Homestead legislation, the charter of the national bank, and tariffs were features of 

the campaign designed by Whig strategists, which resonated with the democratized 

electorate. Jackson dismissed the tactics as little more than promotion of ''Logg [sic] 

cabins, hard cider and coon humbuggery," but the material remains of the campaign 

indicate Whig campaign managers sought an active remedy for the panic of 1837 .55 

The Log Cabin 

The Van Burenite Baltimore Republicari, according to Greeley, had in December 

1839 ''sneered at the idea of electing Gen. Harrison'' when it suggested that the Whigs 

ought to ''give him a barrel of HARD CIDER [sic]'' and a pension of $2,000 a year and 

allow him to ''sit the remainder of his days in his LOG CABIN [sic] by the side of ' a sea

coal' fire, and study moral philosophy.''56 After the taunts were circulated in other 

Democratic newspapers, Whig editors spun the commentary as a slur by Eastern office

holding ''pimps'' against the great American yeomanry. They co-opted the reference and 

turned it on its head by promoting Harrison as the ''Log-Cabin Candidate. ''57 

Hanison did own a log cabin in North Bend, Ohio, one that he had built for his 

bride near the turn of the century. It earned him designation as ''the farmer of North 
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Bend." He was in fact not born in a log cabin but in a fine two-story brick home at 

Berkeley on the James River in Virginia, and at the time of the campaign, he owned a 

palatial Georgian mansion in Vincennes, Ind. 58 

P1ior to 1840, campaign artwork evoked the story of the nation. But in 1840, 

glorifications of the Constitution, Lady Liberty, the ship of state, and the eagle gave way 

to highly personalized symbols associated with particular candidates.59 Commenting on 

the transformation , Phi lip Hone, a New York Whig, observed in his diary that party 

banners and transparencies had transfor1ned ''the temple of Liberty'' into ''a hovel of 

Ltnhewn logs'' and ''the military garb of the general into the frock and shirtsleeves of a 

laboring farmer." The American eagle was supplanted by a cider barrel, ''and the long

established emblem of the ship'' was replaced by the plow. '''Hurrah for Tippecanoe!''' he 

wrote, was heard more frequently than ''Hurray for the Constitution!''60 Hone concluded 

that the friends of Van Buren made their greatest mistake when, ''by their sneers, they 

furnished the Whigs those powerful weapons, 'log cabin' and 'hard cider' ... It makes a 

personal hurrah for Harrison which cannot in any way be gotten up for Van Buren."61 

Greeley's Log Cabin was at the foundation of the first presidency won almost 

entirely through the efforts of the mass media. He was credited with popularizing the 

catchy slogan ''Tippecanoe and Tyler, Too'' and for advancing ''the Log-Cabin 

Candidate'' i11 published songs, speeches, letters and assorted Wltig propaganda. The Log 

Cabin, a Greeley original, became the Whigs' major organ during the 1840 race with a 

national circulation that reached 80,000 copies a week.62 The newspaper has been cited as 

no less than ''the greatest journalistic success America has ever known."63 Weed, who 

had originally commissioned the project, credited Greeley with a single-handed, 
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journalistic coup. ''A more pronounced paper for popular circulation was needed," Weed 

wrote. In 1840, under tl1e auspices of the New York Whig State Committee, Greeley 

started the Log Cabin, which was ''zealous, spirited, and became universally popular."64 

For six months during the presidential campaign of 1840, Greeley published stories 

and editorials that contributed to Harrison's rise to fame. The Log Cabin was first issued 

May 2, 1840. A yearly subscription cost buyers $1.50, and 10 copies could be purchased 

for $10.65 Its first front-page story, ''An Eloquent Record," featured quotes from Harrison 

with his portrait in the upper comer. It published letters written by Harrison in the 1820s 

and anecdotal reports about the Battle of Tippecanoe. It was Greeley's first effort at 

providing readers with a vision of a candidate's personality and political ambitions.66 

A promotional blurb ''To Our Patrons'' laid out the editorial policies of the 

newspaper and set fo11h goals for future publications. Greeley announced humbly his 

own role in attempting to publish their hopes for a new nation , aware that the Log Cabiri 

contained some material , which ''though good'' was not new. ''We hope to improve." 

Greeley wrote, ''so that all the contents of our sheet shall possess the double attraction of 

fresh.ness and worth."67 Subscribers ordered the newspaper until it was almost impossible 

to get clerical help fast enot1gh to take care of the mail, and the first issue of 20,000 prints 

sold out at a rate greater tl1an even Greeley could anticipate.68 

The secret of the Log Cabin was that it was not stupid. It spa1·kled with literary 

style, and every line was readable. What distinguished the newspaper and the 

accompanying ''Tippecanoe and Tyler, Too'' campaign from all othe1· presidential 

campaigns was a distinguishing feature: The Log Cabi11 relied not only on what was 

printed, but what readers did.69 Greeley's editorial skill earned the respect of his readers, 
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although he later noted that the endeavor earned no profit.70 His efforts remained the 

Whigs' first and best hope for a lasting challenge to the Democ1·atic Party.71 

Tippecanoe and Tyler, Too 

The National Whig convention had adopted no official platfor1r1 for the 1840 

candidate.72 Harrison had expressed the view that Congress could not abolish or interfere 

with slavery in the states except upon the application of the states, nor abolish slavery in 

the District of Columbia without the consent of the residents therein. Clay's compromise 

tariff bill should be carried out, he added, and the presidential power of appointment 

should be used only for the public advantage, not to promote the interests of party.73 

Harrison had said little on other issues, and his silence seemed to reinforce the 

assertions of the Democrats that he was the senile ''General Mum." But on June 6, 1840, 

he spoke. Breaking with tradition, he addressed a crowd from the steps of the National 

Hotel in Columbus, Ohio. It was the first of 23 speeches he delivered throughout the fall. 

Ranging in length from one to three hours, his speeches refuted the charges that he was 

incompetent or senile. It was not clear whether he had help in preparing his speeches. 

Certainly it would have been available because the Whigs flooded the nation with 

surrogate speakers: William Ogden Niles, using the name of the little village where 

Harrison won his most significant military victory, published the 95-page Tippicanoe 

Text Book [sic] explicitly to provide them with materials for surrogate speeches.74 

The ''Tippecanoe and Tyler, Too'' slogan was Greeley's catchy creation that 

refen·ed to Harrison's victory and vice-presidential running mate John Tyler. The 

alliterative phrase was a small part of the public's fascination with campaign. The 

ensuing hero worship heaped on Harrison by the Whig press marked ''a landmark in the 

camivalization of American elective politics."75 
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Before it ran its course, the ''Tippecanoe and Tyler, Too'' campajgn inspired a 

harvest of souvenir items seldom if ever surpassed in quantity and variety in nearly two 

centuries of U.S. politics. InclLtded in the campaign were examples of virtually every type 

of item used politically in the United States before 1840. A partial inventory includes 

thread boxes, papier-mache snuff boxes, flasks, cotton chintzes, at least 20 varieties of 

si lk kerchiefs or bandanas, almost as many different Sandwich cup plates, more than 60 

known types of clothing buttons, an equal number of novelty medals and tokens, nearly 

200 styles of silk ribbons, and an eclectic atTay of ceramic mementos that ranged from 

exquisite and expensive copper luster pitchers to Ridgway's ''Columbian Star'' 

Staffordshire pottery priced at 7 cents per plate. 76 

The canvass was best characterized in the words of one of its own chants as the 

''great commotion." 

What has caused tliis great commotion - ,·notion - 11iotion - motion, 
Ou.r coitntry through, 
It is the ball a-rolling on 
For Tippecanoe and Tyler, too, 
For Tippecanoe artd Tyler, too. 
A1id with tliem we'll beat little Van, 
Van, Va,i, is a used up man.77 

Such slogans and songs appeared on nearly every item of Whig campaign literature, and 

they were popularized by reproductions in the Log Cabin. Other methods were used to 

''agitate the people," including Whig dinners, barbecues, picnics, and processions, with 

women as spectators and participants.78 

Whig rallies and parades brought out posters, silk ribbon badges, floats, and cloth 

banners of every sort.79 At a rally in Rockford, Ill., Oct. 7, 1840, banners bore the slogans 

''Belloit Is True for Tippecanoe," ''Whigs of Byron - For Our Country We Rally," and 
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''Pacatonic - No Tonic for Van Buren."80 Van Buren was lambasted as a ''groveling 

demagogue' ' and associated with the ''eastern officeholder pimps."81 

The commotion instigated by Greeley was later cited by Whig elder statesman John 

Quincy Adams as a sign of ' 'a revolution in the habits and manners of the people."82 

Under Greeley's direction, Harrison was the first man ''sung to the Presidency." The Log 

Cabin published and popularized tunes such as ' 'The Hard Cider Quick Step'' and the 

''Log Cabin or Tippecanoe Waltz."83 

The Log Cabin engaged in a number of other modem media practices, including 

the use of pre-election projections. A cha1t of popular votes in ' 'What is the Prospect?'' 

Oct. 31 , 1840, predicted that Ha1Tison would win tl1e Electoral College by a breakdown 

of 194 votes to Van Buren 's 100.84 Greeley included a disclaimer that his estimates were 

''of course no better than any other man's estimate. We may be deceived or mistaken. We 

pretend to no secret sources of inforr11ation. We have only looked on, certainly not 

without interest or care, through the contest. ' '85 

''The Work is Done!'' announced a Monday, Nov. 9, 1840, headline.86 Greeley and 

his editors had asce1tained ' 'beyond doubt'' that the majority necessary for a Harrison and 

Tyler administration had been chosen. ' 'Bretheren ! Wl1igs ! Are not our efforts and our 

toils glo1iously rewarded?''87 Harrison went on to win the election soundly with 52.9 

percent of the popular vote and 234 electoral votes. Van Buren received 46.8 percent of 

the popular vote and 60 electoral votes. 88 Accorcling to returns posed in the Log Cabiri, 

Harrison won 1,093,709 votes and Van Buren 875,374.89 

William Henry Harrison Is No More 

Accounts of the Harrison victory were joyous, and Whig supporters ignored 

warnings and gripes from Democrats that Harrison was too ill to take office. ' 'The sun of 
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Reform and Libe11y has at length risen on our long oppressed and misgoverned country! 

The Administration of Martin Van Buren terminated on Wednesday of thi s week," 

announced the Log Cabin , March 6, 1841. Harrison's inauguration would be celebrated 

''amidst an unprecedented concourse of rejoicing, sympathizing Freemen. ''90 

' 'The Inauguration," published in the Log Cabin , March 13, 1841, described the 

morning that heralded the Whigs' greatest hour of victory, which ''broke somewhat 

cloudily, and the horizon seemed rather to betoken snow or rain ."91 Other accounts 

provided hints to the fate of the ''venerable old man' ' as he walked through a storrn along 

Pennsylvania Avenue to the City Hall, ''amid double columns of human beings, the bells 

ringing merrily, the flakes of snow rapidly mingling with his grey locks, his eye flashing 

fire, and his step as firm as of youth or lusty manhood." It was the ''hour of triumph."92 

The celebration in intemperate weather exacted a final toll on Harrison, as well as 

the party that had catapulted him to national prominence. On April 3, 1841, a small 

paragraph on page two of the Log Cabin disclosed without fanfare that the president ''was 

taken suddenly ill on Saturday evening last, and for a time threatened with severe and 

protracted if not dangerous indisposition."93 He was diagnosed with pneumonia, but 

doctors assured the nation that ' 'the virulence of the disorder had been almost entirely 

subdued, and sanguine expectations were entertained of his speedy recovery."94 

Within a week, the Log Cabin was reissued with headlines announcing the ''Death 

of P1·esident Harrison!'' ''We are constrained," wrote Greeley, ' 'to confirrn the painful 

tidings which have already been borne on the wings of the wind to every portion of our 

land. WlLLIAM HENRY HARRISON IS NO MORE! [sic] ''95 
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The Whig Party did not recover from the loss of Harrison, but Greeley devoted his 

life to attacking Jacksonian Democracy. Meantime, newspapers throughout the country 

had ca1Tied already a forrnal account of the Whig Illinois State convention at Springfield 

on Oct. 8, 1839, which named delegates to the Harrisburg National Convention. One of 

the electors nominated to represent Illinois at Harrisburg was ''Abraham Lincoln of 

Sangamon.'' It was the first time, notes Ha1Tison biographer James A. Green, the name of 

the nation 's first Republican president appeared in mass circulation. 96 
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CHAPTER 3 
NEW YORK'S PENNY PRESS AND THE 1844 CAMPAIGN: FREE-SOIL MAKES 

MUD OF CLAY 

Henry Clay initiated his campaign ''confidently'' with an acceptance speech after 

his May 4, 1844, nomination. He said he believed the call was in confornlity with his 

''high sense of duty, and with feelings of profound gratitude."1 The convention had 

resolved its adherence to the principles of the Whig Party, ''known of all men, and 

cherished by a large majority of the American People," by setting a number of key issues 

on its platfor111. It called for a protective tariff, which would provide sufficient revenue to 

pay federal debts and defray governmental expenditures. The platfo1m also called for a 

national cun·ency, which would be uniform in value in all branches of the country. Whigs 

demanded finally ''a fair and equal distribution of the proceeds from public lands," a 

revolutionary experiment in the allocation of the spoils from Westward settlement.2 

Greeley counted himself among the leading exponents of the 1844 platforrn. A 

column titled ''Henry Clay'' daily featured Whig doctrine in the Tribune's news section. 

From Clay's nomination until the election, it featured anecdotes of the candidate's 

character, Whig ideals, and strategies intended to ensure a victory in November. The 

column included woodcut prints of American flags and various subtitle fonts that 

decorated transcripts of Clay's speeches and daily news events. The column reflected 

Greeley's life-long respect for the Whig's elder spokesman, and it made appearances in 

the Tribitrie until Clay's death . 3 
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Pre-election projections had deter11lined, in the minds of Greeley and Tribune 

editors, that Clay's victory was assured. But in the months and days preceding the 

election, the Whigs' confidence in a victory slipped when it became apparent that Clay's 

ambivalence on the slavery issue had alienated anti -slavery voters in the Northeast. 

Editorials continued to assure readers that Clay's triumph was certain regardless, and the 

true purpose of the campaign, according to the Tribune, was to send a message to 

Democrats that the Whigs had arrived. But members of the Liberty Party, which was 

headed by the uncompromising abolitionist James Birney, challenged the Whigs' 

presumptions. Birney supporters smashed Whig hopes by securing enough votes to cost 

Clay New York and the election. Greeley was devastated, but hi s newspaper survived. 

Selling Papers Like Hotcakes 

Greeley's bold editorials brought notoriety to Clay and the Tribune, but he could 

not take full credit for the success of his newspaper. Lesser-known influences, 

nonetheless important, contributed to the rise of the penny press. Horatio David 

Sheppard, a character featured in Parton 's biography of Greeley, was among the chief 

exponents of the marketing scheme, which he first advanced in the early 1830s. It was a 

simple idea based on dail y observations. Sheppard noticed that a small boy in the streets 

of New York would sell half a dozen penny cakes in the course of a minute. The 

differe11ce between a cent a11d no money did not seem to be appreciated by customers. 

Sheppard reasoned that if a person saw something and wanted it, knowing the price to be 

only one cent, he was almost as certain to buy it as though it were offered him for 

nothing. Editors could make a fortune, he concluded, if they produced ''tempting'' 

articles, which could be sold profitably for a cent in ''spicy'' daily papers.4 
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The timing of Sheppard's efforts concurred with Greeley's work as Weed's 

commissioned editor. Along with the Log Cabin, Greeley had enjoyed literary acclaim as 

editor of the Jeffersonian, a Whig newspaper. His efforts at the Jeffersoriiari, Weed 

wrote, had earned him ''the f1iendship and confidence of the strong men of hi s party."5 

Greeley's call s for social refor111s at first arot1sed no notice: His entrepreneurial 

luck paralleled Sheppard 's, who ''could not convince one man of the feasibility of hi s 

scheme - not one! ''6 But he persevered and laid plans to engineer The New York Tribune, 

one of the nation's first mass-circulated dailies and one of the few newspapers that cost 

one penny per issue. Shortly before Harrison' s abrupt death, Greeley announced that he 

would begin publishing his newspaper, and on April 10, 1841, the Tribune appeared at 

that giveaway price. According to Weed, Greeley's reputation as ''the best-infor1ned and 

most efficient tariff man in the country'' made it possible for the journal to survive years 

of low profit and remain influential.7 

Greeley' s account of the newspaper's fi rst edition suggests the Tribu11e did not 

enjoy the same rousing debut as the Log Cabin. The president Greeley had labored to 

elect died one week prior, and the event loomed heavily over him. Even the skies of New 

York acknowledged the loss. On April 10, 1841, ''a day of most unseasonable chill and 

sleet and snow," Greeley wrote, ''our city held her great funeral parade and pageant in 

honor of our lost President, who had died six days before." The Tribune was released, 

nonetheless, ''On that leaden, funereal morning, the most inhospitable of the year. ''8 

Greeley used $1,000 of borrowed money, about $1,000 of his own money, and a 

mortgage on his shop, a total capitalization of less than $3,000, to issue the first copies of 

the newspaper.9 The Tribu,ie office was located at No. 30 Ann St. , New York City. It 
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hosted a collection of young, enterprising writers. Henry Jarvis Raymond, future editor of 

the New York Times, assisted Greeley in the department of literary criticism, fine arts, 

and general intelligence from the newspaper's earliest days. 10 Other proteges also raised 

the standards of the Fourth Estate. Charles A. Dana served as Greeley's loyal assistant. 

The remaining staff, which was displayed prominently on the Triburie directory, included 

associate-editors James S. Pike, William H. Fry, George Ripley, George M. Snow, 

Bayard Taylor, F.J. Ottarson, William Newman, B. Brockway, Solon Robinson, and 

Donald C. Henderson. 11 

The Triburie was based on the premise that writers would meet the desire of 

American readers to have news of every important occt11Tence. ''My leading idea," 

Greeley wrote , ''was the establishment of a journal removed alike from servile 

partisanship on the one hand and from gagged, mincing neutrality on the other." 12 

Lawyers, merchants, bankers, economists, authors, and politicians would find in the 

paper whatever they needed to see, ''and be spared the trouble of looking elsewhere." 13 

Greeley's idealistic vision for the Tribune might not have survived without the 

assistance of Thomas McElrath, who invested $2,000 in the newspaper during an early 

financial crisis.
14 

According to Greeley, McElrath made him ''a voluntary and wholly 

unexpected' ' business deal for the ''struggling but hopeful enterprise." 15 His presence at 

the Tribune was much less outspoken than Greeley's, and the editor was grateful for the 

McElrath 's unusual tolerance of the new breed of jou111alism. During the 10 years that the 

Triburie was issued by Greeley and McElrath , the latter ''never once'' indicated that the 

radical opinions it expressed on abolitionism, the death penalty, socialism, ''and other 

frequent abetTations from the straight and narrow path of Whig partisanship'' were 
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injurious to the interests of the publishers. The only time McElrath expressed 

dissatisfaction with Greeley's work was when the latter dipped into the newspaper's 

treasury to help a friend who was, in the senior partner's opinion, beyond help. 16 

The opening year for the Tribune was marked by success in circulation and sales, 

but it was beleaguered with difficulties in sustaining profits. In an attempt to boost 

business, Greeley announced the issue of the first number of The New York Weekly 

Tribu11e, a much larger and, he clai med, fresher, more comprehensive, intelligent, and 

''better paper'' than the Tribune's predecessor, the New-Yorker. The new political journal 

was ''openly, decidedly, ardently Whig in its opinions and inculcations, but candid, 

temperate in all things, and careful to be accurate and just in all its statements."17 

The Weekly Tribune first appeared Sept. 2, 1841, and it was one of Greeley 's great 

successes. Offered at $2 a year or $1 a year when ''clubs'' of 20 members bought it, the 

Weekly Tribitrie established Greeley 's reputation as the gi·eatest editor of his day. 18 In the 

Midwest, settlers, farmers, and homesteaders were said to have read it ''next to the 

Bible." In li eu of the Weekly Triburie's edito1ial quality, the price of the Daily Tribune 

was rai sed to 2 cents per issue. Weekly subscribers paid 1.5 cents per issue, and revenues 

from Greeley 's enterpri ses increased.19 

What Hath God Wrought? 

On May 25, 1844, Samuel F.B. Morse sat at a table in the old Supreme Court 

chamber in Washington, D .C. , and tapped out a message in code on a new device that 

transmitted news instantly. His assistant in Baltimore decoded the clicks that spelled out 

the message, ''What hath God wrought?''20 Morse 's telegraph ushered into history the 

info11nation revolution, which re lied on the creation of instant news for primarily 
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commercial purposes. The revolution commenced when the telegraph merged with the 

New York's penny newspapers to create a full -fledged circulation war. 

Greeley's reaction to the introd11ction of telegraphic transmi ssions was at first 

mixed. He bewailed the fact that in one year alone, the Tr·ibune paid more than $100,000 

annually for intellectual labor and reporting based in the New York office alone, plus an 

additional $100,000 in fees for telegraphic con·espondence from around the country. Like 

most editors at the time, he applauded availability of access to instant news; however, the 

telegraph entailed a drawback that penny press editors were slow to overcome. ''The 

electronic Telegraph," Greeley wrote, ''precluded the multiplication of journals in the 

great cities, by enorrnously increasing the cost of publishing each of them."21 

Nonetheless, the intersection of the penny press and the second party system 

produced a unique breed of editors. Greeley led them. The new editors, unlike the close

knit web of political apologists in the first party system, competed for independent ideas 

that were associated with a mass readership ready and willing to pay for views that 

subscribed to their own. The editors of the second party system were ''a useful , a 

labo1io11s, a generous, an honorable class of men and women, and their writings have 

their due effect," Greeley w1·ote. ''But, that part of the newspaper which interests, 

awakens, moves, warns, inspires, instructs and educates all classes and conditions of 

people, the wise and the unwi se, the illiterate and the learned, is the News!''22 

The evolution of the commercial press was accelerated by the invention of newer, 

more efficient and faster print technology, too. The steam press replaced horse-powered 

presses and produced about 500 pages per hour, twice the previous amount. The advances 
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coincided with one of the Whigs' core beliefs - economic growth and progress through 

active, innovative efforts Jed by politicians and engaged citizem·y.23 

Greeley took pride in individual accomplishment, and the Triburie served as the 

natural mouthpiece for the Whig's vision of human progress.24 At the same time, his 

opinion of editors put him at odds with his peers. He suggested that editors were not ''in 

all cases, or in most, the wisest of men," and editorial writing did not have ''a greater 

value than hasty composition in general."25 

In less literary attempts to beat the competition, penny press editors commonly 

engaged in mudslinging allegations of ethical or legal misdeeds against each other. The 

accusations were often rooted in attempts to besmirch the reputation of a newspaper that 

had secured an advantage in the market. The rivalry between The New York Tribune and 

The New York Herald was among the most intense.26 

The Triburie trailed the Herald in daily sales but remained competitive with the 

success and reputation of the Weekly Tribune. Tru·oughout the 1840s and '50s, the 

newspapers jockeyed for an advantage in total circulation, and the leader was often 

deter111ined by the relative success of each editor in discrediting his competitor.27 

Editor William Bennett had early t1ied to recruit Greeley for a position at the 

Herald, but the up-and-coming editor declined the offer. Bennett resented Greeley 's 

slight and publicly brandished him ''the most unmitigated blockhead concerned with the 

newspaper press."28 Unlike the Tribune, the Herald was not an organ of any party; rather 

it was created for the sole purposes of Bennett's business ambitions.29 The Herald spoke 

only for Bennett, whose conce111 for social health of the nation came after his economic 
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interests. His chru·acter offended readers and fellow businessmen, but the curmudgeon 

made possible a more modem understanding of free speech and expression. 30 

Bennett successfully turned the Herald into an attractive and useful product for 

which there was a widespread demand. The New York elite resented his overnight 

success, and his personality did little to impress them.31 Bennett was horsewhipped seven 

times in the public streets, Greeley wrote, not including the ''sundry kickings [sic] out of 

hotels'' or ''the crushing ceremony of a company leaving the table when he ventured to sit 

down among them." In tum, Greeley slammed the Herald editor for attacking ''the timid, 

the gentle, the generous, and the forgiving." According to Greeley, Bennett lived on 

''defamation, slander, obloquy, beastliness," and ''lies." ''Of course such conduct could 

not go unscourged [sic] even in New York. If he had lived further South, he would have 

been simply beaten to death or shot. Here he was simply horsewhipped."32 

Greeley remained cynical about the rancor in the press over the Tribune's agenda. 

He attributed reactions like Bennett's to jealot1sy of the Log Cabin's success. ''Two thirds 

of the country press," he wrote, was ''a nuisance and a positive curse." The jealousy about 

the Log Cabiri was not so much induced by its circt1lation as its character. Other 

newspapers, he alleged, were filled with ''medleys of murde1·, rape, and rascality, all 

much lower than the 'Cabin' at its lowest price ($1 by the quantity)." Newspapers across 

the nation had degenerated into demagogic mouthpieces, ''ravenous fo1· spoils," Greeley 

feared. ' 'Every one of these not only does us no good politically, but is morally unsound, 

and tends to unfit its readers for earnest consideration of public affairs."33 His solution 

was to publish constructive solutions to society's ailments instead of exploiting them. 
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His private letters indicate his desire to advance Whig principles. He w1·ote Weed, 

Jan. 27, 1841, convinced that his ''honor and character - what there are of them - ai·e 

pledged to this thing: that the Whigs will act in power as they have talked out of power; 

that they will honestly reform abuses, abolish useless offices, retrench exorbitant salai·ies, 

and show by their whole conduct that they ai·e not Tories."34 

Boss Weed 

The Whigs recovered slowly from the death of Harrison. Greeley was among the 

loyal to rally forces before Democratic challenges erased Whig gains. He wrote Weed, 

Sept. 15, 1841 , ''distressed'' at the contents of the Jounial. ''Every number seems to 

proclaim that we are lost. I pray you give us a good, rousing leader, calling on the Whigs 

of doubtful counties to rally desperately for the saving of the State." Weed took note of 

Greeley's continued faith in the Whigs, and in tum, he watched ''as with a parent's 

solicitude the development of the young editor whose capacity for usefulness he had been 

first to appreciate." Weed noted privately that Greeley 's industriousness in editing the 

Tribit11e was as ''marvelous'' as it had been editing the Log Cabin, but the zealous 

advocate of refor1n ''lacked judgment.'' 35 

Greeley often ignored Weed's attempts to smooth the tone of the Tribune. Their 

different personalities led to a split in the relationship. Among Greeley's follies, Weed 

alleged, were various ''isms'' by which he was ''from time to time misled." Greeley 

acknowledged that his mentor possessed superior expe1ience and wisdom to which he 

would sometimes defer, but he more often refused to be controlled by Weed. 36 

A breakdown in the relationship was evident before the 1844 election. On Sept. 10, 

1842, Greeley wrote Weed with language that revealed his obsession for holding office. 

''You have pleased on several occasions to take me to task for differing from you," he 
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wrote, ''as though such conditions were an evidence, not me1·ely of weakness on my part, 

but of some black ingratitude, or heartless treachery." Greeley claimed that he ''never 

desired offices of distinction , avenues to fortune ," at Weed's expense. He stopped short 

of blarrung Weed for his lack of appointed office by suggesting that hi s services - not 

Weed's - were sought at their first interview. ''I have ever been ready to give you any 

service within my power; but my understanding, my judgment, my consciousness of 

convictions, of duty and public good, these I can sun·ender to no man," Greeley wrote. 

''You wrong yourself in asking them, and in taking me to task, like a school-boy, for 

expressing my sentiments respectfully when they differ from yours." G1·eeley concluded 

his letter with an apparent resignation, the first of several breaks from the Whigs. 

''Henceforth, I pray you," he wrote, ''differ from me when you see occasion, favor me in 

nothing, treat me as you do others. ''37 

Democrats in Whig Clothing 

Greeley's attempt to rally the Whigs after President Hanison 's death would have 

enjoyed greater success had successor John Tyler understood the office, in accordance 

with Whig principles , as ''a trust to be administered in confor1nity with the policy of his 

predecessor."38 At first, Tyler had no apparent intention of abandoning the Whigs, who 

had accepted him reluctantly as an ''accidental'' president. When it became clear that he 

stood little chance of reelection, he abandoned them. 39 

The Whigs soon discovered what a costly mistake they made when they first 

nominated Tyler, an avowed Democrat, for the vice presidency. The initial strategy of 

balancing the Whig ticket to appeal to Southern voters had worked; however, Tyler had 

no qualms about returning to his previous ''factional affiliations.' ' He refused to take 
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action on behalf of Whig interests, ''narrow and timid in certain ways," according to 

Weed, which embodied a great share of ''the liberality and enlightenment of the nation. ''40 

Within six months of assuming office, Tyler vetoed a Whig bill to restore the 

United States Bank smashed by Jackson. With the exception of Secretary of State 

Webster, his cabinet resigned in disgust. Henry Clay, next to Webster the leading Whig 

of the country, resigned his seat in the Senate, sensing the futility of the Whigs' marginal 

gains from the previous election.41 

Tyler's in tensions became even clearer when he reappointed cabinet members to 

fill the vacancies. ''How the President will act with regard to appointments and general 

political relations, I cannot say," Greeley wrote, ''but it seems to me the evident dictate of 

good policy that he should meet ... hi s friends."42 Greeley printed editorials in support of 

Tyler, holding out hope that the party could be salvaged, which might entail his own 

appointment to office.43 Years later, Greeley was criticized for failing to recognize 

Tyler's antagonisms because Tribune articles in 1841 alienated the interests of free

laborers in the North, among his largest groups of constituents. In his defense, Greeley 

claimed he connected himself with Tyler only because he had been assured that the 

administration was ''heartily and faithfully'' Whig.44 

Greeley was tormented by a bitter reality that an editor in the 19th century would 

have been precluded by convention t·rom holding office. The title he coveted most was 

Post-Master General. He alluded to the ambition in a letter to Whig fellow Caleb Cushing 

w1itten Dec. 17, 1841. ''I have ever been hostile to indiscriminately universal 

proscription, but I hold with Mr. Jefferson in 1801 that simple justice [sic] demands the 

confiding of at least half the valuable offices to that paity which for twelve years has 
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been denied any." In New York, six of the nine major cities had ''Loco-Foco 

Postmasters," and Tyler had appointed only one of them.45 

When it became clear that Tyler had abandoned the Whigs, a handful of party 

loyalists, including Weed and later Greeley, used the press as their last weapons in a fight 

for survival. Greeley opened the Tribitne to the voices of disenfranchised voters. ''Every 

hard reflection on the course of the Whigs, coming from the atmosphere of the 

Presidents ' House, initiates the mass of our readers," Greeley wrote. ''They feel with 

Shylock, 'If it will feed nothing itself, it will feed my revenge. '''46 

One year into the Tyler administration, the Tribune began rallying against the 

Democratic Party as the embodiment of corruption. According to a Tribune editorial , 

Aug. 23, 1842, the abuse of official patronage under Van Buren reached ''its lowest 

depth , and we believe no man on earth could have found a 'lower deep' save the man 

who is now scouring the very gutters of our city for the willing instruments of hi s corrupt 

designs." Tyler's ''desperate and contemptible knavery," sought to fasten upon the people 

''the curse of his rule." Tyler would find ''ere long that instead of postponing, he only 

adds fiercer fury to the indignation they will poar [sic] upon his head."47 The Democratic 

Party was allegedly composed of ''nine-tenths'' of the convicted felons, outlaws, fugitives 

from justice, ''and others who have no right to vote in our city, and can never legally 

acquire any," who were attached by an instinctive sympathy to ''the Loco-Foco party."48 

Weed contributed to the dissent and attacked the administration ''savagely."49 His 

editorials in the Journal called upon readers in the North to rise up and claim a free land, 

which was rightfully theirs. ''The political, numerical, intellectual , moral , and physical 

power and strength of the country resides north of 'Mason and Dixon 's line,''' he wrote, 
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''but our 'dough-faces ' have frittered it all away." The newspapers and conventions of 

abolitionists had begun to clamor for a moratorium on the admission of Texas, ''but for 

the influence and action of these same Abolition newspapers and conventions," Weed 

wrote, ''there would have been neither danger nor possibility of this extension of the 

territory and augmentation of the power of slavery."50 

''I am reading your editorials every day, sometimes deploring the cruelty of your 

trusted blade," a friend wrote Weed, ''sometimes aroused by the boldness of your sallies, 

continually delighted by your dexterity in the fence, and always admiting the profuse 

inter1r1ingling of general sentiments and happy conceits. It seems like a perpetual feast, 

and indulgence only sharpens the appetite."51 

The 1844 Canvass: Two Things to Fear 

Clay accepted the role as frontrunner for the Whig presidential nomination, 

recognizing early that mass disaffection with the incumbent president could lead to a 

Whig triumph. As early as 1842, the Whigs began strategizing the recapture of the 

executive office. Their calculations, although accurate in the previous contest, showed the 

first signs of falter with overestimates of the importance of Ohio. ''They are very 

confident of success in Ohio in general, and I think with much ground for hope," Clay 

wrote Weed, Sept. 12, 1842. ''Should the Whigs achieve a triumph there, and your 

anticipations are realized in New York, the victory of 1844 will eclipse that of '40. "52 

Ohio was home to some of the nation's most outspoken abolitionists, among them 

Joshua R. Giddings, who in 1842 was censured in the House of Representatives for 

oft'ering anti-slavery resolutions. He resigned his seat to throw the case back upon rus 

home district and was subsequently reelected as a leading Whig. Giddings constituents 

1ivaled those of the New Y 01·k Whigs for setting party policy. In an attempt to temper the 
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radical sentiments of abolitionists, Weed t11rned to New York's Millard Fillmore to 

represent the party publicly. 

Weed had di scovered Fillmore 20 years earlier in ''an obscure New York town'' and 

brought him into public life. He suggested Fillmore' s nomination for the assembly in 

1829 and for governor in 1844. The two grew to be close allies, although Fillmore later 

embarrassed and betrayed Weed by suppo1ting the Know-Nothing platform in the 1850s. 

But du1ing the elections of the 1840s, Fillmore was ''as much at home in Mr. Weed's 

hoL1se as Mr. Seward or Mr. Greeley."53 

Weed's success in engineering Seward' s 1838 campaign had become famous 

nationally, but in January 1842, Fillmore wrote Weed, ''We are in a bad fix. I fear the 

[Whig] party must break up from its very foundations . There is no cohesive principle, -

no common head."54 Weed turned to him to repair damage done to the party. ''So I am 'in 

for it,' am I?'' Fillmore wrote Weed, on learning of his nomination to governor. ''We have 

but two things to fear. First, the Abolition vote; second, that of our friends."55 

With the momentum of gains in Ohio and New York, Weed, at least, grew 

optimistic of success in the presidential election. ''Things certainly look blue for Van 

(who is a little, old, red-faced, fat man) and unless the party rallies after he is nominated, 

I don't see how he is to get through . We could carry New York if the Tariff question 

would be made to take the Abolitionist starch out of five or six thousand Farmers," he 

wrote. ''Maybe we can any how, for the West looks good and grand."56 

Throughout the initial stages of the Clay campaign, Weed extolled Whig virtues to 

friend Francis Granger, who withheld support of the party because of its abolitionist 

tendencies. Weed realized the importance of Granger 's agriculturally based supporters, 
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appealing to them help build his Northeastern coalition. ''If Connecticut sands by us as 

she promises - and the Senate stands firrnly by the Tariff, as it is , [sic] we have a good 

look for the White House," Weed boasted to Granger, March 15, 1844. ''The 'Wise Men 

of Gotham,' you see, have anticipated the duties of conventions, national and State."57 

At the same time, Weed acknowledged the Whig's vulnerabilities on the slavery 

issue, for which Clay offered only ambiguous solutions. ''We go into the fight tomorrow 

with good prospects. If we don't do very well, I shall be disappointed," he wrote. ''Mr. 

Clay would be far safer at home, but as that cannot be, we must take what comes."58 

The Whig national convention met at Baltimore, May 1, 1844, and nominated 

Henry Clay for president, his third and final attempt at the presidency. The Whigs 

nominated Theodore Frelinghuysen of New Jersey for vice president. The central issue of 

the campaign turned on the admission of Texas to the Union.59 Democrats were publicly 

committed to allowing the state to enter with slavery, and it was evident that they would 

receive the pro-slavery and Southe111 vote. The presidential canvass that ensued, 

according to Greeley, became ''not only the most arduous but the most equal of any that 

the country had ever known, with the possible exception of that of 1800."60 

The Democrats had planned to reward James K. Polk for his devoted service to the 

party by nominating him for the vice-presidency in 1844, but a bitter dispute arose. When 

the Van Buren and John C. Calhoun factions could not reach agreement, the national 

Democrati c convention selected Polk as a comp1·omise candidate for the presidency. On 

May 27, 1844, Silas W1ight was nominated for the vice-presidency, but he declined. 

George M. Dallas of Pennsylvania was substituted as Polk's running mate.61 
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When pressed on the admission of Texas, Clay promised only that he would not 

jeopardize the interests of the nation over regional disputes. He wrote Weed from 

Washington, D.C., May 6, 1844, st1re that his opinion ''on the Texas question'' would not 

cost the Whigs the South.62 But late into the campaign, Clay blundered on the issue. On 

Aug. 16, 1844, TJie North Alabamian published a letter from him that would come to be 

known as ''The Alabama Letter." The document revealed Clay's intentjons as a president 

- at least those he confided to two Alabama friends - about the question of Annexation. 

'(I do not think it right to announce in advance what will be the course of a future 

Administration with respect to a question with a foreign power," he wrote. ''I have, 

however, no hesitation in saying that, far from having and personal objection to the 

Annexation of Texas, I should be glad to see it - without dishonor, without war, with the 

common consent of the Union, and upon just and fair ter1ns. I do not think that the 

subject of Slavery ought to affect the question , one way or the other."63 

While the Alabamians in receipt of the letter may have welcomed the news as a 

sign of the Whigs continued efforts to create compromise, the reaction to the publication 

of the letter among Clay' s Whig allies in the North was nearly a universal disdain. ' 'There 

is no hi story so unerring as a bundle of old letters," Weed wrote. ''How this great man 

was self-deceived."64 The Alabama Letter, unlike any other amount of scrutiny, brought 

readers an account of Henry Clay that none of the Whigs had anticipated. ''Things look 

blue!'' Weed wrote Granger, Sept. 3, 1844. ''Ugly lette1· that to Alabama."65 

Weed feared that the dismay among Whigs in the North, who increasingly turned to 

abolitionism to distinguish themselves from the Democrats, would open the door for 

dissenting voices. Liberty Patty Candidate James G. Birney rose in the public registry 
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because Clay would at first not take a stand on Texas; second, when he did, he appeared 

to provide no answer at all, alienating both Northern Whigs and Southern Democrats. 

The Whigs held out hope for Clay's success.66 

Projections and Results: From Clay to Mud 

In mid-October, the Tribune 1·eached strategically to Whigs outside New York to 

dare ''to be Freemen'' and overwhelm the Democratic Party. Allegations of corruption 

surfaced before the first ballots were cast, indicating the Whigs had grown increasingly 

defensive of early leads. ''Be sure that every Whig vote in yoitr Town is polled for 

Electors of President [sic,]'' Greeley warned. It would not be enough for electors to 

''barely elect Mr. Clay." Whigs had to show a decided preponderance in the popular vote, 

and to do thi s ''every Whig vote must come out." A vote in Alabama counted just as 

much toward the aggregate as one in New York, according to the Tribitne.67 

The same week the warnings were issued, the Evening News announced Polk 

would win the e lection. The Tribi,ne responded to the Evening News' ''imposing'' 

headline with ''The Question Settled." ''If tl1e people are to have the President made for 

them before they have had a chance to vote on the question, they would like at least to 

have a look at the machinery. ''68 The Tribune attempted to reassure readers that Clay 

would prevail, but early predictions of a Whig landslide were revised with each 

subsequent, daily column. 

The Evening News had posted the predicted electoral vote tallies based on pre

election projections. The Tribune reproduced the Eveni,ig News' table, itali cizing 

Virginia, Georgia, Mississippi and Michigan as states in dispute. 
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''States absolutely for Polk'' 

Maine 9 Alabama 9 

New Hampshire 6 Illinois 9 

Virginia 17 Missouri 7 

South Carolina 9 Micliigan 5 

Georgia 11 Arkansas 3 

Mississippi 6 Total 91 

Charts were also revised to make it appear as if Clay still possessed at least a 

psychological advantage across the country, although the Whigs' case was drawing thin 

with abolitionists. 

According to the Tribune, the four states placed in italics were likely to give as 

many votes for Clay as for Polk. The column noted Georgia had 10 electors, not of 11, 

and the News did not include states that were leaning toward Clay: New York with 36 

electors, Louisiana 6, Pennsylvania 26, and Indiana 12, a total of 70 additional electoral 

votes for the Whigs. The writers at the Tribune ''assuredly'' believed that these states, 

''except Pennsylvania'' were Whig, but they also acknowledged in print the severity of the 

situation. ''Polk must carry New-York [sic] or he cannot be elected."69 

Allegations of Democratic skt1llduggery grew at the same rate Whigs perceived 

losses in their momentum. Greeley looked for marginal gains in predominantly Southern 

states instead of boasting large leads in states throughout the Northeast and Midwest. The 

Tribitrie printed an increasing number of anecdotes about pre-election fraud that hinted at 

a number of unfavorable possible outcomes in the state. By Nov. 1, 1844, the legality of 

the ballots for electors printed at Albany was suspect. ''The undoubtedly correct tickets 

have the word 'Electors' printed on the back [sic] of the names, and the words 'For 

Electors of President and Vice President ' immediately over the names. They make no 
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designation of 'State ' and 'District' Electors," the Tribune alleged. ''The friends of Clay 

and Frelinghuysen in every County wi ll be careful to use the unquestionable ballots."70 

As the votes were counted, the Whigs realized how important New York had 

become. The day after the election, when the results were still unclear, Greeley wrote 

hopefully, ''Never was there a more gallant st11..1ggle than that made by the Whigs of our 

City yesterday, and throughout the whole campaign. They have fought against the most 

corrupt dispensation of Custom House and other Government Patronage - against the arts 

and appliances of an active, powerful, and unscrupulous body of opponents who would 

have shown the Jacobins of the Reign of Terror their masters." The same column 

provided hints that the Whigs ' gallant struggle might not carry the day. ''We are 

overwhelmed in the City, by causes which cannot operate elsewhere - by enorrnous 

Illegal Voting, and by the general array of our immense Naturalized vote against us, 

owing to the prevalence here of Native Americanism."71 

But in the days fo llowing the election, it became clear that something had gone 

c1i tically wrong in the Whig's efforts. On Nov. 8, 1844, the Tribune posted the first in a 

series of mo1ibund columns explaining the Whigs ' demise. ''The State. By The Night 

Boat," described the arrival of doom. ''The Boat from Albany this morning brings most 

disastrous though not unexpected majorities ... We cannot doubt that Polk's majority is 

5,000 .. . The deed is done!' '72 

In hindsight, the Whigs blamed Bimey's Liberty Party for the loss of New York's 

electoral votes. Birney had transforrr1ed Clay's letters ''into an element of decisive 

influence'' and cost the Whigs the election.73 Polk would not have won the election, the 

Whigs insisted, if the Liberty Party had not split the abolitionist vote in New York. 74 
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''The contest was fairly fought and won whe11 Mi·. Clay 's famous letter made its 

appearance," Greeley wrote. ' 'I think we should have had at least half of that Birney vote 

for Clay, and made him President (for he only needed the vote of New York), in spite of 

all other drawbacks, but for all those fatal Alabama letters."75 

On Nov. 9, 1844, the Tribune conceded reluctantly that there was ''barely a chance'' 

that Clay might still win. ' 'We have not a hope left. - How can we have?'' Greeley wrote. 

''On all the main issues involved in the late tremendous contest, the People are with us; 

but a very small majority have been induced to vote for Polk or Birney."76 In subsequent 

issues of the Triburie , Greeley defended the Whigs' pre-election strategies. He had 

predicted, after all, that Clay would carry New Yorl< by 20,000 votes . 77 No one had 

foreseen the introduction of the Alabama Letters, he wrote, which lowered their estimates 

to a lead of only 10,000 votes, ''and this we believed he would most assuredly get."78 

According to Greeley, Clay's campaign supporters understood and appreciated the 

importance of New York.79 ''Looking back through almost a quarter of a century on that 

Clay canvass of 1844," Greeley later wrote autobiographically, ' 'I say deliberately that it 

should not have been lost, - that it need not have been."80 Up to the appearance of Clay's 

Alabama letter, he seemed quite likely to carry ''every great Free State," including New 

York, Pennsylvania, and Indiana. Maine and New Hampshire voted strongly for Polk, 

and his home state Tennessee went against him by a small majority. Clay lost Louisiana 

' 'only by fraud," and by a majority of less than 700 in nearly 27,000 votes. 81 

Closer to the event, the Tribune had asked, Nov. 11 , 1844, ''Yet, we are beaten -

but how?'' The answer: ''By the throwing away of some 15,000 votes-nine-tenths of 

them Whig on all questions of National Policy - on the Birney ticket."82 New York City 
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allegedly helped Whig opposition with ''a heavy illegal vote," barely carrying the state 

against them.83 Greeley was convinced that ''eleventh-hour Abolitionists, who claimed of 

all things to be opposed to the annexation of Texas," sacrificed enough votes upon Birney 

to make Polk president. ' 'Yet the false representation of Birney, Leavitt & Co. that Clay 

was as much for Annexation as Polk, and more likely to effect [sic] it, &c. &c. have 

canied all these votes obliquely in favor of Annexation, War, and eternal Slavery."84 

The final breakdown of votes was both narrow and sobering for the Whigs, as the 

election ' s final results indicated the closest presidential race of the era. The following 

chart, as published in the Tribune, listed popular majorities by state. 

For Clay 

Rhode Island 

Connecticut 

New Jersey 

Maryland 

North Carolina 

Ohio 

Total 

Electors 

2,500 

3,000 

900 

3,300 

3,000 

6,000 

18,700 

58 

For Polk 

New Hampshire 

New York 

Pennsylvania 

Virginia 

Total 

Electors 

10,000 

4,500 

6,000 

3,000 

23,500 

95 

According to published results, Clay had in the whole Union 1,288,533 popular votes to 

1,327,325 for Polk. 85 Both candidates had secured 48.1 percent of the popular vote, but 

Polk won 170 electoral votes. Clay won 105 electoral votes, losing a critical 2.3 percent 

of the popular vote to Birney in New York. Birney had in all 62,263 votes, ''so that Mr. 

Polk was preferred by a plurality, not a majority, of the entire people. But that did not 

affect the fact nor the validity of his election."86 
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The New York Whigs were devastated. A margin of 15,812 votes cast for Birney in 

the state - 237,588 for Polk and 232,482 t·or Clay - had contributed to their defeat. The 

votes cast for Birney, ''which were worse than squandered in New York, to say nothing 

of the thousands thrown away elsewhere," wailed Weed, ''have not only made shipwreck 

of every other public interest, but threaten to extend the links and strengthen the chains of 

slavery." Weed struggled with Greeley and other Whig supporters to find a redemptive 

value from the Birney influence. ' 'Bimeyism will not again have power, by casting its 

weight into the scale of slavery, to make freedom the beam," Weed wrote. ''The Whig 

party, as philanthropic as patriotic, will steadily pursue its enlightened policy, until 

measures designed and calculated to secure the elevation and prosperity of those who are 

free , and the ransom and happiness of all who are held in bondage throughout the Union, 

have been canied into full and triumphant effect. "87 

The True Principles of Government 

Weed held out hope that the results of the election, ''however disastrous in other 

respects," would ''open the eyes of the people to the reckless designs and fatal tendencies 

of ultra Abolitionists."88 But the failure of the 1844 campaign weighed heavily on him, 

and he became one of the first of the Whigs' New York circle to disassociate himself 

with the party. ''The country owes much of its misrule and miser," wrote Weed bitterly, 

''to the action of minorities, - well-meaning, patriotic, but misguided minorities."89 He 

considered leaving the newspaper industry and, for a period, politics altogether. Word 

traveled outside of the Whigs' inner circle, distressing Governor Patterson who wrote 

Weed, ''I hear some talk about your leaving the 'Evening Journal ,' and I protest against it 

most earnestly and solemnly."90 
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Meantime, Greeley despaired, but he attempted to minimize the failure in the pages 

of the Tribune by suggesting that a return to Whig prominence would occur in 1848. He 

was pleased to cite the Clay campaign as one of his greatest journalistic successes. In 

later years, he recalled that the newspaper was issued in the prime of his life, when he 

was 33 years old, and he knew tl1e industry as well as any editor. In his own estimate, the 

Clay Tribune was ''one of the most effective daily political journals ever issued." It sold 

for 2 cents, and it had 15,000 daily subscribers when the canvass closed.91 

Greeley's coverage of the Clay campaign had featured a number of innovations that 

celebrated the editor's creative impulses. The Tribune carried campaign news and the 

same basic design until Nov. 8, 1844, just a few days after the results of the election had 

become clear. On Nov. 9, 1844, after Greeley accepted Clay's defeat, the design of the 

column returned to a more basic news format. 92 

Greeley could not hide from his fellow workers a deep sense of loss after Clay's 

defeat. His stre11uous, ultimately futile work at the Tribi1ne inflicted a heavy physical and 

psychological blow. Weed and Seward were first among l1is closest associates to detect 

hi s bottts with melancholia and related infirrr1ities, which appeared as chronic conditions 

after 1844~ however, Greeley, the most atypical of the Whigs, remained truest to the party 

spirit in his taste for const1·uctive social programs expressed in the Triburie's liberal 

editorial policy.93 The Tt·ibL1ne continued to bear the dying words of Harrison as its 

motto, ''I desire you to understand the true principles of the government. I wish them 

canied out. I ask nothing more."94 

Amidst the same columns announcing Clay's defeat, the Tribune implored readers 

to ''hold t·ast to our own party and our own name! '' An increasing number of voices called 
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upon the Whigs to compromise their effort, and some even suggested a makeover under a 

different party name. ''It is a standing reproach with our opponents that we need or take a 

new name every few years," Greeley wrote. He acknowledged that the suggestion 

involved ''nothing of which we should be ashamed," but it implied that members could 

no longer confess '"a strong attachment to the good old Revolutionary name of Whig."95 

The Whigs stumbled through the inte1im to the next election. Some reorganized 

under alternative party affiliations and sec1·et orders, but the Tribune remained committed 

to the Whigs. Greeley dismissed attempts to scrap the party or denigrate its name. ''Our 

forefathers bore and were proud of it~ it is short, pithy, and implies Resistance to 

Executive Despotism - an evil to which ultra Democracy perpetually tends," he wrote. ''It 

has come to imply al so resistance to that baleful , blighting Jacobinism which seeks to 

array the Poor against the Rich, the Laborer against the Capitalist, and thus embroil 

Society in one universal net-work of jealousies and bitter hatreds."96 
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CHAPTER4 
THE YEAR OF HOPE: THE FIRM IN 1848 

Zachary Taylor's presidency at first put Weed, Greeley, Seward, and the Whigs in 

limbo. The General 's campaign statements had provided only obscure political positions. 

Even though his election was a welcome event, it left open unsettling questions about hi s 

intensions as president. Greeley found himself in the awkward position of having 

supported a candidate he did not expect to win, the second - and last - Whig president. 1 

''I cannot ask favors of the new dynasty, nor place myself under aberrations to it till 

I see how it means to behave," Greeley wrote. ''I pay little attention to letters which reach 

me with requests to offices, believing that Gen. Taylor should be advised mainly by those 

more devoted to him."2 Greeley turned his attention to campaigns that he could control 

more directly. He had been ''a zealous, if not very effective, advocate'' of Seward's bid 

for Senate, he wrote, and after four years of obscuration, Seward, '' the Whig star," was 

again ''in the ascendant.''3 Du1ing the 1848 campaigns, Seward began publicly 

denouncing slavery in speeches in New York, New England, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, 

Delaware, and Ohio. Greeley took heart, as Seward took an interest in the Tribune's anti

slavery editorials.4 In February 1849, Seward was chosen the Senator for New York. 5 

At the same time, Greeley appealed to members of the Whig establishment for 

appointment to office. He respected Weed's political judgment more than that of the 

Whigs' new breed of maverick abolitionists and deferred to him because of his role as 

New York party boss.6 ''I am not very high in the confidence of the Taylor leaders," 

Greeley wrote. ''I don't belong to their particulru· squad, but to the old Whig phalanx. "7 
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The frequency of Greeley's letters to Weed increased throughout Taylor's presidency, 

and a number of them solicited an interest in particular offices. 8 

War Games 

Greeley's opposition to the Mexican War made his support for Taylor's candidacy 

reluctant. The General earned renown in Mexican campaigns and was known to side with 

Southe111 interests, which made him an unlikely beneficiary of the Tribune's editorial 

agenda. Greeley's greatest success had been both in support and opposition of military 

figures, a personality easily praised and lampooned in the penny press. ''Battles afford 

generals an opportunity to distinguish themselves," Greeley wrote. ''General Jackson and 

General Harrison have been elected to the presidency. General Taylor is in the minds of 

many, and in the hearts of many more, for the same high p1ace."9 

By 1848, the Whigs had reached a verdict that Henry Clay could no longer be the 

party's presidential candidate, having grown ''tired of the idea' ' of running him. 10 He had 

been a candidate for more than 20 years and was fulfilling a prediction made by Weed in 

1846 that Democratic-leaning Taylor would fill the vacuum left from the Whigs' 

previous defeat. 11 His demonstrated skills in the Mexican War and his affiliation with 

Southern interests made him the only candidate Whigs in the South could support. 12 Party 

members recognized Taylor as ''an excellent soldier." But he had no experience as a 

statesman, and hi s capacity for civil administration was ''wholly undemonstrated." 13 

Taylor suggested that if elected, he might conduct his administration on ''purely 

business principles'' and with no regard to partisan obligations. 14 He had never voted, and 

he paid little attention to politics. Though inclined toward the Whig Party, he was ''but 

slightly identified with its ideas and its efforts." Few if any voters, let alone Whig Party 

leaders, could explain Taylor's views on protection, internal improvement, or the 
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currency. ''On the great question of the fate of newly acquired land from Mexico, Taylor 

had ''nowise declared himself." The fact that he owned slaves justified a presumption that 

he, like most slaveholders, ''deemed it right that a settler in the Territories should be at 

liberty to take thither, and hold there as property whatever the laws of his own State 

recognized as property." 15 

President James K. Polk had waged an aggressive war on Mexico in the name of 

slaveholders' interests. The Mexican War posed pointed moral questions about Westward 

expansion and raised objections from disenfranchised Whigs, especially in the North. 

Greeley , Weed, and Seward, as well as a gi·owing coalition of anti-Democratic voters 

used ''Polk' s War'' as a rally cry against a new form of Caesarism. 

The conflict enlarged slave territories and offended the sensibilities of abolitionists. 

It reinvigorated the Whigs. The war with Mexico, ''though causeless and ugly," contained 

jewels, Weed wrote. An impending war with England over Oregon reopened issues 

attached to Westward expansion policy and offered the party a chance at vindication. It 

forced the Whigs to create both a new st1·ategy for wining the presidency, and it exposed 

a weakness in the Democratic agenda - their· neglect in securing the votes of Northeastern 

industriali sts and Midwestern homesteaders. Weed suggested the Whigs should embrace 

war with England if it resulted in ''tari ff, Canada, and freedom." 16 

Taylor was the only feasi ble candidate the Whigs could nominate. Yet they realized 

that none of his positions on issues reflected any part of their agenda. Party members 

sought a return to national prominence and agreed to ''a bond of fate'' with the 

understanding that they could not allow his views to become part of a Whig presidency. 17 
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In the Footsteps of John Quincy Adams 

Weed had lost a valuable political alliance with decades-old friend Francis Granger 

over the Birney fiasco in New York. He wrote Granger, June 19, 1845, refusing to part 

the company of ' 'an old and cherished friend'' without an explanation. He had to 

acknowledge Granger's split with the Whigs as indicative of a larger trend, one that 

Greeley, Seward, and he would have to confront in the next e lection. But Weed continued 

to follow ''in the footsteps of John Quincy Adams," he wrote. ''I not only appreciate your 

feelings in relation to the perverse and dishonest course of political Abolitionists, but 

fully participate in those feelings. Nor have I failed to hold [them] responsible for the evil 

they have accomplished.'' 18 

''You and I and the Whigs with whom we rut, are better friends with the slave and 

true advocates for emancipation than the 'Liberty Party' organs and leaders," Weed 

wrote. ''Shall we then allow their organs and leaders to hold a power, which they wield 

year after year with such fata l effect against the count1·y?'' 19 Weed hoped to entice 

Granger back into a partnership by promising offices in exchange for the valuable votes 

of the Grangers, an agricultural-based movement. ''You and I know that the Office of 

Comptroller is in your line if you a1·e willing to work for the People."20 By the late 1840s, 

however, the split between the Grangers and the Whigs had become irreparable, not the 

least of the antebellum era's frequent political convulsions. 

Weed's philanthropy was well publicized, and his response to appeals for 

contributions for cultural projects kept the fi1111 in good standing with benefactors. He 

was solicited by faculty at Union Col lege for funds to build a new art gallery in New 

York. There was no doubt that the city was in ''great and most urgent need'' of influences 

that would ''refine and exalt while they tranquilize and which take the place in some 
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measure of those coarser pursuits and pleasures which prevail too exclusively." Weed 

found himself in agreement witl1 Professor Potter' s recommendation that there was ''no 

such influences cheaper or more salutary than Galleries of Art."21 

Regional and third party interests continued to influence the outcome of national 

elections, but Greeley, Weed, and Seward were assured victory for their candidates after 

the lessons they learned in 1844. ''The result of the election vindicated the wisdom of 

General Taylor's nomination, while the purity and patriotism of his administration 

fulfilled the assurances and expectations of his friends," Weed wrote. New York was 

again the pivot upon which Taylor's election would depend. 22 

Weed had been charged with throwing New York's votes by ensuring that Clay 

would not be nominated in 1848. ''Soon , however, an e lement cropped out which entirely 

changed the aspect," he wrote. ''The friends of Mr. Van Buren, exasperated by the refusal 

of the Democratic National Convention to nominate that gentleman, deter1nined to run 

him as a 'Free-Soil' candidate. That movement was encouraged by the dissatisfaction in 

the Whig party with the nomination of General Taylor. It was believed that a large Whig 

vote, especially in the New England States, would be cast for the 'Free-Soil' candidates, 

Charles Francis Adams, of Boston , being on that ticket for vice-president."23 

Going West: The Firm and the Homestead 

Weed had attended the River and Harbor Convention held in Chicago in July 1847 

where resolutions were adopted demanding appropriations for the removal of 

obstructions to the commerce of the Great Lakes. 24 Greeley and Weed were Iikeminded 

in their advocacy of homestead settlements. They supported Westward expansion with a 

populist sense of Manifest Destiny; however, where Weed and Greeley parted was in 

regards to Greeley' s radical proposals linking Homestead ownership to a socialist utopia. 
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''The freedom of the public lands to actual settlers and the limitation of future 

acquisitions of land to some reasonable amount," Greeley wrote, ''are also measures 

[that] seem to us vitally necessary to the ultimate emancipation of labor from thralldom 

and misery." Greeley cal led for the chance of each man to earn the ''just fruits of his 

labors." Every new labor saving invention provided a reason to believe that the goal 

could be achieved. ''We must achieve these results; we can do it," he wrote. ''We must go 

to the root of the evi l, so long as the laboring class must live by working for others, while 

others are striving to live luxuriously and amass wealth out of the fruits of such labor."25 

By the late 1840s, Greeley's call for the distribution of land as a measure for 

securing social equity served as a cornerstone for the Republican Party, which emerged 

for1nally in subsequent elections. The movement relied on appeals to freedom as well as 

the promise of gains in property. Cultural historian John R. Commons' attributed the 

phenomenon to ''two main currents of idealism passing through the brain of Greeley and 

coming out a constructive program for the reorganization of society."26 The cultural 

significance of integrating the homestead with a political party was at first immeasurable, 

but by 1860, it came to symbolize a reorganization of American society. The Republican 

Party, which Greeley virtually wrote into existence, was at first a party of homesteaders 

with positions identical to the free-labor based Workingmen's Party. The Republicans 

came into conflict with slavery because slavery could not live on 160-acre farms. 27 

Greeley's articulate statements on the homestead policy made him one of the most 

widely read figures in the nation.28 Grassroots movements contributed to the social 

transfor1nation, but Seward, Weed, and Greeley were remembered popularly as 
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champions of republican government, self-made men of the first rate. They also took the 

blame for alienating moderate Whigs and Southerners on the issue of slavery. 

The 1848 Canvass 

The national Whig convention met in Philadelphia, June 1848, seeking its second 

presidential election with Taylor as the presidential nominee and Fillmore, Weed's 

associate from New York, as vice-president. Eight years earlier the Whigs had won with 

a military hero, Gen. William H. Harrison. Now they again turned to a General, Zachary 

Taylor, and nominated him on the fourth ballot. Taylor campaigned on his military record 

and on his promise of a non-political administration. 

Daniel Webster, a Hanison cabinet member, approached Weed upon the 

commencement of Taylor' s campaign . ''Well," asked Webster, ''how do things look now? 

I suppose the question still is, 'who will poll the most votes? ' '' Weed replied, ''Yes, and 

that man is General Taylor, who will be the next President." Webster taken aback, 

replied, ''Why, Taylor is an illiterate frontier Colonel who hasn't voted for forty years !' '29 

The Democratic Party nominated Lewis Cass, a militia general and Senator from 

Michigan. The Democrats adopted a vague platform. Both major parties avoided the vital 

issue of the time, the expansion of slavery in the tenito1ies . As a result, anti-slavery 

factions formed the Free-Soil Party headed by former president Van Buren .30 The Free

Soil organization , Weed wrote, at first caused anxiety and apprehension in the Whig 

ranks. As the election approached, confidence was reestablished, and the Whig ''masses' ' 

became ''united and zealous."31 

Taylor 's chances were increased with a nexus of support in New York, especially 

with Greeley' s first concerted efforts to make a name for himself as an elected official. 

His first major public appearance occurred in Chicago, July 5, 1847, at a meeting of 
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Midwestern Whigs. Thomas Corwin closed the meetings, but delegates, who were 

certainly familiar with his newspaper, if not his actual person, issued a call for '"Greeley." 

He was li stened to ''with great attention , and warmly cheered in concluding. Every word 

that he uttered was fu ll of truth and wisdom."32 

Greeley's greatest ally and his greatest obstacle, as well, in obtaining office was his 

association with Weed. He wrote Weed, Jan. 31, 1848, in one of his numerous 

correspondences about personal campaigns that failed to produce desired results. ''There 

will be a call out for a Whig National Convention before the close of the week, which 

will render necessary a sate call for the election of delegates.'' Should the Whigs of the 

legislature see fit to designate the two senatorial delegates, Greeley wrote, ''I have a great 

mind to ask that my name be considered among the candidates for that honor''33 

On Sept. 22, 1848, Greeley again wrote Weed, ''I bother you only to ask you not to 

take any more trouble in my behalf in reference to the congressional business."34 He 

refused to abandon the Whigs, but the Triburie had protested consistently and loudly 

about Taylor's role in the Texas travesty. ''I had intended to put up the Taylor ticket to

morrow morning, the Clay movement being definitely at an end," he wrote. ''I shall still 

let my name be talked about for congress - more likely against than with the Whig 

nomination - but with the distinct understanding that I yield no further support to General 

Taylor than is dictated by . .. duty and my pledge fully given the day after the 

Philadelphia nomination."35 The Tribune's opposition had been noted by otherwise 

dispirited Whigs, including New York's Thomas Corwin, who wrote, ''Your activity on 

Mexican affairs are read with much interest here, and I believe with general affection."36 
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Mr. Greeley Goes to Washington 

Greeley had little faith in third-party candidates, and he at first suspected Taylor's 

nomination represented ''an occult purpose'' to help the Democ1·ats by drawing off votes 

from the Whigs: The same nominating convention had resolved to oppose the W ilmot 

Proviso.37 Zealous Whigs apprehended that Taylor might, if elected, balk at the 

opportunity to discharge officeholders appointed by Tyler and Polk. Greeley continued to 

resist supporting Taylor. ''I did not hu1ry myself to secure his election," he wrote. ''In 

fact, that of 1848 was my easiest and least anxious Presidential canvass since 1824."38 

Taylor had avowed himself ''a Whig, but not an ultra Whig," and Greeley believed 

that was ''about the literal truth."39 Greeley's hi story with the party was a valuable 

commodity for Taylor supporters, and they appealed to hi s sense of dedication. He was 

persuaded to give a speech on Taylor's behalf at Vauxhall Garden, N.Y., Sept. 27, 1848. 

The speech informed the audience of' reasons why loyalty to the party should take 

precedent over Taylor' s apparent misgivings on abolitionism. ''I shall support the Whig 

nominations with a view to the triumph of Free Soil," Greeley explained, ''trusting that 

the day is not distant when an amendment of the Federal Constitution will give the 

appointment of Postmasters and other local officers to the People, and strip the President 

of the enormous anti -rept1blican patronage which now causes the whole Political action 

of the country to hinge upon its Presidential Elections."40 

Greeley's act of loyalty earned him a seat in the House of Representatives, which 

the death of a n1ember had made vacant. He was elected for one session onl y, and it was a 

short one, only three months. W1iting in the third person, he acknowledged the odd 

circumstances surrounding his nomination, which was ente1·ed and approved by 

telegraphic transmission. ''An editor of the Tribune was once nominated through that 
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rnachinery. So he was - to serve ninety days in Congress - and he doesn't feel a bit proud 

of it." In spite of his feigned humility, which his letters to Weed exposed, Greeley 

accepted the job wholeheartedly.41 His term extended from Dec. 1, 1848, to March 4, 

1849, a partial fulfillment of hi s deeply held desire for office. 

Even though his ter1n was short, he made his presence known.42 One of the first 

measures Greeley took coincided with the Tribitne's advocacy of Westward expansion: 

He brought in a bill to discourage speculation in public lands and establish homesteads 

upon the same. On other measures, he was less successful. He failed in his advocacy for 

refo1ms in the Navy, such as aboli shing flogging and the issuing of grog rations. He also 

attacked the graft of congressmen in connection witl1 the mileage allowed them in 

traveling to and from Washington, D.C. He estin1ated that members collected nearly 

$200,000 more than they should by charging the government for roundabout routes to the 

capita]. His bill to regulate this mileage was defeated, but his c1usade ''did some good. "43 

Tribu,ie editors memorialized Greeley's career in Congress, which fellow 

congressmen would have othe1wise ignored. According to the Tribune, ''Members did not 

relish the exposure of their dishonesty, but all their talking did not in the least disturb Mr. 

Greeley's equanimity. He opposed appropriations for furnishing members with libra1ies 

at the public expense. No member was ever more faithful to his duties, and no one ever 

received smal !er reward. ''44 

He could not distance himself entirely from his editorial responsibilities, and it was 

said that he ''di stinguished himself as much by his work as cotTespondent for the Tribitne 

as by his record on the floor of the House. ''45 Greeley directed pointed criticisms at 

cong1·essmen, keeping an eye on hi s line of communications. His letters to Charles Dana, 
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the Tribune's managing editor, expressed an obsession for control of the newspaper's 

. 11 h. 46 image, as we as 1s own. 

Late in 1848, Greeley first met Abraham Lincoln as a representative in the 30th 

Congress, the only one to which Linco]n was ever elected. Lincoln 's district was Whig, 

according to the apportionment of an 1840 census. Voters elected Lincoln in 1846 with 

the largest majority ever given in that district. He was one of ''the very mildest type of 

Wilmot Proviso Whigs from the free States - not nearly so pronounced as many who 

long since found a congenial rest in the ranks of the pro-slavery democracy. ''47 

Election Results: Meet the New Boss 

In the competition among candidates Taylor, Democrat Lewis Cass, and Free-Soil 

candidate Martin Van Buren, Taylor won a surprise victory for the Whigs. Fillmore 

staged a campaign of hi s own, which split the Whig Party message. Taylor nonetheless 

canied eight slave states and seven free states for 163 electoral votes, winning 4 7 .3 

percent of the popular vote. Cass carried seven slave states and eight free states for 127 

electoral votes, winning 42.5 percent of the popular vote. Van Buren failed to carry any 

states for electoral votes, but he picked up 10.1 percent of the popular vote. The Fillmore 

campajgn floundered, winning only 0 .1 percent of the popular vote and no electors. In a 

reversal of fortune from the 1844 election, Van Buren's finish drew votes from Cass, 

ensuring Taylor's victory.48 

Taylor' s link to the interests' of Southern states was well known. He had written 

Jefferson Davis that the moment the abolitionists ''went beyond the point where 

resistance becomes ri ght and proper," the SoL1th should act ''promptly, boldly and 

decisively with arms in their hands, if necessary, as the Union in that case will be blown 

to atoms, or will be no longer wo11h preserving. ''49 Toombs, Stephens, and Clingman, 
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members of Congress from Georgia, who then professed to be Whigs, visited the White 

House and endeavored to influence Taylor by urging him to admit California as a s]ave 

state.50 To the surprise of the nation - let alone the Whig Party - Taylor refused and took 

a stand for the Union, affording conclusive evidence that there were, ''no northern 

aggressions; that the cry of southern danger and alar1n was simulated, or at least 

Ltnfounded, and that the real foes to be resisted were at the South, and not in the Notth . "51 

The Year of Hope 

The Whigs celebrated the president's unexpected loyalty to the party, but his 

turnabout - much unlike that of Democratic-leaning John Tyler - created a crisis of 

confidence in Southern voters, who retreated from affiliation with the Northeast 

establishment. Whig moderates were equally alienated in their presumption that the new 

president would not act to jeopardize regional interests. And as much as the Taylor 

administration was heralded as a victory for the Whigs, it also spelled the party's demise. 

Greeley played politics with his support of Taylor and other leading Whigs, and at 

the same time, Weed jockeyed for inside access to the new administration. Weed's efforts 

at first paid dividends. He went witl1 Seward on Jan 18, 1850, to visit Taylor, who gave 

them ''an agreeable audience," and in the meeting, the president exp1·essed first signs that 

he would defy the Democrats and fol low Whig principles. Taylor gave Weed hi s word 

that he would ''strongly rebuke disunionists."52 

When Southern representatives were infor1ned tl1at Taylor would approve any 

constitutional bill that Congress might pass and execute the laws of the country, they 

threatened di ssolution of the Union. In reply, Taylor info11ned them that, if it became 

necessary, he would take command of the army himself, and that, ' 'if they were taken in 
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rebellion against the Union, he would hang them with less reluctance than he had hung 

deserters and spies in Mexico!''53 

Greeley had proclaimed the year 1848 ''The Year of Hope!'' A revolutionary spirit 

swept the populace at home and abroad, and causes to which the Whigs we1·e sympathetic 

made gains. ' 'You have not forgotten, 0 reader, the thrill the tumult,, the ecstasy of joy 

with which , on the morning of March 28Lh' 1848, you read in the morning papers these 

electric and transporting capitals," Greeley wrote. ''Regale your eyes with them once 

more ... ABDICATION OF LOUIS PHTI,IPPE! A REPUBLIC PROCLAIMED."54 

Taylor Is Dead, Long Live the Whigs 

But the exuberance of the republican movement, headed for the moment in the 

United States by the Whig Party, was short lived. The Whigs second president - and the 

second one to die in office - passed away myste1iously on July 9 , 1850. A new regime 

was installed. Millard Fillmore became president and Webster accepted the position of 

Secretary of State. Weed' s account of Taylor's death was succinct and impersonal , 

reflecting the shock felt throughout the party. ''General Taylor was elected," he wrote, 

adding little eulogy. ''He died soon afterwards."55 

Greeley's exuberance died by mid-1850. Anti-democratic forces squashed the 

republican revolutions that swept E11rope in previous years, and the Whigs' victories at 

home were undone by partisan infighting. The party suffered a mortal blow with Taylor's 

baffling death. For only two years, the Whigs enjoyed the sense that their party had 

secured a spot on the nation's political landscape. But Taylor died in a fashion as 

untimely as the beloved General Harrison. ' 'Our success in 1848 was the triumph of 

General Taylor, not our principles," Greeley later reflected wearily. ' 'It showed that a 

majority prefe11·ed General Taylor to General Cass for President: that was all."56 
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Taylor was remembered as a man of little education or li terary cultu1·e, but he 

possessed ''good sense, coolness, and freedom from prejudice. ''57 The Whigs were soon 

filled with a sense of betrayal when Taylor's successor, Millard Fillmo1·e, former ''ardent 

friend of freedom," sensed the opportL1nity to exercise power and ''veered round'' to 

espouse the cause of slavery. Daniel Webster accepted the position of Secretary of State, 

and the new Fillmore ''regime'' was installed. In one devastating motion , Weed wrote, 

Fillmore signed the fugitive slave law and rendered the Whig Party ''in twain forever."58 

At the same time, an upsetting private letter from Daniel Webster was exposed and 

published in national newspapers inclL1ding the Tribitne. It called upon all good citizens 

not to rekindle the flames of ''L1seless and dangerous controversy," an indication that 

Webster, too, had grown ambivalent on the slavery issue, a ''false course'' he initiated 

earlier that year with his infamous 7th of March speech.59 

Greeley suspected that the change of heart in the administration was provoked by 

the pronounced anti-slavery positions of Weed and Seward, whom both Fi llmore and 

Webster felt compelled to split with politicaJly.60 In doing so, the Fillmore administration 

fol lowed John Tyler's lead, embracing projects that Zachary Taylor had rejected ''with 

righteous indignation."61 

The Little Villain 

The strength of the fir1n began to L1nrave] after a Whig gathering at Castle Garden 

in October 1850. Attendees disguised themselves as unionists, but they formed instead a 

demonstration against Weed and Seward.62 Aspiring editor Henry Jarvis Raymond, 

Greeley's former assistant, used the occasion to attack Weed as a man whose ''dangerous 

free soil tendencies provoked discord and dissention."63 Resolutions at the Castle 

Gardens meeting were adopted calling for vigorous enforcement of the fugitive slave law, 
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and Raymond insisted that newspapers publish the names of merchants who refused to 

sign the cal l, so that the South might understand from whom to withdraw patronage.64 

Raymond founded The New York Times, Sept. 18, 1851. He was born in Lima, 

N.Y., Jan. 24, 1820, the son of Jarvis and Lavinia Brockway Raymond. He showed 

promise as a thinker, graduating from the University of Vermont in 1840 with the highest 

honors. He devoted his life to political acti vity and was an advocate of conservative, 

Whig and Republican policy. After founding the Times, he retracted criticisms of Weed 

and for1ned an alliance with Seward and him: As New York Assembly speaker, he used 

his office to def end the two from Fillmore's attacks. 65 Raymond later became a leading 

supporter of President Lincoln. He acted as one of the chief spokespersons for the 

nation 's business interest and used his political offices to protect them; however, 

Raymond died from a stroke June 18, 1869, before living out hi s political ambitions.66 

Greeley noted Raymond's brilliance from the moment he began writing news.67 

While still in college at the age of 18, he was among Greeley's recruits at Th.e New

Yorker, ''a valued contributor to the literary side.'' He became Greeley's chief assistant in 

1841 , the year the Triburie was founded. ' 'Abler and stronger men I may have met," 

Greeley wrote, ''a cleverer, readier, more generally efficient journalist, I never saw."68 

The two produced years of inspired material together, in spite of differences. They 

found it hard to work with each other on equal terms, agreeing rarely: Greeley was a 

liberal Universalist; Raymond a conservative Presbyterian - the former regarded the 

world as a place to be made better by living in it, and the latter regarded it as ''an oyster 

to be opened."69 Many of the issues they quan·eled about had roots in petty personal 
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rival1ies, but they augmented the hostility between the two editors to the point where the 

Tinies nearly always opposed measures favored by the Tribune.70 

Greeley paid Raymond a modest $400 per year for his duties.71 Raymond objected 

that he was not being paid enough, but he late1· suggested that it was Greeley's erratic 

mental behavior that drove him from the Tribune.72 They separated amicably, and each 

went his way.73 Greeley dubbed Raymond ''The Little Villain'' after the fallout, an epithet 

that Raymond accepted without objection.74 

Raymond left the Tribune to work for Colonel James Watson Webb' s Courier and 

Enquirer. Working toward editorial independence, Raymond managed Harper's 

Magazine's at its debut in June 1850. He remained at the magazine until 1856 as a part

time editor.75 The first issue of the Ti,11es sold for one cent, aiming for circulation levels 

as large as the Tribune's. Unlike other penny press publications that targeted the masses, 

the newspaper shunned the sensationalism of the Sun and Herald, and the whimsy of the 

Tribune.76 In hi s first Tinies editorial, Raymond promised his readers that he would avoid 

w1iting as if he were in a passion. 77 ''There are very few things in this world which it is 

worth while to get angry about," he wrote, ''and they are just the things that anger will not 

improve."78 The reasonableness of the Tinies made the newspaper and its editor important 

joumalistically and politically. It was a welcome addition to the penny press, which had 

been dominated by Greeley's eccent1ic tastes. 

Compromise Failed 

Greeley and Weed joined forces to denounce the Fillmore administration, but 

Greeley alone believed that the Whigs might possibly recover from Taylor's death . His 

pJan was to return to the forrr1ula that had worked for him in 1840 by sponsoring another 

campaign for a popular military general. Weed regarded the strategy as obsolete and out 
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of the question, but he was unwilling to oppose his friend and decided to escape to 

Europe ''for six or eight months'' in order to avoid the fray.79 

A subsequent meltdown in partisan alliances in Congress was waylaid temporarily 

by the Compromise of 1850, which spelled doom for the Whigs and, in a larger sense, all 

hopes for regional security. ''The struggle of 1850," according to the Tribune , was one in 

which ''the great No11hem anti-Slavery sen timent was inundated and overwhelmed in 

consequence of the succumbing temper and faithlessness of rotten leaders.''8° First Clay 

and Fillmore and then Webster - Whigs one after another - all sold their principles in 

efforts to obtain office. 81 

Democratic Senator Stephen Douglas engineered the Compromise, a belabored 

solution to the complex issues of settlement in the West. The Compromise, Greeley 

wrote, allowed for the ''legal [sic] existence'' of slavery in the newly acquired Territories, 

which presumed ''the Federal Constitution necessarily became the fundamental law of 

any region acquired by the United States, and thus legalized Slavery in that region."82 At 

best the solution was a temporary fix, but its implications were ominous for advocates of 

free labor and abolition. 

I Am Cross 

Greeley was irate, and hi s columns for yea1·s following reflected his frustration with 

the national government. He blasted the members of the 31st Congi·ess for inaugurating 

''the era of submission to slavery'' and began attacking en masse nearly everyone in 

Washington, D.C., including members of hjs own party. ''With their own hands they 

destroyed the dykes and let the waters flow in and wash away the 1ich f1·uits of years," he 

wrote. With one sweeping motion, Fillmore, Webster, and the entire Washington 

establishment forced Greeley to re-establish the course of the Triburie, the Whigs, and his 
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own political endeavors. ''Not only was the Slavery question compromised, but the 

character, reputation, and principles of hundreds of our public men were also 

. d b h . ''83 compronuse y t e same operation. 

The presidential contest of 1852 that ensued attested to the practical di ssolution of 

the Whig Party, not by creating popular aversion to its principles or its elders, Greeley 

wrote, ''but by the ever-increasing and ultimately absorbing importance acquired by 

questions to which those principles bore no direct relation." Veterans, who fought their 

best campaigns under the lead of Clay, Harrison, or Webster, failed to realize that their 

principles were out of touch with the changing demands of the next generation of voters. 

Scott lost the election, Greeley wrote, because a young, ambitious, unprejudiced, 

electorate perceived ''by instinct' ' that the party which triumphed in 1840 and in 1848, 

which was barely, even if fairly, outnumbered in 1844, ''was so paralyzed by divisions 

and defections founded on new or alien issues, that it could hardly be expected ever to 

carry the country again ."84 

Greeley remained true to the principles he believed were viable, and at the same 

time, he acknowledged the Whigs ' ''virtual dissolution left the ground open and inviting 

for new combinations and developments."85 Greeley had vacillated on a number of key 

issues in the Taylor campaign. His outspoken criticism of the Compromise of 1850 put 

him in an isolated position. He had clear·ly taken the lead in condemning Congress, but at 

the time, no altemati ve to their actions existed. 

It was not clear whether the Whigs would SL1rvive. Greeley 's psyche, like the tom 

party, showed signs of unraveling even befor·e Taylor' s death. He wrote impulsive, erratic 

letters, filled with petty complaints about small loans, editing mistakes, and general ill 
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health. 86 ''I bored you with a letter last night," Greeley wrote Weed, ''but now that we are 

beaten, I may as well write you again, for I am cross, and you shall see with reason."87 
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CHAPTERS 
THE FAIT.ED CAMPAIGN OF 1852: WHIGGING OUT 

An incident prior to Taylor's death illustrated the perception of Greeley amongst 

the elite, who generally mistrusted him and even despised him. Weed's friend William 

Kent wrote him in search of mate1ials for a lecture at ''Old Harvat·d." ''Dear Mr. Dictator, 

- How do you do?'' Kent wrote. ''I rather fear our courses are diverging. Certainly they 

are if you think with Horace Greeley, whom I abominate as the most pernicious journalist 

that ever pressed crazy reforms or urged to madness rampart Democracy." 1 

Greeley's reputation had been besmirched before, and opponents of vatious 

partisan persuasions would misrepresent his record for years to come. But Weed 

remained one of Greeley's most patient suppo11ers. He understood that his junior partner 

would return from Congress to his editorial duties in good spirits .2 A year after Taylor's 

death, Greeley rebounded from a bout with melancholia to begin a new campaign for the 

Whigs. ''Surely we are a wise people!'' he wrote Weed. 3 He expressed hope that Fillmore 

and Webster would ''use each other up'' in their rivalry for leading Whig candidate in 

1852, and witl1 an invigorated campaign, the Whigs would recover. 4 

Greeley thought he had every reason to be optimistic. The Tribz-tne was ''doing well 

- never better. I am personally out of debts," he wrote.5 He admitted the challenges ahead 

but failed to recognize what Weed acutely anticipated: The 1852 canvass would spell the 

practical dissolution of the Whig Party. Seward had become radical in his anti-slavery 

statements, and Democrats demonized him. Opposition to Whig candidates was 
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galvanized, and the Tribu,ie' s support of General Winfield Scott did little to excite voters 

in a campaign otherwise dominated by voter apathy. 

Tribune co1Tespondents were rallied to embark on an aggressive campaign for Scott 

despite his age and lack-luster campaign appearances; however, the deaths of two Whig 

presidents left reformers doubting the strength of their cause. Whig supporters knew their 

chances with the war veteran, who opponents derided as ''Old Fuss and Feathers," were 

even less than those with Harrison in 1840. Scott had the same lack of charisma as 

Taylor, and popular reception of for him, another formulaic Whig candidate, was 

unenthusiastic. But no one expected the election rout delivered by Pierce or the 

bloodshed in Kansas that followed. 

The Dictator 

President Fillmore had made no secret of' his plans to ''crush'' Weed and his 

associates. Fillmore spared no qualms about betraying his political ally, whom he had 

trusted as mentor decades earlier. He understood Weed's ftustrations with abolitionists, 

but the ex-Whig feared the Democrats. He treated denunciations of slavery as a threat to 

the power of the presidency. All federal office-holders suspected of fidelity to Weed were 

requested to resign. A newspaper rivaling Weed's Albany Journal, The Albany Register, 

was established and commissioned to speak for the administration ''by authority." The 

Register dubbed Weed ''Generalissimo-in-chief of the Abolition forces.' '6 

Weed had written volumes on the issue of slavery. He had lost the support of allies 

because of the issue, and he appreciated the high cost of association with abolitionism.7 

But he continued to insist publicly and privately that slavery was ''deleterious," ''a curse 

to the slave master, to the slave owner, to the state, to the community and to the soul 

upon which it exists."8 His opponents in the press and in politics construed his statements 
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as radical and threatening. Democratic editors directed a barrage of criticism at Weed, 

and readers throughout the nation associated him increasingly with radical abolitionist 

editors William Lloyd Garrison and Frederick Douglass. Passages from the Jounial were 

cited in anti-abolition papers out of context to make them appear more inflammatory. 

Weed was denounced by William A. Duer, a member of Congress and a leading Fillmore 

politician, for ''trying to build up abolitionism on the ruins of the Whig party." 

Newspapers opposed to the Jourrial repeated the allegations and implored the South to 

break up the Union if Weed succeeded in carrying out his ''nefarious abolition policy."9 

Weed's friends even addressed him facetiously as ''Dictator," but he was 

diplomatic about the antagonisms. 10 ''The President may do what he pleases with his 

appointments," he wrote. ''If his measures ru:e right, if he adheres to the principles of the 

Whig party, we shall prove better supporters of his administration than the fly-blown 

adventurers who bask in his favor." 11 The Whigs scrambled to defend Weed and 

simultaneously appease the Southern electorate. At a Sept. 27, 1850, convention in 

Syracuse, N.Y., Francis Granger, a Harrison cabinet member, allied himself with 

Fillmore to cou11 Know-Nothing votes. The move was an added blow to Weed' s role as 

New York pa11y boss, which Granger first attacked after the spoiled campaign of 1844. 12 

Why I Am a Whig 

Greeley remained loyal to the movement he had helped bring to prominence, but 

his frustrations with elected officials began mounting. ''Democracy is , I know full well, a 

word of power," he wrote. ''I know that it has a charm for the hopeful, the generous, the 

lowly, and tl1e aspiring, as well as for many darker spirits." 13 He blamed the problems the 

Whigs experienced on a lack of message. The Whigs attacked, but they rarely offered a 

solid or coherent platfor1n. 
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Why I am a Whig was Greeley's response to the problem. The text is his reply to a 

friend, addressed only as ''P ," which answers specifically a question from ''P'' about 

Greeley's controversial stance on protection. The document was later advertised in the 

Tribune as one of the leading exponents of Whig doctrine, but the bulk of Greeley's 

argument focuses on reasons why he refused to be associated with the Democratic Party. 

''May it be written on my grave that I never was a follower, and lived and died in nothing 

its debtor! '' he wrote. 14 

The Democratic Party and democracy in general, Greeley alleged, were unfriendly 

to protection becaL1se it guaranteed free laborers a fair share of the nation 's prosperity, 

and from Jackson and Van Buren to Tyler, Polk and Fillmore, Democratic policy focused 

on rewarding slave-like subservience to ''Caesar'' with corrupt spoils. ''St1ictl y speaking, 

there is but one organized, di sciplined party in our country - that which assumes to be the 

champion and embodiment of Democracy," Greeley wrote. 15 

The Democrats enjoyed a certain advantage in political contests because of their 

party name, Greeley wrote, a name that ''the most ignorant comprehends'' that attracted 

the ' 'depressed'' to find ''promise of hope'' and which the ''humble and lowly immigrant, 

just landed from his Atlantic voyage, recognizes as the watchword of liberty in the 

beloved land whence he is, for libe11y' s sake, an exi le." 16 Democracy, namely the 

Democratic Party, Greeley wrote, ensu1·ed that the masses would not object to the robbery 

of ''the last of dec lining Spain 's valuable possessions'' from ''the effeminate Mexican," 

which, in the nominally Free States, ' 'plants its heel on the neck of the abject and 

powerless Negro, and hurl s its axe after the flying forrn of the plundered, homeless, and 

desolate Indian." 17 
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He also wrote in defense of Whig principles, which were in the process of both 

for1nal extinction and giving birth to a new political organization: Republican principles 

had begun to sweep Europe and were regarded at home ''as the natural friend and servant 

of the People." These principles enjoyed increasing renown despite the ''immense 

advantages'' enjoyed by the Democrats, in spite also of the prestige they enjoyed in 

previous elections. The Democratic Party, Greeley noted, had been beaten in two of the 

three last presidential elections and ' 'barely succeeded' ' in the 1844. ' 'Could such have 

been the fact, if its distinctive principles and practices had not been decidedly adverse to 

the plain requirements of the public wea1 ?' '18 

''Protection diverts Labor from non-productive to productive employments - that is 

the whole story," Greeley wrote. 19 And under the next Whig presidency, Greeley vowed, 

republican gove1'llment would ensure that the burdens of people would be lightened and 

''increase their facilities for intercourse or intelligence, and to contribute in all practicable 

ways to their progress, comfort, and happiness."20 

Fourierism 

Greeley was sympathetic to Fou1ierism, an early breed of Marxist socialism that 

advocated unions and the effective di ssolution of the private ownership of propeity.21 In 

1842, he de voted a colun111 in the Triburie to tl1e editorial charge of Albert Brisbane, a 

primary exponent of the theory in the United States. In 1844 Greeley served as first vice

president for a Fourierite convention held in New York, and at the closing banqt1et, he 

was toasted as having ''created the cause on this continent."22 Throughout the 1850s, the 

Tribur1e spent many pages explaining socialism. Into the 1860s, one of the London 

correspondents for the Tribune was Karl Marx, co-founder of communism. 
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Greeley's beliefs violated the Whigs ' capitalist doctrine, but he was still recognized 

as the leader of the party.23 On occasion, his leadership was challenged, and he found 

himself having to defend his radical utopian beliefs to fellow Whigs. He had to assure 

Weed that the doctrines of Fot1rier had received the approval of some of the strongest and 

most practical minds of New York City and elsewhere. ''Clerk Garland of the U.S. 

House, General Keim, M.C. Berks, G.A. Wo11h, cashier of City Bank, Aldennan 

Phoenix, and many other sound men, are favorably impressed with it," he wrote. ''I think 

you take the wrong view of the political bearing of this matter, though I act without 

reference to that. ' '24 

Weed understood that Greeley's natural sympathy for the ''toiling millions'' would 

lead him to favor associations and unions of laborers and joumeymen.25 But these 

organizations, ''as formidable as they were mischievous," Weed feared , would exploit the 

Triburie's endorsements and manipulate Greeley.26 

In follow-up explanations to Weed, Greeley spelled out confidentl y the merits of 

the Tribune's liberal treatment of news, explaining his editorial ambitions, which would, 

he assured, build a coalition based on diverse interests. ''Hitherto all the devotees of 

social reform of any kind, all the advocates of a higher destiny for labor, all the 

combatants against unjust and false social principles, in short, all the social discontent of 

the country has been regularly repelled from the Whig party and attracted to its opposite," 

he wrote. ''This for111s a heavy dead-weight against us. It st1ikes me that it is unwise to 

persist in this course, unless we are ambitious to be considered the enemies of 

improvement and the bulwarks of an outgrown aristocracy in the country. But I will not 

ask you to think as I do. I only want a chance to think for myself."27 
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Greeley debated Fourierism in public personally with brilliant opponents, among 

them Henry Raymond. While the Triburie advocated steadily for agrarian refo1rr1s and the 

Homestead Bill, the Times· argued for the extension of capitalism and the free market. 

From their earliest days working together, Greeley and Raymond had argued a classic 

dialectic by dj sputing the other's claims about the economy and politics. They focused 

their debate on the practice of socialism versus capitalism, a discussion that persisted in 

various media wel l after their deaths. 

Assoc·iatiorz Discussecl, a text composed of letters and responses from the two, is 

the prototype of their exchanges.28 Greeley published the pamphlet in the attempt to 

assure readers and constituents that hi s understanding of socialism was not as radical or 

far-fetched as his detractors suggested. He, like Marx, knew full well that before 

sociali sm could be realized, a complete revolution in public sentiment must be effected, a 

revolution that would require many years of patient effort on the part of its advocates. 

Greeley made manifest his advocacy in increments on the pages of the Tribune.29 

The series of articles wri tten by Greeley and Raymond began with a letter written 

by Brisbane on Sept. 7, 1846. The letter was posted in the both the Tribune and the 

Coitrier and Enquirer, Raymond's for1ner employer. In the year following, Greeley and 

Raymond posted dueling responses in their respective newspapers to questions rai sed by 

Brisbane's letter. The columns provide some of the most dramatic evidence of the 

journalistic, political and professional split between the two: Raymond alleged that 

Greeley advocated the abolition of private property; Greeley contended that he advocated 

only the rights of unions.30 The text is modem in tone, virtually anticipating the critical 

approaches of contemporary social scientists and critical theori sts.31 
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The exchanges between Raymond and him, though volatile, were well reasoned on 

both sides. ''Heavens! Here we have one of the leading Whig presses of New York 

advocating the doctrine that no man can rightfully own land!'' Raymond wrote. 

''Conservative powers preserve us! ' ' To which Greeley responded , ''Fudge! What I said 

was this: Society, having divested the majority of any right to the soil, is bound to 

compensate them by guaranteeing to each an opportunity of earning a subsistence by 

Labor.''32 

''Stop a moment," Raymond retorted. ' 'The test of true benevolence is practice, not 

preaching; and we have no hesjtation in saying that the members of any one of our city 

churches do more every year for the practical relief of poverty and suffering than any 

phalanx that ever existed. ' '33 

Raymond fearlessly attacked his forrner boss and questioned the title bestowed on 

him as Whig leader. ''There can be no peace in the Whig ranks while the New York 

Triburie is continued to be called Whig," he wrote. ''The principles [sic] of the Whig 

party are well defined; They a1·e conservative [sic] and inculcate a regard for the laws and 

support of all established institutions of the cot1ntry. They eschew radicalism [sic] in 

every for1n; they sustain the constitution and the laws; they foster a spirit of patriotism 

[sic]." The best way for Greeley to fix the mess created by the Tribune , Raymond wrote, 

was for the newspaper to publish an announcement admitting that it was ''only Whig on 

the subject of the Tariff," and then devote itself to ''the advocacy of Anti-Rent, Abolition, 

Fourierite and Vote-yourself-a-farm doctrines."34 

' 'You tell me that the sole efficient agency of Social Reform is Christianity," 

Greeley responded. ''I answer that association is Christianity; and the dislocation now 
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existing between capital and labor, between the capitalist and the laborer, is as atheistic as 

. . . h ,,35 
1t 1s 1n uman. 

Greeley's 1850 publication Slavet·y at Home spelled out clearly his concern for the 

conditions of the working class. ''If I am less troubled concerning the Slavery [sic] 

present in Charleston or New-Orleans, it is because I see so much Slavery [sic] in New

York, which appears to claim my first efforts," he wrote. ''Wherever the ownership of the 

soil is so engrossed by a small party of the community, that the far larger number are 

compelled to pay whatever the few may see fit to exact for the privilege of occupying and 

cultivating the earth, there is something very like Slavery. "36 

His analysis of slavery as a national crisis that was not exclusive to the Cotton 

States made him one of the earliest Marxists radicals. He saw slavery not as a racial issue, 

but a class one. Slavery existed wherever a service was rendered from one human being 

to another, ''on a footing of one-sided and not of mutual obligation - where the relation 

between the servant and the served is one not of affection and reciprocal good offices, but 

of authority, social ascendancy and power over subsistence on the one hand, and of 

necessity, servility, and degradation on the other - there, in my view, is Slavery."37 

Greeley's critique of working conditions concluded, ''I understand by Slavery, that 

condition in wl1ich one human being exists 1naitily as a convenience for other humari 

beings [sic.]'' He expressed a peculiar belief that had more in common with Marxist 

theory than abolitionist doctrine: Slavery existed in the North as well as the South, in 

Europe and elsewhere in conditions ''in which the time, the exertions, the faculties of a 

part of the Human Family are made to subserve, not their own development, physical, 

intellectual , and moral, but the comfort, advantage, or caprices of others.''38 
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Well after the articles of Association Discussed were published, the debate between 

the editors continued and shaped Whig and Republican policy. Greeley's positions on 

protection , prope11y, and labor baffled his peers, but because of his stature and respect 

among millions of readers, party members and editors were forced to tolerate him.39 They 

dreaded him, too, charging him with ''attempting incessantl y'' to excite the prejudices of 

the poor against the rich: As alleged by the Express, the Tribitne's aim was ''to array one 

class of society against the other'' with constant suggestions that there was ''a large 

amount of suffering arising from want of employment, and that thi s employment the rich 

might give." If Greeley's suggestions were true, the Express contended, they were 

injurious to his own self-professed cause because they ultimately prejudiced the poor 

against the Whig Patty.40 

The idea of protection, or tariff, for the sake of securing capital , was at the base of 

mainstream Whig policy, but Greeley insisted that the purpose of tariff was for the sake 

of labor. While his theory was unacceptable to the Whigs, they used him in early 

campaigns to propagate party interests. In turn, Greeley modified his fai th in the hatmony 

of social interests, taki ng up legislation in behalf of workers. He rounded out a theory of 

labor legis lation by the states to supplement protective tariff legislation by Congress, 

which became the Republican theory of protection in place of the dying Whig theory. 

The Republicans were not always consistent in maintaining this principle, but their 

adaptation of Whig principles illustrated a uniquely American practice that combines a 

belief in human rights with property rights.4 1 

The 1852 Canvass 

Weed and Greeley foc used their printed objections on the Democratic 

administration 's capitulation to the interests of slaveholders, but they could not agree on 
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how they should react to Fillmore 's assault. Weed hoped for peace. ''When the desire for 

harmony is mutual there cannot be much difficulty in getting at it," he wrote.42 Greeley 

found the suggestion offensive. ''To make a peace now, under such auspices," he replied, 

''is to throw away the state in all future elections." He proposed making slavery the focus 

of national campaigns, which had prior to 1848 a special interest only. ''If we don 't carry 

[the election] next fall on 'Higher Law' grounds, we shall lose it entirely," he wrote.43 

Weed more or less agreed with Greeley's sentiment, but he had little faith in the 

soundness of the strategy. The prohibition of liquor rivaled slavery as a leading campaign 

issue in 1852. Temperance was one of Greeley 's pet subjects, and editorials in the 

Tr·ibune called frequently for a cessation of rum importation, which had followed in the 

shadows of the outlawed slave trade.44 Greeley expected that he would be elected 

gove1nor of New York in 1854 because of his editori al stance on the issue, but Weed 

sought to hold the national party together with candidates that appealed to ''wet' ' Whigs. 

Combined with the Tribune's attention to di visive issues, Weed increasingly distanced 

himself from Greeley' s appeals for nomination.45 

At the outset of the 1852 campaign, only nine out of the 75 Whig newspapers in 

New York supported Fillmore: He had gained supporters in the South, but as Greeley 

hoped, the president and Webster ''used each other up'' at the Whig national convention 

in Baltimore, June 16, 1852. A long debate over minor questions had taken place before 

ballots were cast, and after 52 failed nomination attempts, the decisive vote finally cast 

General Winfield Scott as the Whig candidate. Scott received 159 votes, Fillmore 112, 

and Webster 2 1, which confirmed officially ''Daniel Webste1· would never be President." 
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Webster's disappointment at the news was reportedly ''more than the great man could 

bear." He retired to Marshfield and advised his friends to vote for the Democratic ticket.46 

So many strong candidates for the Democratic nomination met at the 1852 

convention that none could win the required two-thirds vote. Franklin Pierce had refused 

all offers of public office after his resignation from the Senate, but he had maintained an 

active interest in politics. To break the deadlock the convention finally nominated Pierce 

on the 49 th ballot. William R. King of Alabama was the candidate for vice-president. 

Weed was both surprised and embatTassed by the Whigs ' selection of Scott, an 

aged general dubbed derisively throughout the campaign as old ''Fuss and Feathers." The 

Whigs' populist fotmula of nominating a wat· hero, Weed believed, had worn out its 

charm, and he left for Europe to watch the Whigs' demise from a distance. Meantime, 

Greeley 's confidence in the possibility of Whig success continued unabated. ''You are not 

well posted as to the presidency,"' Greeley wrote Weed in Eu1·ope. He scolded Weed's 

skepticism. ''The only danger is that [Scott] will be forced to shoulder the fugitive slave 

law, and be crushed by it."47 

Greeley implored the Whig faithful to support the Hero of Lundy Lane. ''Friends! 

Are you inclined to faint?'' the Tribitne asked, Oct. 20, 1852. ''Do you say that the 

prospect looks gloomy?'' Doubting voters were consoled with anecdotes of Scott 's glory 

from an earlier era. ''Remember that it looked darker at the corresponding stage of the 

Battle of Lundy's Lane, yet Scott left that field covered with unfading laurels. Trust, then, 

in the star of our heroic Chief, and advance to a beneficent triumph. ''48 

The Whigs were at a clear disadvantage throughout the campaign, but the Tribune 

denied signs of impending disaster. Coverage of the campaign ignored the Whigs' 
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splintered condition, and rally cries with tired themes persisted through its final days. ''If 

every one who believes Gen. Scott should [sic] be chosen will only act [sic] as that belief 

requires, he cannot be beaten. There are voters enough who prefer him if they can only be 

drawn to the polls. Will you not help thi s work to the extent of your ability?''49 Allusions 

to Scott 's wisdom in battle peppered the Triburie, but editorials and articles addressed 

rarely the actual size of battling artnies.50 

In previous contests, the Tribitne and other Greeley publications had posted pre

election projections with remarkable, strategic impact. In the Harrison campaign, the Log 

Cabin predicted a victory with surp1ising accuracy.51 In the Clay campaign, the Tribune 

indicated clearly the overwhelming importance of New York' s electorate.52 But in the 

Scott campaign, prospective votes were not on the Whigs side. 

Greeley realized Scott was in for a fight, but the response of the Tribune was slow 

and less compelling than previous contests. He hoped to provide Whigs with a 

psychological boost by posting alleged gains on a regional basis. At the same time, the 

Tribune feebly downplayed the consistent Democratic advantage.53 

In the days before the election, Scott' s fate became cleru:er, and Greeley was forced 

to more desperate tactics. ''Our opponents will be astonished at the extent of their own 

defeat,'' he promised. 54 The Trib1.tne attempted to rally Whig confidence with 

reassurances that a ''silent movement'' had swept the nation ''among those who have 

heretofore gone against us." The results on Election Day would produce a result 

·'astonishing to the Loco-Foco Democracy."55 

In the weeks leading to Election Day, the Tribune posted only vague 

prognosti cations with soft numbers indicating an advantage for Scott. In one instance, the 
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Triburze alleged that editors had letters ''from scores of quiet people in the country, saying 

that in their respective school districts are half a dozen, a dozen , or thirty Democrats, as 

the case may be, who have never voted a Whig ticket, but who will vote for Scott."56 

''If we are beaten," Greeley predicted, ''it will be because a full vote is not polled, 

and not because there is a majority of voters against us."57 Other pre-election analyses in 

the Triburze were equal ly ambiguous and redundant, but Greeley assured readers that the 

fate of the nation was theirs if they so wanted it. ''Old Chippewa'' would emerge 

victorious as surely as had Zack Taylor and General Mum, provided Whigs voted and 

practiced their patriotic duty.58 ''Without thorough Organization, one-tenth ot· the Whig 

vote will remain unpolled, and Gen. Scott will be beaten. Wherever our organization is 

perfect and our voters all called out, we shall do better than Gen. Taylor did; where every 

thing is at loose ends, we shall fall behind and lose ground," Greeley wrote. ''Our XV th 

Ward, for example, wil l certainly give Gen. Scott Twelve Hundred and may give him 

Fifteen Hundred Majority if the last vote is called out; but slouching, dawdling, 

ineffective management may reduce that majority to One Thousand."59 

Election Results: The Whigs at Salt River 

Weed and other senior Whigs feared that voter apathy would cost them the election, 

and it was clear that Greeley refused to address problems endemic to the Scott campaign. 

The war-hero image that had worked well in 1840 and 1848 failed in 1852 partly because 

Harrison and Taylor in their deaths failed ultimately, too. Loyal Whigs braced for a 

defeat similar to Clay's in 1844, but no one expected the smashing defeat that ensued. 

Greeley claimed in his autobiography that the defeat of 1852 came to him 

painlessly, although Triburie editorials and his private writings suggest he was 

devastated. His work on the Scott campaign, he wrote, was ''short, tolerably spirited, but 
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one-sided from the start."60 Perhaps still in denial, Greeley att1ibuted the Democratic 

landslide to a ''heavy side-blow' ' from Free Soil nominee John P. Hale, who challenged 

both parties and took thousands of votes that ''but for the Compromise platt·o1m, would 

have been given for Scott."61 

The Scott campaign delivered the Whig Party to Salt River, a 19th century metaphor 

for the site ot· final demise.62 At the closing of the polls in November, Scott carried only 

four of 31 states - Massachusetts, Vermont, Kentucky, and Tennessee - for a total of 42 

electoral votes. All other states, a total of 254 votes, went to Pierce: New York by 25,000 

votes and Pennsylvania, Ohio and Virginia by majorities equally conclusive. Pierce 

earned 51 percent of the popular vote, Scott 43 percent, and Hale 5 percent. The national 

popular vote was closer than the electoral vote, but according to the Tribune, Pierce 

carried a majority of 200,000 votes in an aggregate poll of 3 million.63 ''The immense and 

unprecedented majorities for the Pierce and King Electors'' in New York, Baltimore, 

Detroit, etc., left no doubt of '' the signal defeat'' of Gen. Scott and the Whigs.64 

The Triburie acknowledged complete defeat. ''We have no desire to question the 

completeness nor belittle the consequences of our opponents' triumph in the recent 

Election," Greeley wrote. ''So fru· as we can now see, neither can be overstated. The 

Protection of Home Industry, as an avowed, conspicuous, leading feature or of our 

National policy, is crushed - probably for years - possibly forever."65 

The results ''baffled'' Greeley, but he accepted the total ruin of the Whig Pa1ty. 

''The Whig pa1ty had been often beaten before," Greeley reflected, but this defeat proved 

the party ' 'practically defunct , and in an advanced stage of decomposition."66 At the same 
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time, the shrewd, corrupt Democracy, ''liberally supplied with money," was credited only 

. h h . '' . ,,67 wit av1ng went to win. 

In the initial stages of post-election analysis, the loss was blamed on Whigs who 

failed to do their duty. ''Our wealthy and mercantile Whigs generally kept away from the 

polls, or took little interest in the Election. Many who came either voted the dead 'Union ' 

ticket or else refrained from voting for any Electors." Mru.·ginal gains were made in 

Congress, but the victories gave Greeley little reason for hope. ''We ru.·e so badly beaten 

throughout the Union on President that we have not chosen to waste the morning hours in 

making up tables of Members of Congress and Assembly probably elected."68 

The Tribitne wailed the events following the election. ''There was a general 

debauch and demoralization throughout all political circles, as was clearly manifested in 

the triumphant run of Gen. Pierce."69 His Southe111 constituents, many of whom had left 

the Whigs during the Fillmore administration , soon solicited him for offices and 

agreements about settlement in the Western territories, and he acquiesced readily. 70 

'' 'The American System' lies cold in the grave," eulogized the Tribi,ne in a tribute 

to the deceased Whig Party. ''It has been deemed expedient, by certain magnates of other 

days ... that the Whig party should be crushed, and they have done the job most 

effectually ."7 1 No amount of editorial repair cot1ld reverse the outcome, and the 

experience was sobering for Greeley, who realized that he had few options in deter1rtining 

a redeemable Whig agenda. One of the few possibilities inc luded scrapping the party 

completely. ''It would be a pity to have so much labor and expense wasted," he wrote, ' 'as 

though a man should burn down his own house in order to rid it of a haunting ghost, 
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which should prove, after all, but a phantom projected by a guilty conscience on his own 

perturbed imagination.'' 72 

The Whigs struggled for a remedy, and as they looked for the source of their ills, it 

became clear that radicalism had cont1ibuted to their downfall. The Yankee press, 

including Greeley's Triburze, began murrnuring about Seward's role in the election. The 

veteran politician had distanced himself from Greeley's positions on the tariff, but in the 

years preceding the Scott campaign, Seward had moved from an anti-slavery position to 

one of hard-lined abolitionism.73 

Seward ' s campaign for Senate in 1848 began to bring his views about the 

' 'Irrepressible Conflict' ' to the fore, and his role in politics was as much revered - if not 

feared- in Northern circles as despised in Southern ones. ' ' 'Sewai·d!' 'Seward!' 

'Seward!' has been the burden of our adversaries' song from the outset - the theme on 

which the Satanic Press has expended half its venom and on which the journals subsisting 

on advertisements of women and children for sale have expatiated with unequaled 

persistence and fervor. ''74 

Greeley cited columns from other newspapers that called readers to ''Kill Seward." 

Sewardism had come to represent all radical threats from the Whigs on the stability of the 

status quo, but the threats were exaggerated, Greeley insisted. ''Such deliberate and 

systematic lying by Governors, U.S. Senators, ex-Senators, ex-Heads of Departments, 

&c. , &c .. . such base appeals to the friends of Clay and Webster to vote against Gen. 

Scott in order to wreak their vengeance on Gov. Seward ... - were never equaled before, 

and we trust will never be paralleled hereafter."75 
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Even though Weed and Greeley had contributed as much editoriall y to radicalizing 

the Whigs, Seward acted as the party's leading statesman, and the three were seen 

increasingly as out of touch with popular sentiment. Greeley was psychologically 

devastated by Scott's defeat as he realized how far the group had slipped from popular 

favor in tl1e 1840 campaign. The natural reaction of the Triburie ' s editors was to try and 

deflect any blame that might be directed at Greeley. Even though Greeley defended 

Seward' s stance on abolition, it was clear that the issue alienated voters who favored a 

return to the status quo. Democrats and Whigs alike made Seward the scapegoat: The 

former did so because Seward threatened national civility; the latter in order to survive. 

Greeley asked readers whether they thought the Wl1ig Party might regain its for1r1er 

strength by ''eschewing or avoiding Sewardism?'' His own response to the question was 

one of overwhelmed apathy. ''We whom you cal l 'Sewardites' are tired, and will gladly 

rest awhile and let you go ahead as you see fit . Whether your anti-Progressive, Pro

Slavery Whig party would be stronger than that which has just been routed ... can better 

be deter1"Iuned after than before a trial." The national verdict, according to the Tr;bz,1,ne , 

was that Whigs had been renounced ''with no other avowed reason than this - that Gen. 

Scott was the 'Seward candidate,' and therefore must be crushed."76 
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CHAPTER6 
THE CAMPAIGN OF 1856: REPUBLICAN REDEMPTION 

Weed returned from his European travels vindicated by his prediction that 

Greeley' s campaign for General Scott, the last major Whig candidate, would fail. He 

reentered the political foray, but the time was not yet right to advance Seward, his closest 

political ally, into a presidential campaign. The implosion of the Whigs in 1852 had 

exposed the party 's organizational incapacity to address the slavery question on a level 

that satisfied the national electorate. While Greeley resumed aggressive editorials against 

the Democratic establishment, Weed recollected his political capital to plan a long-tenn 

strategy for seizing the presidency. By November 1854, the fir1n of Greeley, Weed, and 

Seward was to111 apart by competing interests, egos, and deeply held convictions. 1 

Franklin Pierce entered office with the hopes of a rejuvenated electorate. Men who 

knew nothing of hi s qualifications or history rallied to support the president, and 

admiring Democrats classed him with Thomas Jefferson and Andrew Jackson.2 A 

Democratic Congress backed him with the presumption it had solved the crises of the late 

'40s with the Compromise of 1850. The compromise fai led, and under the Pierce 

administration, the Western territories exploded in violence after settlers in the Nebraska 

Territory petitioned for statehood. 

Democratic Senator Stephen Douglas took the lead in attempts to negotiate 

sectional agreements. In Kansas, hi s efforts resulted in the dismantlement of previous 

agreements between pro-slavery and free-soil settlers. Intense debate in Washington, 

D.C., and in the press ensued, as Congress passed the Kansas-Nebraska Act in May 1854, 
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which included a provision to abrogate the Missouri Compromise and allow new 

tenitories to decide by a ballot of their own citizens whether or not they would petmit 

slavery within their own borders. 

Greeley's response to the legislation was bombastic. His editorials expressed 

disillusionment over Whig failures, but he attacked slavery with even more vigor in the 

attempt to recapture the attention of his reade1·s. Instead of abandoning abolitionism, he 

formed a national agenda by combining anti-slavery arguments with the platform of the 

Free-Soil Party.3 He wrote as a revivalist seeking converts to abolitionism, which had 

appeared recurrently in previous presidential elections as a salient issue. Instead of 

ignoring the institution, Greeley attacked it with the full force of the Tribitne. Slavery is 

''malevolent and malignant," he wrote. ''It loves aggression, for when it ceases to be 

aggressive it stagnates and decays. ''4 To replace the co1Tupt slave order, Greeley 

embarked on his grandest project of all, the third party system. 

The Drumbeat of the Nation 

In spite of the ''g1·eat upri sing'' that swept Pierce into the presidency, Douglas' 

legislation reduced the West to chaos. The advocacy and passage of the Kansas-Nebraska 

Act took its toll on the nation's political organization by disorganizing and weakening the 

Democrats. The Whigs ''wasted to a shadow, yet an august, imposing, venerable shade. ''5 

''New rallying-cries, new principles, new courage, and new morality, were needed to 

grapple with the hydra-headed monster at the South," Weed wrote.6 

Pierce's presidency had become a ''facile, docile, supple tool of Slavery."7 Weed 

warned Pierce that the Slave States would refuse to nominate him in 1856, and as the 

Democrats had done previously, he would be flung aside ''as a worn out, useless thing." 
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The next president would be another ''northern dough-face to delude the North again, 

serve the South, and then be flung aside in tun1. ''8 

Greeley was quickly recognized as the banner-bearer of a new party, which existed 

only in concept in 1852. Free-Soil candidate John Hale had espoused basic tenets of 

Republican philosophy, but Greeley gave the new principles a national media. The 

Tribune served as the mouthpiece and organ of the party, ''the herald and harbinger of a 

free Union."9 Issues of the Tribune and the Weekly Tribune , wrote George William 

Curtis, Harper 's Weekly , Jan. 5, 1854, became an incessant broadside against the 

Democratic Party, and Greeley's editorials sounded the ''drumbeat of the nation."10 

His call to action did not fall on deaf ears, and the Tribune offered hope to those 

who had been despondent with him after the Scott campaign. ''Let but the sentiment gain 

foothold that Slavery intends to make war upon the territory of freedom, and seize and 

appropriate whatever it can wrest from the hands of free labor, and the banner of 

reclamation will be raised," Greeley thundered. ''If Slavery may encroach upon the 

domain of freemen, freemen may encroach upon the domain of Slavery. If Slavery thinks 

this is a safe game to play at, let it be pursued as it has been begun." 11 

Popular outrage at the repeal of the Missouri Compromise found expression at 

meetings and conventions and in the newspapers. While Congress deliberated Douglas ' 

Kansas-Nebraslca Bill , organizations across the count1·y emerged to voice opposition. 

''From the tone and temper of the people we have everything to hope," Greeley wrote. 

' 'From the unbridled folly of partisan leaders we have everything to fear." 12 

Greeley no longer shied from offending the sensibilities of readers. Southerners, 

Democrats, and other Tribune subscribers had been drawn fonnerly to levels of 
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moderation in its editorials; however on July 27, 1854, he went on the record, once and 

for all, that he was in favor of abolishing slavery in every state ''as soon as practicable." 13 

He meant to spite the Democrats as well: A number of Whigs believed the fiasco in 

Kansas could have been avoided if Taylor had Ii ved, and some of them were still bitter 

about the loss. If the Wilmot Proviso doctrine ''had substantially triumphed," Greeley 

wrote, ''then we should have seen the reverse of what we now see." 14 

From 1853 to 1854, a stri ng of incendia1·y editorials expressed Greeley's di sgust at 

failed compromise efforts during the previous 10 years. He found the repeal the Missou1i 

Compromise appalling. ''The only question to be answered is whethe1· northern sentiment 

can be aroused and consolidated in solid phalanx against the atrocious proposition," read 

the Triburie, Jan. 26, 1854. ''We believe that it can! The Uriited States will extiriguish 

slavery before slavery cari extingitis/1 tlie United States [sic]." 15 

The Tribune vowed to avenge the legislation . It threatened to sabotage Douglas' 

future campaigns. Meantime, the Senator was attacked with scathing commentary. 

Edito1ials were increasingly harsh, sensational , and libelous. ''Douglas has brains. So had 

Judas." But in the case of the Illinois Senator, the brains are ''coarse and unwashed'' and 

''in the wrong place." According to the Tribune, ''A phrenological [sic] system founded 

on his brain would be only applicable to the Yahoos. He is a bull-dog mentality, a 

combination of the swine-herd and the Caliban. '' 16 His appearance before the Senate Jan . 

24, 1854, was compared to that of a pig ''rolling himself in the dirt." The passage of the 

Kansas-Nebraska Act was imminent, which gave Douglas reason to celebrate; however, 

he would be so bemired his re-election bid in 1858 that he would lose all respectability. 

''Let him wallow," the Tribitrte rumbled. ''We ai·e content if he is." 17 
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Greeley refused to write as a defeated Whi g apologist. Instead, he caJled to ar1ns 

abolitionjsts, free laborers, and farmers North and South to urute under a new banner of 

political organization. 18 ''We hear the deep and ominous mur1nur of the earnest voices of 

its myriad slow-moving masses," he wrote. ' 'It sweeps along with the force of the tempest 

and the to1nado ... An invincible arrny bears aloft the motto: 'God is with us!''' He 

suggested the new party was already ''gathering groups on every hillside, in every valley 

and on every prairie in the free states." 19 

Greeley was determined to organi ze ''the most gigantic, deter1nined and 

overwhelming party for freedom that the world has ever known."20 He filled the 

Tribu11e' s columns with opiruons that reflected a very real resentment among abolitionists 

and those opposed to extension of slavery. Supporters of the movement began protesting 

the Kansas-Nebraska Act . A coalition of former Whigs, abolitionists, Free-Soilers , and 

anti-slavery Democrats was organized and gave birth to the Republican Party. 

Bloody Kansas: The Great Battle Yet to Come 

The first election in Kansas was held on Nov. 29, 1854, to fill a vacancy in 

Cong1·ess, and the skirmishes associated with it came to be known as ''Bloody Kansas." It 

was at first a ''sho11, brisk skjrrnj sh'' in which the pro-slavery settlers, who were 

reinforced by desperadoes from Missouri, easily defeated the anti-slavery forces. ''Border 

Ruffians'' rallied at the polls with rifles and pistols, and those wl10 voted the anti-slavery 

ticket did so ''at the peril of their lives."21 Elections were held on March 30, 1855, for 

Kansas' first state legislature. Thousands of armed Missourians invaded the territory in 

the interests of slavery and took possession of the polls. They assaulted citizens who tried 

to vote the free-soil ticket, destroyed crops, and set fi1·e to the homes of free-state settlers. 

''The entire proceeding was no more than a riot," Weed wrote. 22 
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President Pierce's intervention consisted of a message to Congress that asserted the 

Pawnee legislature was constituted properly and that its authority must not be denied. A 

few days afterwards Pierce denounced all attempts to resist Kansas' pro-slavery 

constitution and warned all persons engaged in such attempts that they would be dealt 

with as rebels, not only by local militia, but, if necessary, by the U.S. Arrny. 23 A struggle 

between slaveholders and free-soil advocates for the possession of the tenitories ensued, 

which mi11·ored the warring factions of political pa11ies and their partisan chiefs in the 

press. Hostilities in the West, Weed wrote, were a prelude to the war that would sweep 

the nation. ''The great battle was yet to come."24 

''We no longer have any bond to Southern Whigs," Seward feared. ''This Nebraska 

business will entirely denationalize the Whig party."25 But he and a handful of Old Whigs 

held on to the belief that the doct1ine of popular sovereignty would result eventually in a 

free-soil constitution for Kansas. Raymond, who was slow to join the Republican 

movement, favored the return of Douglas to the Senate unopposed in 1858. Seward and 

even Greeley agreed that the Republicans would be vulnerable if Douglas' controversial 

challenger Abraham Lincoln were elected. Southern supporters of republican principles 

were forced consequently to retreat into sectionalism, which revolved around the peculiar 

interests of states' rights and slavery.26 

By 1855, the last elements of Whig resistance were made extinct by the competing 

Know-Nothing and the Republican Parties.27 The Know-Nothings resisted especially 

Roman Catholicism, but according to Greeley, the movement had been confined ''to a 

few of our great cities'' and disappeared after a brief career in the early 1850s. The 

Republicans outlived them, bt1t the Know Nothings reorganized as ''a secret Order," 
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hostile in profession to foreign domination, and the naturalization of immigrants until 

after a 21-year residence. The Know-Nothing movement reappeared in the 1856 

campaign after achieving temporary triumphs in Kentucky, Maryland, and Delaware, 

''but its apparent strength was largely factitious," Greeley wrote. The fact that almost 

every Know-Nothing was ''at heart'' a Whig or Democrat, ''a champion or an opponent of 

Slavery," and felt a stronger, deeper interest ''in other issues than in those which affiliated 

him with the 'Order,''' rendered the disruption and abandonment of the movement ''a 

question, not of years, but of months."28 

Call It Republican 

Various sources offer conflicting accounts about the origin of the Republican Party. 

State party bosses in Maine, Wisconsin , and Michigan claimed independently the hono1· 

of first espousing Republican principles. Seward allegedly boasted the distinction of 

having suggested its name; however all credible accounts ascribe a measure of 

responsibility for Republican organization, doctrine, and viability to Greeley.29 

Initially, the Republican Party was one branch of a grassroots movement devoted to 

supporting free-soil settlers in Kansas. After the passage of the Kansas-Nebraska Act, the 

party emerged to become a full-blown challenge to the Democratic stranglehold on the 

presidency. It was tied closely to advocacy of the homestead, which enjoyed the backing 

of the Triburze. Greeley had written extensively on the issue. The nation 's interest, he 

argued, would be secured by ensuring a ''humble home to every family. ''30 

According to a mixture of legend and fact, the party was born formally on the last 

day of February 1854 in Ripon, Wjs., after disenfranchised Whigs and Democrats threw 

''old affiliations to the winds'' and passed resolutions opposing Douglas ' legislation. 
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Attendees vowed that if Congress passed the Kansas-Nebraska bill , they would join a 

movement that had for its single aim ''opposition to the extinction of slavery."31 

When members of the party approached Greeley for assistance, he was at first not 

particularly encouraging. Greeley expressed in a letter his belief in the power of the press, 

but he did not at first endorse fully tl1e new political organization. ''We [editors] will try 

and do what we can," he wrote. ''But remember that editors can only follow where the 

people's heart is already prepared to go with them. They can direct and animate a healthy 

public indignation, but cannot create a soul beneath the ribs of death."32 

Asahel N. Cole, editor of the Genesee Valley Free Press, later relayed to Greeley 

accounts of gains made by the party in Midwest states. Cole was a Puritan, and he 

published his newspaper in Friendship, N.Y. After calling for a convention to oppose 

Douglas' legislation, he asked Greeley to suggest a name for the organization. ''Call it 

Republican," Greeley replied, ''no prefix , no suffix, just plain Republican ." In May 1854, 

the Cole 's newspaper became the first to display the party name party in its masthead.33 

On June 16, 1854, the Tribitne formally endorsed the party. ''We sl1ould not care 

much whether those united were designated 'Whig,' 'Free Democrat' or something else," 

Greeley wrote, ''though we tl1ink some simple name like 'Republican' would more fitly 

designate those who had united to restore the Union to its true mission of champion and 

promulgator of Liberty rather than propagandist of slavery."34 

The political canvas that ensued, Greeley wrote, was ''unlike any other ever 

known."35 The first Republican state convention was held in Michigan, July 6, 1854. 

Kinsley S. Bingham was nominated for governor and elected later that year. Ohio also 

held a Republican state convention and nominated a ticket that won in the fall .36 
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A Gigantic Confederacy of Crime 

Weed was late to join the movement, but he vowed with Greeley ''there shall be no 

more new slave states." Weed insisted that the Kansas legislation was criminal because it 

undid the work of Monroe, Madison, and Jefferson. ' 'The wall they erected to guard the 

domain of liberty is flung down by the hands of an American Congress, and slavery 

crawls like a slimy reptile over the 1·uins," he wrote. Weed advocated the Republicans 

respond by sweeping slavery ''out of every nook and corner where the general 

government has jurisdiction, imprison it within its fifteen states, and surround it there 

with triple bands of steel. "37 

Weed's conversion to the Republican Party marked a tum of fortune in which the 

elder fir1n member subscribed to virtues espoused by Greeley, a junior partner.38 Weed 

assumed a personal responsibility to renewing the principles of justice, tranquility, and 

the blessings of Iibe1ty. ''This the United States will do, if they have retained the spirit of 

their founders ," he wrote. ''If not, then God help the Republic ; for its days are numbered. 

Such a gigantic confederacy of crime as it must otherwise become never existed 

elsewhere, cannot exist here, and ought not to exist anywhere.39 

''Whig' ' was sti ll a cherished word in New York, and it had not been formall y 

repudiated in the mixed canvass of 1854.40 Weed continued to object to association with 

any name but ''Whig," and he led opposition to activity under tl1e Republican title 

throughout the state.41 

There was no doubt that Weed was at heart a Republican. He had protested from 

the first against the passage of the Kansas-Nebraska Bill , ''no one more strenuously.''42 

But Weed' s conservative business bias and Greeley 's taste for liberal editorial policy 

clashed after the Tribune editor was named delegate to New York's first Republican state 
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convention. Members had met at Saratoga, N.Y., in August 1854, as the Anti-Nebraska 

coalition. Members made no formal nominations, but they set a later date for doing so.43 

Greeley Quits 

On Sept. 26, 1854, Anti-Nebraska delegates met again at Seward's home in 

Auburn , N.Y., to discuss issues related directly to abolitionism.44 Weed urged a candidate 

for governor, but ''a good-sized minority'' disputed hi s leadership. Delegates differed 

with Weed on the issue of temperance, and votes cast to support the nomination of Myron 

Clark for governor represented radical sentiment on the issue.45 

In prececling months, Weed had neglected Greeley's requests for nomination as a 

candidate for governor. He backed the successful election of Clark, a ''dry'' Whig. 

Greeley was a prohibitionist, too, and hungry for office. He was upset even more when 

the convention selected Henry Raymond, editor of the Ti11ies, lieutenant govemor.46 ''No 

other name could have been so bitterly humbling to me," Greeley later wrote.47 

Greeley was appreciated popularly as an unselfish patriot, but he held a private 

desire for a nomination from his peers as recognition for his political endeavors. Any 

position might have satisfied Greeley, but throughout his career, l1e aspired especially to 

obtain the office of New York Postmaster.48 In 1854, he had set his heart on being a 

candidate for governor, Weed wrote, and he had, ''as both he and his friends thought, 

every reason to expect this." But in spite of Greeley's ability, his advocacy of eccentric 

causes led party insiders to doubt his judgment. It was feared that his name on the ticket, 

when success was at the best uncertain, would guarantee victory fot· the Democrats. His 

quest for office was denied.49 

Greeley later admitted candidly that he could not have been chosen for governor, 

but he still blamed Seward for Clark's nomination and Weed for Raymond' s. He 
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supposed that his for1ner partners had turned on him, and he responded by writing 

Seward a spiteful letter that Seward struggled to read.50 Seward understood the gesture as 

''a momentary ebullition of temper," but Greeley's letter of resignation was in truth ''a 

declaration of undying hostility."51 

Weed reflected on Greeley 's decision to leave the partnership and confessed later 

that he might have addressed better Greeley's desi1·e for office. ''Mr. Greeley called on 

me at the Astor House," Weed wrote in his memoirs, ''and asked if I did not think that the 

time and circumstances were favorable to his nomination for Governor?'' Weed told him 

that the time and circumstances were not favorable to Greeley's election because their 

''friends had lost the control of the state convention."52 Greeley approached Weed again 

in Albany and asked ''in an abrupt but not unfriendly way," if there were any objection to 

him serving as lieutenant governor? Weed replied promptly, ''Certainly not, if on 

reflection you are wiling to take the nomination."53 

Sho1·tl y after the confrontation with Greeley an exasperated Weed set type for the 

last time Nov. 8, 1854.54 In a moving post-script to the scandal, he responded publicly to 

Greeley's allegations and bizarre behavior well after both Greeley and Seward had passed 

away. In the New York Evening Post, Nov. 27, 1882, Weed explained that when he and 

Sewa1·d first hired Greeley in December 1837, ''we were, like him, a 'poor printer,' 

working as hard as he worked." Weed and Seward stood ''on the same footing'' as 

Greeley when the partnership was for1ned, but according to Weed, he and Seward knew 

that Greeley was ''much abler, more indomitably industrious, and as we believed, a better 

man in all respects. We foresaw for him a brilliant future~ and, if we had not started with 

utterly e1Toneous views of his objects, we do not believe that our relations would have 
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jarred."55 Weed explained that through dozens of campaigns, Seward and he had 

sincerely placed Greeley ''far above the ' swell-mob' of office-seekers, for whom, in his 

letter, he expresses so much contempt."56 

Greeley suffered from ''a bad case of officitis," according to biographer Glyndon 

Van Deusen. In Greeley's defense, Van Deusen suggested that Greeley's split was an 

effort to assert hi s independence from the Old Whigs, whom he saw as increasingly 

corrupt and ''rotten."57 The Whigs still held both branches of the New York legislatu1·e by 

large majo1ities, and they enjoyed a majority st1pport for every candidate on the 1854 

state ticket except for the governor, who was barely elected. The Know-Nothings claimed 

interests over many of the members elect, ''and with reason, we, who had been laboring 

to secure the return of Gove1-nor Seward to the Senate, knew that we had succeeded," 

Greeley wrote. 58 He feared that if Seward's support came primarily from Know Nothings, 

he, too, would be associated with the misanthropic order, which spelled suicide for his 

endeavors as a Republican and prompted the split. 

The Letter 

Greeley denied publicly having ever made a forrnal dissolution with Weed and 

Seward. He did go on record as demanding that Seward declare whether or not he meant 

to stand for reelection, but the letter he wrote was private and ''intended for [Seward's] 

eye alone." 59 A full transcript appears in Greeley 's autobiography, and the contents 

reveal that he objected primarily to playing second in the campaigns for elected office.60 

''The election is over, and its results sufficiently ascertained," Greeley wrote, Nov. 

11 , 1854. ''It seems to me a fitting time to announce to you the dissolution of the political 

firm of Seward, Weed, and Greeley, by the withdrawal of the junior partner, said 

withdrawal to take effect on the morning after the first Tuesday in Februa1·y next."61 
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In 1848, the Seward ''sta1·'' rose, Greeley wrote jealously, ''and my warrr1est hopes 

were realized in your election to the Senate. I was no longer needy, and had no more 

claim than to desire to be recognized by General Taylor." The subsequent text rambled 

with expressions of di scontent about Weed's decisions, too. ''But by and by Weed came 

down and called me to him, to tell me why he could not support me for Governor," 

Greeley complained. ''I am sure Weed did not mean to humiliate me, but he did it." No 

name other than Raymond could have been ''so bitterly humbling," he wrote . ''I should 

have hated to serve as Lieutenant-Governor, but I should have gloried in running for the 

post. I want to have my enemies all upon me at once, - I am tired of fighting them 

piecemeal." But the nomination was given to Raymond, and ''the fight left to me ... And, 

Governor Seward, I have made it, though it be conceited in me to say so."62 

Despite the vindicti ve tone of the letter, Greeley insisted that he met frequently and 

cordially with Seward afterwards, ''and we very freely conferred and cooperated during 

the long st1·uggle in Congress for Kansas and Free Labor."63 But Seward was baffled by 

Greeley's words. ''I have a long letter from Greeley, full of sharp, pinching thorns," he 

wrote Weed. ' 'I judge, as we might indeed well know, from his, at the bottom, nobleness 

of disposition , that he has no idea of saying or doing anything wrong or unkind; but it is 

sad to see hjm so unhappy."64 

Seward asked Weed if there was a vacancy on the board of regents at the 

University of New York that Greeley might fill. ''Could one be made at the close of the 

session, could he have it? Raymond's nomination and election is hard for him to bear," 

Seward wrote. ' 'I think this a good letter to bum. I wish I could do Greeley so great a 

favor as to burn his. ''65 
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Weed agreed. ''The letter was evidently written under a morbid state of feeling," he 

wrote. ''It is less a matter of surprise that such a letter was thus written, than that its writer 

should not only cherish the ill-will that prompted it."66 

Greeley's autobiographical notes gloss over the impact of his letter on his own 

image and hi s relations with Seward, bt1t he insisted till the end that he ''was not hi s 

adversary, but my own and my country's freeman." Seward allegedly understood ''as well 

as I did that my position with regard to him, though more independent than it had been, 

was nowise hostile, and that I was as ready to support hi s advancement as that of any 

other statesman whenever my judgment should tell me that the public good required it."67 

Seward had shown Greeley's letter to no one, but it resurfaced six years later 

during his failed campaign for the presidency. After the Republican convention in 

Chicago, there began to be rumors of its existence, and Greeley was forced to publish a 

transcript of the letter in the Tribune. Its publication embarrassed Greeley and drew from 

Weed an apologetic article in which he wrote, ''Having remained for six years in blissful 

ignorance of its contents, we should have much prefen·ed to have ever remained so. It jars 

harshly upon cherished memories. It destroys ideals of disinterestedness and generosity 

which relieved political life from so much that is selfi sh, sordid, and rapacious."68 

The Pathfinder of the West · 

Greeley c laimed his struggle for recognition was over. ''I am no longer anybody's 

partisan," he wrote. ''I don 't care a button whether Seward stops where he is or goes 

higher. '' Despite continued political snt1bs, Greeley still believed that Weed was the 

''greatest man' ' the Whigs had left, ''Sewai·d not excepted."69 He set his eyes instead on 

engineeting a successful campaign for the nation's first Republican president. 
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Joseph Medill, editor of The Chicago Tribune, aroused followe1·s in Cleveland, 

Ohio, to nationalize the alliance Greeley had for1ned in 1854. He wrote Greeley inquiring 

about prospects for the party. ''Go ahead, my friend, with your proposed Republican 

Pa1ty," Greeley responded, ''and may God bless you." Greeley wished Medill ''the best of 

luck." The time had indeed come '' to bury our beloved [Whig] party; it is dead," Greeley 

wrote. ''But we have many fool f1iends who insist it is only in a comatose state and will 

recover, but I tell them it is dead - still, I dare not yet in New York announce the demise 

of the party and call for the reorganization of a new one. But do you go ahead on the 

Wes tern reserve and commence the work. I like the name for it. If you can get the name 

Republican started in the West it will grow in the East. I fully agree to the new name and 

the new chiistening."70 

With Greeley's blessing, Medill contacted editors across the country, and the 

Republican Party sprang into life with the ''freedom and progress'' its founders 

demanded.71 The Republicans surged to prominence in meetings, conventions, and rallies 

throughout tl1e f'ollowing yeai· with the help of editors and affiliates in the Northern press, 

which issued columns and propaganda devoted to the destruction of slavery. 

The Times had succeeded the Triburie as the mouthpiece for New York's Old Whig 

interests, but Raymond authored the keynote addt·ess of the first Republican national 

council in Pittsburgh, Feb. 22, 1856.72 On Sept. 17, 1856, the New York Republicans 

held their state convention in Syracuse. John A. King took advantage of Weed's hiatus as 

New York's party boss, and King was nominated and elected governor later that year.73 

In mid-June, the first Republican National Convention was held in Philadelphia's 

Music Fund Hall. About 600 delegates attended the convention, which attracted more 
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than 100 repo1ters, who sat at front tables. Ominous talk of pending civil war was 

rampant, but the delegates adopted a platform on the fi1·st day. The key plank was firm 

opposition to the extension of slavery. The Republican Party's first presidential 

candidate, John Charles Fremont, was nominated on the first ballot. Fremont's running 

mate was William L. Dayton of New Jersey. Abraham Lincoln, a relatively unknown 

delegate from Illinois, emerged as a strong contender for vice president.74 

The Democrats meanwhile remained well organized and hopeful, although Pierce 

had dropped from the party spotlight as Weed predicted. Delegates at the Democratic 

Convention required 17 ballots to nominate James Buchanan, who ensured every 

southern electoral vote and success in Pennsylvania, a key state. John C. Breckinridge of 

Kentucky was nominated vice president. 75 

Fo1mer President Fillmore was the nominee of the Know-Nothing or American 

Party, and the Wllig Party.76 Whigs who reluctantly supported the Republicans urged 

Fremont to appeal to the ''American'' vote, which was especially strong in Pennsylvania 

and Indiana~ however, Greeley insisted that there was ''no tangible data'' to warrant the 

compromise. He believed Fremont's ''adventurous, dashing career'' had given him 

sufficient popularity among young voters, and he had faith ''in the practicability of our 

winning many votes from those 'Americans' who were not heartily Republicans. ''77 

Fremont's image as a ''pathfinder'' of the West was his greatest asset, but he was 

selected precisely because little else was known about him. The Republicans needed a 

contender who looked strong, and they also needed one with a fresh political record that 

had not been compromised. Fremont's role in promoting a free California in 1849 and his 
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endorsement of a free Kansas gave him good credentials. On all known accounts, he fit 

the ticket more attractively than former Whigs.78 

But during the Fremont's campaign, the Republicans were forced to confront 

unexpected complications concerning his re]igiot1s affiliation. Fremont refused to declare 

publicly whether or not he swore affiliation to the Catholic Church. The Tribune 

dismissed suggestions that Fremont's loyalty would preside outside Washington, D.C. , 

but the issue troubled Republicans during the campaign. In spite of attacks from the 

Know-Nothings, the Triburie swore blindly that, ''All the poor trash which has been used 

to blind and delude the People - the babble about Fremont's birthplace, cattle contracts, 

duels (unfought), Romanism, &c., are hencefotih lumber of the past."79 

Free Men, Free Speech, Free Press, Free Territory, Fremont 

The Tribune waxed philosophically, ''Responsibilities are for men - results rest 

with God," on Election Day 1856. ''If thi s country is already wise enough, good enough, 

to throw off the domination of the Slave Power, then to-day's vote insures and proclaims 

that result." Greeley explained that he would not post election results in an attempt to 

inspire Tribune reade1·s with a false sense of confidence, but dispatches from states in 

question, Pennsylvania, Indiana, and Illinois, were ''all cheering." He had learned to be 

n1ore fatalistic about the presidency after the Scott debacle, but the Tribune still rallied 

Republicans to rise Nov. 4, 1856, and give a ''tremendous triumph to Freedom." 

Greeley's resolve against the slavery had intensified, as all hi story taught ''but one tale," 

which the United States would re-learn if necessary, ''that the wastes and cruelties of 

pagan-begotten Slavery have burned out empires like a destroying fire. ''80 

The national press was electrified with the Republicans' returns. In their first 

presidential contest, Republican candidates were defeated numerically, but editors 
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trumpeted the clear advent of a revolutionized, new two-party system. ' 'Never, in the 

history of the country, has so great a work been accomplished by a political party within 

a year of its birth ," boasted the Republican Pittsburgh Journal. ''Free Men, Free Speech, 

Free Press, Free Tenitory and Fremont have wrought prodigious results. They must not 

be separated. Fremont has proven himself the man of the hour.''81 

The Newburyport Herald, which leaned toward Buchanan during the campaign, 

pointed to the election's more sobe1ing implications. It warned those who detracted from 

the significance of the Republican gains that there was no reason to suspect the party 

would go away. ' 'The conservative elements are now all concentrated about the 

De1nocratic standa1·d, as formerly they concentrated about the Whigs~ the more radical 

and impulsive will be the opposition."82 

Election Returns: A Shade of Doubt 

Buchanan carried the 14 slave states and Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Indiana, 

Illinois, and California with 1,838,169 votes. He won 174 electoral votes and 45.3 

percent of the popular vote. Fremont canied 11 Northern states and won 114 electoral 

votes with 33.1 percent of the popular vote. His 1,341,264 votes were 50,000 less than 

polled for Scott in 1852. Fillmore won Maryland's eight electoral votes and 874,534 

popular votes, 21.6 percent, the largest polled for a third party candidate to that date. 83 

Pre-election reports suggested the Republicans might suffer the same crushing 

defeat as the Whigs four years earlier, and for a short time, Tribune columns accepted the 

loss fatali sti call y. ''The Bunker Hill of the new struggle for Freedom'' had passed, as the 

settlers who supported a free Kansas were ''temporruily delivered over to the tender 

mercies of the Border Ruffians," Greeley wrote. ''For their sake, we mourn this result. 84 
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But in the days following the election, Greeley sensed that the Republicans had 

gained a moral victory by maintaining the support of editors across the country. 

Republican candidates, aside from the presidency, posted significant returns, even 

majotities, in a number of states, and a ''glorious party'' had sprung to life, against which 

the Democrats could no longer use the ''base pretense that 'bleeding Kansas' was an 

invention of the Republicans to carry the election."85 

The impl ications t·or the next e lection registered in print across the nation. ''We 

have done nobly, but who shall portray the splendor of those triumphs which await us?'' 

asked the Detroit Tribune. ''Read yourselves. Sustain your local press. We now enter 

upon a long, hopeful campaign. Let every man do his duty. We again fling our banners to 

the breeze, inscribed with the name of John C. Fremont, there to float until the glorious 

triumph we shall achieve in 1860."86 By counts of population, commerce, manufacture, 

schools, literature, churches, ''by all that distinguishes our country a month the nations of 

the world," the Republican North had already won the victory.87 

The momentum continued after Election Day. The Tribune published a report of 

gains for Fillmore in Eastern Tennessee, a region mai nly out of the reach of telegraphs, 

which joined reports that Illinois has gone for Fremont, too. It alleged that ''a shade of 

doubt'' was cast over the result of the election. ''There is just a chance in a thousand - not 

more - that Buchanan is not elected by the people."88 On Nov. 7, 1856, the Tribune 

summed up the results as a technical victory for the Republicans, despite the Democrats' 

superior numbers. ''We have returns decisive of all the States except California, and they 

show that Buchanan is elected by just ten [sic] more votes than were required. Indiana 

aJone could have stopped him, provided California is not for him."89 
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By the end of the week, Greeley looked ahead to victory in 1860. ''From all sides, 

we are greeted with evidence of the bt1oyancy of spirit, resolution and energy infused into 

Republicans by the result of this election."90 The Republican Party had failed to elect a 

president, but no one loyal to the cause regarded the result as a defeat. Their confidence 

was based on facts ''which every one can appreciate," announced partisans in the press. 

''We have carried more States than our party existed in barely one yeai· ago."91 

The Sinews of War 

The Republican press heaped accolades on the Fremont campaign for years to 

come. Fremont was considered as a possible candidate in 1864, but he declined to run 

because he felt his candidacy would cause division within the party. Meantime, ''Buck 

and Breck'' entered the White House with less than half the votes cast and presided over 

one of the nation's most disastrous administrations. Two days after Buchanan was sworn 

into office, Supreme Court Chief Justice Taney delivered the Dred Scott decision that 

held, according to a popular interpretation, ''negroes have no rights which white men are 

bound to respect."92 The reaction in the North to the decision was widespread, and 

Buchanan failed to address outc1·y. With the collapse of popular support for the 

presidency, which was imbedded in the antagonisms of the nation's heterogeneous 

institutions, Greeley was appointed the people's leader.93 

Republican Party numbers grew, and members resisted attempts by Democrats and 

old-school Whigs to weaken their resolve. Yankee outrage consolidated after Preston 

Brooks of South Carolina beat bloody Cl1arles Sumner of Massachusetts with a cane on 

the floor of the Senate.94 By 1860, Republicans warned each other to beware of 

compromise. ''It killed Clay and Webster. It killed the old Whig Party, and if you are not 

careful," wrote one, ''it will slaughter the present generation of politicians."95 
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In Boston, Seward and Lincoln were heard suggesting the same solutions to the 

slavery issue. Seward warned that the nation was entrenched in an ''Irrepressible 

Conflict," and at the close of the evening Lincoln said to him, ''I have been thinking 

about what you said in your speech. I recon yot1're right. We have got to deal with this 

slavery question, and got to give much more attention to it hereafter than we have been 

doing."96 On March 3, the Tribu11e announced that its own columns, in different editions , 

had reprinted 280,000 copies of Seward's speech, and that it would be p1inted and sold in 

pamphlet edition for $10 per thousand.97 

The situation in Kansas had deteriorated into a guerilla war. The Republican ascent 

to a national platform aggravated pro-slavery settlers, but incidents at Pottawatomie 

Creek marked a turn toward crucial levels. The chain reaction that set into motion a 

national crisis was triggered by a handful of anti-slavery settlers, who were led by 

militant abolitionist John Brown. ''In all cases the proceeding was similar," wrote Brown 

biographer W .E.B. DuBois. The men approached Ruffian settlements and startled settlers 

from their beds with ''a quick sharp knocking in the night." The settlers were led quickly 

into the woods and surrounded by Brown, ''the warrior saint," and his men. Brown raised 

hi s hand, and at hi s signal , the victims were hacked to death with broadswords.98 
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CHAPTER 7 
THE TRIBUNE AT HARPER'S FERRY: HORACE GREELEY ON TRIAL 

Newspaper correspondents followed proceedings during John Brown's t1ial with 

critical eyes, as they turned attention toward charges of treason and murder. At va1ious 

moments in the trial , in the courtroom, and in the press, Horace Greeley, editor of The 

New York Tribune, was accused of contributing to Brown's criminal conspiracy, which 

put his reputation , his newspaper, and even his life in jeopardy. 

The Triburie , on the defensive, was quick to respond, as Greeley, a pacifist, faced a 

dilemma that pitted his newspaper's free-labor and anti-slavery agenda against Brown's 

''mad outbreak." 1 Every day during Brown's captivity, the newspaper reported or 

editorialized on the Harpe1·'s Ferry raid. It printed 34 commentaries and 28 editorials, 

which propagandized news reports in an attempt to mold public opinion about 

abolitionism and counteract the allegations directed at Greeley.2 

Among the daily news reports wired across the country were allegations that the 

Triburie had acted as an accessory to the raid. At one point, prosecutors introduced 50 to 

100 letters discovered in the Virginia hideout of Brown collected by Alex R. Boteler, 

member select for Congress of the district. Among them was a list, a roll of the 

conspirators, which contained 47 signatures; also a receipt from Horace Greeley ''for 

letters, &c.," received from Brown. Excerpts from the letters and the text of the receipt 

were reprinted in the Tribitne, Oct. 28, 1859.3 
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The Tribune at Harper's Ferry 

According to prosecutors , one of the raiders killed during the attack was J.H. Kagi, 

a Tribune correspondent in Kansas. One of the letters di scovered at the hideout originated 

in the Tribitne office, April 30, 1859, and it connected Greeley financially to ''Old Brown 

of Osawattomie [sic]'' and his raiders. ''Yours is received," read the letter, ''and we 

inclose our check for fo11y five dollars for seven letters from Kansas and two from Ohio. 

Yours, &c., HORACE GREELEY & Co. [sic.]''4 Boteler submitted additional 

correspondences that suggested Greeley had advanced Brown $700, but Greeley 

dismissed the allegation and claimed that Hugh Forbes, the adventurer in charge of 

delivering the money, kept it.5 

Brown had previously solicited aid from Tribune editors and readers, and Greeley's 

decision to publish Brown's ads suggested to prosecutors a professional relationship 

between the two. On March 4, 1857, the Tribune printed an appeal ''To the F1iends of 

Freedom'' in which Brown asked ''a] l honest lovers of Libe1ty and Human Rights, both 

male and female'' to hold up hi s hands by contributions of pecuniary aid. He asked 

edi tors of newspapers ''friendly to the cause'' to give the ad ''some half-dozen insertions.'' 

''Will either gentlemen or ladies, or both who love the cause, volunteer to take up the 

business?'' he asked. ''It is with little sacrifice of personal feeling that I appear in this 

manner before the public."6 

The Valley Spi,·it, Chambersburg, Pa., cited Greeley's public connections with 

abolitionists as further proof that the Tribune at least implicitly supported Brown's raid. 

In the past, the Tribune had opened its pages to publicizing Brown's violent, militant 

agenda, and ''it might be a matter of some importance to the Abolitionists [sic] to know," 

the Spirit warned, ''that our negroes [sic] receive the Triburie regularly, and are prepared 
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from its teachings to revolt and imbrue their hands in the blood of the whites on the fi rst 

favorable opportunity."7 The Sp;rit editor insisted the letters introduced by prosecutors 

proved Kagi was ''one of Brown's principal subalterns in the planning and executing of 

his enterprise."8 And before long, public perception of a conspiracy outweighed the facts, 

as newspapers throughout the South cited Greeley's columns as proof that the Triburie 

had sponsored a movement bent on depri ving slaveholders of their rights. 

Greeley welcomed inquires into the Tribune's role in the raid, an offer he repeated 

throughout the tri al. He insisted hi s Kansas con·espondent since the outbreak of the 

Border-Ruffian conflict was William A. Phillips. ''Mr. J.H. Kagi , as a volunteer, and 

without any previous arrangement wi th us, wrote us a few letters from Kansas and 

several from Ohio, some of which we printed and paid him for; but he was never sent by 

us to Kansas, nor employed by us while there, except as aforesaid," Greeley wrote. ''If 

there is anything to be made out of these facts, our adversaries are welcome to it." 9 

Thurlow Weed's Albany Evening Jounial and other Republican newspapers rallied 

to support Greeley's newspaper by pointing out the circumstantial nature of the evidence 

against him. Southerners did their best, Weed wrote, ''to make it appear that 'Old 

Brown's' insane invasion was countenanced by leading Republicans." But slaveholders 

were hard put to produce materi al evidence. ''Yesterday they spread abroad on the wings 

of the telegraph, that 'correspondence with HORACE GREELEY' [sic] had been 

discovered in ·oJd Brown's' carpet-bag," Weed wrote. The foundation for the allegation 

was merely ''a business memorandum'' that he had once subscribed to the Tribune. 10 

But the weight of circumstantial evidence against the Tribune began to mount. 

According to the Spirit, a diary discovered among the papers of the insurgents promised 
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to unfold a tale that would ''astound fiction itself. '' 11 The damaging revelations about the 

Triburie included entries indicating that Brown was ''a very constant reader'' of Greeley 's 

newspaper. Spin·r editors announced they would publish another batch of documents 

found among the papers of the Hai-per' s Ferry conspirators, which would throw 

additional light on ''the ramifications of the conspiracy and the parties implicated in it." 

The guilty parties were the ''well-known adjutants of William H. Seward, and the most 

earnest approvers of hi s ' i1Tepressible conflict' doctrines." 12 

Greeley, a long-time associate of Seward, was naturally included as a prominent 

aider-and-abettor in Brown' s ''murderous expedition'' to Hai-per's Ferry.13 ''It will not do 

for the Abolition party [sic] to say that this attempt to create a servile insurrection was the 

work of a handful of crazy fanatics," according to the Spirit. It would not do ''for 

GREELEY, BEECHER, GIDDINGS and WILMOT to hold up their hands and swear that 

they are clear of the blood shed at Hai-per 's Ferry [sic. ]''14 

In lieu of such allegations, a di spatch to the Tribune announced that the U.S. 

District Court had deliberated the summons to Virginia of Greeley and other alleged 

conspirators. It was suggested in proceedings that it would be necessary ''to compel the 

attendance of Seward, Greeley, Wilson, Howe, and other outsiders , who are suspected of 

complici ty in the late insun·ection ." If the guilt of the aiders or abettors was established in 

the trial, they would be ''assigned positions in the dock," and the list of defendants to be 

summoned could ' 'embrace every individual , wheresoever he may reside, whose name 

has been identified with this movement in any connection, however remote."15 The 

premise for the appearance of abolitionist and Republican leaders stemmed from their 

alleged roles as ''accessories before the fact." 16 
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The Evidence 

The trial addressed a question regarding tl1e extent to which editors, and in tum 

readers, attributed Brown 's actions to Greeley, who had a controversial record as an 

influential abolitionist and Republican leader. In court proceedings and certainly in the 

press, a link - at least perceived - was found between Brown and the Tribune that 

spumed the South 's outrage at abolitionists. Prosecutors cited articles in the Tribune and 

competing newspapers, which associated Greeley with the making of a militant, criminal 

conspiracy. Circumstantial evidence included published stories, letters, and receipts, 

which the press sensationalized in attacks on Greeley. 

Biographers and historians of the event relied on accounts of courtroom 

proceedings and an amalgam of dispatches, correspondences, and eyewitness accounts 

published in newspapers and the documents of eyewitnesses. 17 The most professional, 

scholarly accounts cross-referenced co1Tespondences to newspapers across the country 

with government documents: Osborne Anderson 's astute documentary corroborated the 

findings of the U.S. Senate Mason Committee. 18 Brown biographer James Redpath, 

correspondent for the New York Herald and the New York Tribune, provided some of 

the most valuable primary information about the raid. 19 

Democratic-leaning and Southern newspape1·s that defended slaveholders' interests 

provided a pa11isan context for interpreting the roles of Brown and Greeley in the alleged 

conspiracy. Harper's Weekly voiced the objections of non-Republicans nationally to the 

Triburie's agenda. 20 Articles in The New York Herald supplied some of the most 

damaging criticisms about the Tribune from the perspective of a major business 

competitor. The Herald was also one of the most cited newspapers in both primary and 

secondary texts, which exposed the commercial interests of the press in Brown 's trial. 
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Regional newspapers, which included Virginia's Staunton Spectator and The Valley 

Spir·it, Chambersburg, Pa. , provided anti-abolitionist commentary about Brown' s raid.21 

The Raid: Historical Background 

Brown distrusted the Republicans and suspected that a Republican president in 

1860 would be a se1ious check to the abolitionist cause. He reasoned that the national 

electorate would gain confidence in Republican leaders as compromisers, and they would 

believe wrongly that Congressional action would abolish slavery peacefully. According 

to Greeley, Brown 's ch ief fear was that the people would be deceived, and the 

Republicans would become as conservative on the slavery issue as Democrats.22 

Greeley di stanced himself from Brown 's actions, but their desires to end slavery 

''as soon as practicable'' were the same.23 As editor of one of the most widely circulated 

newspapers in the nation , Greeley devoted the Tribune to defending free-labor unions and 

attaclcing their antithesis, the Southern slave system. The Harper's Ferry incident was by 

no means his first encounter with backlash from the content of his newspaper. 24 

On July 5, 1856, Greeley was indicted in Virginia for ''advising Negroes to 1ise in 

rebellion against their masters."25 In the Circt1it Court of Harrison County, jurors found 

that Greeley ''did write, print, and publi sh, and cause to be written, printed, and pt1blished 

weekly, in the city ot· New York and State of New York, a book and writing, to wit, a 

newspaper and public journal, styled and entitled New York Tribune [sic.]''26 

According to biographer James Patton, Greeley found out about the indictment in a 

letter received at the Triburie office in September 1856, ''a curious relic of that bad time." 

The writer, W.P. Hall , a Tribitrze representative in Virginia, had been atTested for his ties 

to the newspaper. In his letter to Greeley, he wrote, ''I regret to inform you that I am 

indicted for getting up a club for the Triburie. Great God! Has it come to this, that a man 
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must be sent to the penitentiary for reading a newspaper?''27 The charges against Hall 

were eventually dismissed on the groL1nds of a misttial. Greeley was vindicated, but 

resentment in the Virginia against the Tribune lingered. 

Greeley's associates later w1-ote that the tone of the newspaper was ''moderate'' at 

the time, but the jury rejected ''the absurdity in supposing that a topic could be kept out of 

the newspapers." Greeley's crime was that he simply discussed the subject of abolition. 28 

''The provocation to such assaults as these upon the Tribune and its editor," 

according to Parton, ''was simply the opposition of that newspaper to every scheme 

devised by the Southern oligarchy to extend the area of slavery." The Tribitrze continued 
' 

to publish hundreds of damaging articles about slavery, and it did more than any other 

institution to create a party powerful enough to enter the 1860 presidential campaign 

·•wi th rational hopes of success."29 

Brown's trial took place as the Republican Party, which embodied many of 

Greeley's ideals, ascended to power.30 The Republicans promoted an industrialized labor 

force and a g1·owing sense that the South's slave system would either die of its own 

accord or erupt into an issue that could no longer be contained. Among Greeley's earliest 

convictions, which were not atypical of Northern free-laborers, was the idea that 

Northern workers were ''slaves." In the 1840s, he suppo1ted a wage system, and by the 

late-1850s, he subscribed to the Republican Patty's defense of the free-labor movement. 31 

Biographers of Greeley and Brown have suggested the two were caught in an 

ideological, economic, and racial struggle entrenched in a revolt against the harsh 

economic conditions faci ng white free-laborers in the first half of the 19th century. Prior 

to the Harper's Fe1Ty raid, Greeley, like abolitionists William Lloyd Garrison and 
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Frederick Douglass, had vowed non-violent measures to end slavery; however, from 

capture to execution, Brown was consistent in his reasoning for staging the attack: He 

wanted to right a societal wrong by freeing the slaves. He saw himself ''an instrument of 

Providence, a man guided by God. ''32 

Brown 's trial also took place at a peak in competition for circulation rates between 

the Tribune and the Herald, whose editor, James Gordon Bennett, was one of Greeley's 

most antagonistic riva]s.33 The cantankerous Bennett had waged an 18-year press war 

against the Tribune, but Greeley's daily coverage of the Harper's Ferry raid gave his 

newspaper an advantage in the North. 34 The story contributed to a ri se in the Tribune's 

national circulation from 210,000 copies in June 1859 to 240,000 in January 1860, which 

posed a direct challenge to the Herald's industry-leading rates. 35 

The Tribitne' s appeal was limited in the South, according to the Staunton 

Spectator, which supplied a telling anecdote about Greeley's poor public image in 

Virginia. ''A gentleman of this county has received through the Post Office, a circular 

from the New York Tribune office, setting forth the merits of that paper and appealing for 

assistance in extending its circulation," the Spectator writer wrote. ''To cap the climax of 

assurance, several copies of the Weekly Tribune, containing an offensive a11icle on the 

Harper's Ferry conspiracy, have been sent to the same address, as a specimen of what the 

paper is." The Spectator bluntly reminded ''Horace Greeley & Co." that the gentleman 

upon whose assistance they counted was a slaveholder and a fir1n believer in the 

blessings of ''our patriarchal institution ."36 The writer expressed further disgust with 

Northern editors, including William Lloyd Garrison, Wendell Phillips, and Greeley, who 

allegedly would ''rave and jibe and jeer'' while capitalizing on the fears of Virginians. 37 
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The Making of a Martyr 

Editorial condemnations of Brown' s raid were at first nearly unanimous, but the 

Tribune was slower to judge. Its initial reports minimized any long-ter1n threats to the 

stability of the Union or the abolitionist movement by suggesting the nature of the trouble 

was ''misapprehended and its importance at the same time exaggerated."38 ' 'Old Brown of 

Osawatomie'' simply appeared in Virginia where he had plotted and prepared for ''a 

general stampede of slaves," according to the Tribune. ''The whole affair seems the work 

of a madman; but John Brown has so often looked death serenely in the face that what 

seems madness to others doubtless wore a different aspect to him. ''39 

Greeley wanted readers to know for the record he believed ''the prisoners in fact 

have no defense, and their case wi ll probably be speedily disposed of."40 But the 

implications of the trial of Brown and his followers grew more quickly than Greeley or 

any other editor could have anticipated. Brown raided Harper' s Ferry the night of Oct. 

16, 1859. In days fo llowing, reaction in tl1e South to the i11vasion bo1·dered on hysteria 

after newspapers published reports that as many as 600 to 900 insu1·gents attacked 

Virginia.41 Readers suspected that Brown could not have acted alone, and a rising 

maelstrom in reaction to the abolitionists put Greeley at the center of their fears. 

Editorials in the Tribune criticized Virginians for overreacting to an imaginary, vast 

conspiracy of the North.42 Brown faced charges of treason and murder, but the Triburie 

ji bed, ' We doubt if the whole hi story of criminal jurisprudence can afford an instance in 

which a prisoner has been put on trial upon such a multifarious collection of charges. ' '43 

Contrary to early repo1ts on his ' 'mad outbreak," the Tribune reported that Brown 

was sane and believed wholeheartedly in his mission.44 In one of the many letters 
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published in the Tribune from detention, he confessed to ''E.B. of R .I. ," Nov. 7, 1859, ''I 

do not feel conscious of guilt in taking up arrns."45 

Brown maintained ties to the press that were neither indirect nor passive. In 1837, 

he had been incensed by the assassination of Elijah P. Lovejoy, the anti-slavery editor, 

during a fierce pro-slavery riot at Alton, Ill. , and after the riot, he consecrated his life to 

the destruction of slavery.46 In 1856, he contributed to the Ram's Harri, a black weekly 

owned and operated by Willis A. Hodges in New York City.47 

Awaiting execution, he turned to the press again to appeal for public aid. ''I have at 

home a wife and three young daughters," he wrote Tribune readers, Nov. 15, 1859. 

''Now, dea1· friend, would you not as soon contribute fifty cents now, and a like sum 

yearly, for the relief of those very poor and deeply-afflicted persons?''48 The 

adve1tisement was posted by one of Brown 's sponsors, Thaddeus Hyatt. It included the 

offer of a signed photograph, an ''admirable likeness'' of the old man, presented to Hyatt 

by Brown's ''own hands." Hyatt noted the debt of Brown and himself to Greeley for 

running the ad and promised to post in the Tribune ''suitable acknowledgment of funds 

received.''49 The rush for pictures was so great that the Nov. 19, 1859, issue of the 

Triburz.e boasted $200 was raised in the first 100 hours of operation.50 

Greeley's endorsement of the ''John Brown Fund'' was especially upsetting to 

Southerners, and a tract titled ''The Abolition Conspiracy to Destroy the Union' ' maligned 

the Tribune for sponsoring it. 51 The tract noted that Hyatt had been arrested for ''refusing 

to tell all [sic] he knew about the Conspiracy," and the money obtained from selling a 

photographic likeness of ''the old man'' smacked of criminal exploitation. The Tribune 

was liable for opening its columns ''as the medium for presenting the scheme to the 
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public, warmly recommending it," according to the tract. The ''John Brown Fund'' was 

the strongest evidence for a Southern audience of the extent to which the Northern mind 

had become ''depraved'' by the teachings of the Republican Party. 52 

Greeley was not fazed. He directed 1~ribune w1iters to cont1ibute columns, 

editorials, and even published ballads and hymns that celebrated Brown and exhibited 

progressively deeper sympathies for him.53 ''The future will a deeper pity feel, and see in 

Brown the victim of his woes," read the Tribune. 54 ''May he trouble you [slaveholders] 

more than ever, when you've nailed his coffin down!''55 By the close of the historic trial , 

Greeley brought himself to vow that he would ''not by one reproachful word disturb the 

bloody shrouds wherein John Brown and his compatriots lie sleeping. They dared and 

died for what they felt to be right."56 

Horace Greeley on Trial 

During Brown's trial , James Mason of Virginia headed the commjttee investigating 

the role of Brown's alleged accomplices. The Mason Committee found no conspiracy. 57 

Five black men and 17 whites had joined Brown in the raid, including three of hi s sons. 

Six of the raiders were tried and met the same fate as Brown. No one except the men 

actually present with Brown at Harper's Ferry was ever convicted.58 

Greeley was never formally charged in the Harper's Ferry incident, but the Tribune 

and its Republican allies had been relentlessly forced to defend themselves in the eyes of 

a national audience.59 Some of Greeley's most difficult adversaries were not prosecutors 

from Virginia, rather partisan editors seeking to capitalize on the event. The Herald had 

been among the first to suggest the Tribune's role as an accomplice in the raid. According 

to Bennett, Greeley and other conspirators should be demanded to appear in court as 

''accomplices in treason and murder. ''60 
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The Tribune noted that tJ1e Herald had ''at least a dozen times , rung the charges on 

the alleged connection of 'Seward, Giddings, Greeley,' &c., [sic] with Old Brown's 

insurrection." Greeley responded by expressing his ''satisfaction at the news," and he 

urged the proceedings and requisitions against him ''be hurried up." In mid-November, he 

offered to address mounting accusations by posting notification that he intended to visit 

Washington , D .C., on Monday, Dec. 6, 1859. He would then and there be willing, as soon 

as the House had adjou111ed for the day, to be examined at length ''before any Judge or 

Commissioner of that State [sic] as to all matters concerning John Brown and his 

colleagues in the recent affair at Harper's Ferry."61 

The testimony as advertised never materialized, but by then , Greeley and at least 

six other Republican-affi liated Northerners had been linked to Brown by the letters and 

evidence submitted to the jury.62 Gerrit Smith , a wealthy landowner and philanthropist, 

was the group's kingpin . He was joined by five others in their support for a free Kansas: 

Thomas Wentworth Higginson, a transcendental clergyman and writer; Theodore Parker, 

the leading intellectual light of Unitarianism ; Samuel Gridley Howe, a physician of 

international repute for his work with the blind and the deaf; George L . Steams, a 

prosperous manufacturer; and Franklin B. Sanborn, a young educator and disciple of 

Emerson. After the raid, Steams, Howe and Sanborn fled to Canada.63 

An article in the Herald titled ''The Exposure of the Nigger-Worshiping 

Insun·ectionists'' suggested the list of conspirators was hardly composed of ''low-born, 

ignorant and despised traitors to the Union and its States ... It is no concoction of Local 

disaffection . It shows that the treason had infested all classes."64 Other anti-abolitionist 

newspapers added Greeley's name to the list of ''The Secret Six'' because of the 
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Triburie's clear record of attacking the rights of slaveholders.65 Congressman Garritt 

Smith of Ohio and Frederick Douglass were also targeted. 66 

Newspapers North and South murmured collectively that the conspirators had 

supplied the ''sinews of war."67 Brown even took the role of pawn in columns that blamed 

characters such as Greeley and William H. Seward, a Republican presidential candidate, 

for acting li ke ''sneaking, cowa1·dly miscreants , who would send forward others to do for 

them deeds of treason, blood and murder."68 

Higher Law 

Few doubted that a network of Northern philanthropists allied with the press had 

advanced Brown 's militant agenda.69 According to The Republican Banner and Nashville 

Whig of Nashville, Tenn., the ''in·epressjble conflict'' proclaimed a year earlier in one of 

Seward's anti-slavery speeches was the direct cause of Brown's raid,, and the Republican 

Party contributed to the outbreak by retaining Seward at the head of their counci]s.70 

Seward's ''In·epressible Conflict'' speech in Rochester, N.Y., was delivered four 

months after Abraham Lincoln had expressed similar anti-slavery ideas.71 The nation , 

Seward said, faced ''an in·epressible conflict between opposing and enduring forces ," 

which meant the United States would ''sooner or later'' become entirely a slaveholding 

nation or entirely free. 72 

According to the Spirit, the speech provided the theoretical foundation for John 

Brown's actions, ''clearly, forcible [sic] , and boldly enunciated," and the attempted 

insu1Tection at Harper's Ferry was its ''practical execution." The bloodstained hands of 

Brown and his confederates had ''torn away the veil of philanthropy and benevolence 

with which black-republican [sic] leaders concealed their murderous and traitorous 

designs.'' It could no longer be said that Giddings' ''servile insurrection," Seward's 
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''irrepressible conflict," and Gerrit Smith 's ''Kansas work," were merely strong modes of 

expression that did not mean any harm.73 

Such allegations damaged Greeley as much as Seward. It was well known the 

extent to which the two had worked on previous Whig campaigns. Despite an 

unannounced breakup of tl1e Greeley, Weed, and Seward partnership in 1854, the Tribune 

was still considered one of Seward's mouthpieces. It was idle for '' the organs of 

Sewardi sm," thundered the Spirit, ''to endeavor to disconnect him and his bloody 

Rochester programme [sic] from the infamous conspiracy of Harper's Fe1Ty."74 

Abolitionism worked out the logical results of Seward 's speech by ''encouraging 

fanatics to riot and revolution ," concu1Ted The Nashvil le Union arid Anie,·icari.75 ' 'Can an 

intelligent people doubt that to such ends the maudlin philanthropy, the hypocritical cant, 

the blatant demagogism [sic,] of black republicanism, tends? 'By their fn1its shall ye 

know them.' Disunion and bloody anarchy."76 Republicans, abolitionists, and ''fanatics'' 

were warned that the South would hold them accountable for the ''inflammatory speeches 

and writings of Seward, Greeley, and the other Republican leaders."77 

Trial by Press 

Thurlow Weed, an ex-Whig and Republican convert, stood by Seward and Greeley, 

his former business associates. He took for granted that Brown would be hanged, but 

instead of allowing him to die a condemned killer, Weed helped ensure martyrdom. ''The 

execution of thi s man will do more to intensify anti-slavery agitation than the arrest and 

imp1isonment of ten thousand other men, insane and c1imina] enough to attempt to run 

off Negroes from the South," he wrote. ''Already the muttered thunder of pent-up 

sympathy is heard." The acts of the Harper's Ferry raiders ''instead of being characterized 

as insurrectionary," he wrote, ''will be to11ured into deeds of chivalric heroism."78 
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Harper's Weekly, one of the nation's leading literary journals, countered 

Republican propaganda by noting the raid's ''marked political significance," which 

threatened the interests of wealthy Republican abolitionists of the North . It warned those 

harboring a ''peculiar sympathy'' for Brown would increase the vote against Republican 

candidates in the coming election. Although the leading Republican politicians and 

newspapers repudiated the raid, it was likely that ''a large section'' of Virginians would 

hold them responsible for what happened. 79 

The Tribune had indicated that it would stop at nothing in pursuit of Republican 

policy. 80 Prior to Brown 's raid, the Tribune declared that its editors were ''so fond'' of 

Republican principles that they eager I y desired to see them ''elevated to the most 

conspicuous positions in the land.'' Greeley regarded them as so beneficent that he was 

''exceedingly anxious'' to see them control the presidency. ''Through so many weary 

years, and sometimes almost despai1ingly, have we advocated them," he wrote, ''that 

defeat in the present struggle would somewhat shake our faith in human progress."81 

Greeley's bold editorials did not go unnoticed by the mainstream press. On Dec. 3, 

1859, Harper's Weekly to suggest that Greeley dese1·ved execution. 82 An editorial and 

cartoon depicted the Tribune as a mouthpiece for Brown's militancy. The cartoon 

illustrated Greeley being hauled away to the gallows by a Virginian with Greeley's 

''trumpet," the Triburie, connecting him to murder. 83 

Trumpeter Gre-l-y [sic]: What! Hang Me? I protest that I neither have 
killed, nor can kill any man, as I bear no arms but my trumpet, which I 
sound as occasion serves. 

Virginian: For that reason are we deter1nined not to spare you; for though 
you never fight yourself yet, with that wicked instrument of yours, you stir 
up animosity between other people, and so are the occasion of much 
bloodshed. [See Aesop, Fable 158.] 
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The same publication suggested that John Brown ''only carried into practical effect'' the 

teachings of the Tribune and other abolitionist newspapers, so there was no sense in 

hanging Brown if Greeley and other radicals escaped.84 

Greeley responded to Harper's Weekly in the Tribune and blasted the journal for 

pandering to the Democrats. ''THE PEOPLE ARE NOT FOOLS, [sic]'' he wrote.85He 

objected to the ''mealy mouthed'' publication's suggestion that the Republicans profited 

from the raid because Brown had disavowed support for any political party.86 

Instead, Greeley implored , it was the slaveholders, backed by the propaganda in 

Harper's Weekly, who were simply trying to create an alibi for an immoral and doomed 

order. ''They have been taught," he wrote, ''they have been taught from infancy - by 

legislation, by preaching, by journalism, by common conversation, by constant fears, by 

the pulpit, by the press, by apprehensions too grave almost to be whispered - that, in spite 

of police regulations as stringent as the ingenuity of the human intellect could devise, 

daily life was lived in peril and nightly sleep snatched in peril."87 

''Let the Democratic Party succeed, by hook or by crook, in carrying the next 

Presidential [sic] election," Greeley wrote, ''and we shall see immediately afterward the 

revival of the Af1ican slave-trade brought forward as the policy of the party."88 

He insisted that Brown could be ''captured, imprisoned, tried and strangled," but 

the South would still not be safe from its own vices. ''Alas! Where is the remedy? Is it to 

be found in the ferocious leading articles, prepared by the lickspittle presses of the 

North?''89 
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In the Shades of Monticello 

By the time of Brown's execution, Dec. 2, 1859, Gerrit Smith - among the first of 

The Secret Six to swear off a peaceable solution to the issue of slavery - suffered a 

nervous breakdown and committed himself to a New York insane asy]um.90 In the 

following year, war approached. Republican nominee Abraham Lincoln held the same 

substantial views on the slavery issue as Greeley. Lincoln held no place in his mind for 

disunion, and Greeley regarded the extension of slavery as a greater evil than secession. 

For a time, Greeley believed the ''Cotton States'' should be permitted to ''go in peace."91 

In Greeley's mind, the South was guilty for the whole Harper's Fe1Ty affair. He 

suggested that Brown's captors, not radical abolitionists, deterrnined the fate of the 

nation. He warned the State of Virginia to be very careful or else Brown would become 

the symbolic figure Southerners feared. ''The more his execution shall lose the character 

of an act of justice, and assume the act of vengeance, the more likely it will be to provoke 

rather than to prevent imitators," he wrote. ''To accept him as a really forrnidable 

opponent, the agent of a vast, mysterious conspiracy, to whom it is dangerous to allow 

the privileges of an ordinary culprit, is to secure for him what, next to success, is to such 

minds the greatest of rewards - sympathy and admiration.''92 Greeley affirmed Brown's 

legacy with eulogies worthy a hero. ''John Brown knew no limitations in his warfare on 

Slavery [sic]." It was slavery, not insanity that killed John Brown.93 

In sections of the North, the Tribune's edito1ials, correspondences, and eyewitness 

accounts energized the abolitionist movement, which took on the religious overtones of a 

crusade. Reverend Theodore Parker outlined the prophetic implications of Brown's death 

with a Jetter to T,·iburie readers. ''The South has kidnapped men in Boston, and made the 

Judges of Massachusetts go under her symbolic chain to enter the courts of justice. She 
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has burned houses and butchered innocent men in Kansas, and the perpetrators of that 

wickedness were rewarded by the federal Government with high office and great pay," 

Parker wrote. ''Brown will die, I think, like a ma1·tyr, and also like a saint. His noble 

demeanor, his unflinching bravery, his gentleness, his calm, religious trust in god, and his 

words of truth and soberness, cannot fail to make a profound impression on the hearts of 

Northern men; yes, on Southern men."94 

The day after Brown's execution, the Tribune featured full coverage of the event 

with news and editorials dedicated to carrying on his fight. It announced that the epitaphs 

of Brown and his raiders would ''remain unwritten until the not distant day when no slave 

shall clank his chains in the shades of Monticello, or by the graves of Mount Vemon."95 

''A Pennsylvanian'' replied in a letter to the Spirit, scolding the ''considerate'' 

Tribune. ''How carefully has it [the Tribune] ever 1·efrained from exciting ignorance to 

deeds of violence, in order that its cherished plans might be consummated! How anxious, 

always, to preserve a spirit of harmony in trying times when the Union was agitated with 

fears of civil war! How uniformly cautious not to approve of blood-shed in the settlement 

of troubling questions! How fearful lest an allusion to rifles [sic] should surreptitiously 

creep into its peace-teeming columns! Heart-broken Tribitne ! You shall write the epitaphs 

of the martyrs whose manner of death was so fatally wrong."96 

One year after Brown's execution, the Republican Party seized the presidency, and 

Southern states seceded from the Union. Brown's body lie moldering in the grave, but 

before the end of the Civil War, the abolitionist saint popularized in the Tribune sprang 

back to life in song and memory. With Greeley's trumpet, the Tribune, John Brown lived 

to herald the coming of universal freedom. 97 
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CHAPTERS 
THE 1860 CAMPAIGN: SPLITTING RAILS 

Republican supporters credited the Tribune's activism as a source that contributed 

to the party's unprecedented growth; however, Greeley's radical sentiments on slavery 

alienated moderates. Democrats in the North were tom on the issue, and Southern voters 

completely rejected the Yankee agenda. The sectional fallout, combined with a failed 

presidency, triggered national crisis: Congress had developed no lasting solution for the 

disputes in Western settlements, and the Buchanan administration failed to quiet the 

uproar in Kansas. Civi l war was a clear and imminent danger. The industrial interests of 

the Eastern establishment disillusioned voters in newly admitted states, and by 1860, 

even Greeley began to doubt the ability of the Republican Party to ave11 war. 1 

A rising star in the West caught the attention of the electorate during the 1858 

campaign for Illinois Senator. Stephen Douglas was reelected, but challenger Abraham 

Lincoln had clearly and eloquently articulated Republican principles in a series of famous 

debates. lli s humble origins were similar to Greeley's, and the two were a natural match. 

The written word featured Greeley's skills, and Lincoln won admirers through his 

command of rhetoric.2 Greeley and Lincoln served in Congress together as Whigs during 

the Taylor presidency, but for many Republicans, Lincoln espoused the same positions 

promoted by the TribLt11e more reasonably than Greeley. 

The Tribu11e and other leading Republican publications had withheld support for 

Lincoln in 1858, but he was endorsed visibly in 1860 because his career proved Greeley 's 

doctrine sound. Lincoln emerged on the national political scene with the aid of the same 
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campaign symbolism and imagery that elected Harrison. A folk version of his biography 

popularized his birth in a log cabin. His individualism, self-reliance, and honesty were 

promoted as frontier values that no member of the Eastern establishment could corrupt. 

Lincoln's life was ''an invincible attestation of the superiority of Free Society, as his 

election wi ll be its crowing triumph," according to tl1e Tribitne - ''Republicanism 

embodied and exemplified.''3 

My Time Is Absorbed 

In the Age of Jackson, the nation 's most experienced Whig and Democratic 

statesmen had failed to seize the presidency. Instead, candidates with less experience and 

popular appeal captured the attention of the electorate. The flamboyant campaigns 

displayed ''coon humbuggery," according to Jackson, but voters also recognized the 

shortcomings of the 1840s carnival-like campaigns.4 Suspicion and cynicism from 

disenfranchised Southern Whigs especially contributed to the collapse of morale. 

After the Hai-per' s Ferry trial , the constitutional status of slavery reached volatile 

level , and Greeley 's faith in a political solution faltered. He secretly hoped that Seward 

might be nominated in 1860 so he could go back to full-time editing ''with perfect 

certainty that we are to be horribly beaten," he wrote. ''I only want to be in such a shape 

that, when the thing is over, I can say ' I told you so. '''5 

The Tribune's sales had blossomed, but Greeley's desire for public office was 

unsatisfied, leaving him despondent and bitter. His impulsive personality contributed to 

breaks with former allies - first Bennett, then Raymond, Seward, and Weed. Likewise, 

his eccentricities complicated his work with editors at the Tribune. Most often, Charles 

Dana, managing editor, was on the receiving end of Greeley's wrath. During one of his 

outbreaks, Greeley sent Dana a li st of baffling complaints from Washington, D.C., 
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scolding him for work that others admired. ''I wish you would humor my prejudices a 

little," he wrote, ''discouraged' ' and ''heartsick'' by Dana' s ''infernal picayune'' work. ''I 

know you do your best," he wrote, ''but you have never seconded me as you ought in 

defense of the great principle that a daily paper should publish every thing as fast as it is 

ready [sic] though this should oblige it to issue two supplements a day. If you can't do 

this better give up the ghost at once."6 The Tribitne was ''doomed to be a second rate 

paper," Greeley feared. ''I am tired.''7 

Greeley had returned to the Tribune in 1859 after an extended journey West. With 

the newspaper' s circulation levels reaching unprecedented heights, his complaints were 

diverted by the Brown t1ial in Virginia and the upcoming election. Combined with a host 

of campaign materials featured in the newspaper, his partisan efforts reached the eyes of 

a new electorate, which was just as energized as ''the great commotion'' of 1840 but more 

sophisticated and skeptical of empty promises. 

Greeley intended to publish a record of the voices that registered in the national 

campaigns - the arguments of pro-slavery advocates, abolitionists, Northern Democrats, 

secessionists, Republicans, articles in national publications, and the various campaign 

documents he published. He compiled and edited The Political Text-Book for 1860, one 

of the Lincoln campaign's leading documents, alongside his work with the Tribune. It 

was adve1tised at a $1 price as an item for ''everyone," and the Tribune ran front-page ads 

declaring every politician and every political club should have a copy. On Election Day, 

Triburie publishers were distributing the 11 th edition of the text.8 

The Political Text-book for 1860 profiled the most salient causes of the time, which 

typified the Tribune ' s progressive philosophy toward the news. It provided readers with a 
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summary of the presidential nomination and election process, the national platforms 

adopted by the four parties, and speeches and letters from Lincoln, Douglas, Bell, Cass, 

Breckinridge, Seward, and others. It cited almanac-like figures, which included, among 

statistics, the returns of all presidential electio11s since 1836. It also provided an 

abbreviated history of the struggle respecting slavery in the tenito1ies, ''and of the action 

of Congress as to the freedom of the public lands."9 

As the campaign moved towa1·d E lection Day, Greeley added the speeches of 

candidates and supporters to the Tribu11e portfolio. Tribune Campaign Tracts, a series, 

featured the statements and opinions of pattisans North and South. For example, Tract 

Nun1ber 9, a 24-page pamphlet, contained the speeches of Carl Schurz and the Hon. Jas. 

0. Putnam at the great ratification meeting at Cooper Institute, Sept. 18, 1860. The 

Tribu11e sent copies to Republican committees and c lubs for distribution at 4 cents per 

copy, 30 cents per dozen, $2 per hundred, and $15 per thousand_ Io 

Greeley realized that the Tribune had strayed from its moderate tone. Both the 

Daily and the Weekly editions were in their 20th years of publication, and each successive 

year the Tribune had mo1-phed into a product that both led and reflected changing national 

institutions. The increased efficiency of the penny press allowed the newspaper to be sold 

at the same low price without cutting the quantity of content. Yearly subscribers could 

purchase 311 issues of the Daily for $6. Semi-weekly subscriptions, 104 issues, cost $3, 

and 52 issues of the Weekly cost $2. Clubs bought the same subscriptions at a discount. 1 
I 

Greeley attributed the Tribune's shift to primarily political issues as part of the 

obligations of the Lincoln campaign, although the transforrr1ation had occu1Ted at least as 

far back as his edito1ials on the Kansas-Nebraska Act. Greeley vowed in a published 
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prospectL1s for the coming year that the newspaper would return to its roots and devote 

space to a majority of columns to subjects ''less intense," which included education, 

agriculture, manufactures, foreign affairs, and home news. 12 

The approaching election in all its seriousness was understood as an historic event 

by Greeley, his readers, and the entire nation. Subscription solicitations suggest Greeley 

capitalized on the most hotly debated issues by propagandizing them into reasons why 

the Tribune should be read in every home. Subscription managers reminded potential 

customers that their vote was important, and an increased circulation of the Triburie 

would ''do much toward a correct decision in the next Presidential Election. '' Readers 

were encouraged to ''induce honest and moderate Democrats especially of the Laboring 

class'' to read the Tribune for one year. ''Wealthy Republicans' ' were an especially 

attractive reader of the newspaper, ' 'the cheapest and surest way to influence voters."13 

The Tribune's aggressive sales techniques were effective but controversial. Greeley 

was associated with causes he did not necessari ly support and attacked for editorializing 

issues that no other newspaper would print. Some of the allegations t·rom critics were 

based in fact; others were libelous. A reader of the Elmira Daily Gazette brought to 

Greeley's attention one such misinter-pretation his record. At a Democratic meeting in the 

vi llage of Candor, Tioga County, the Hon. E.S. Sweet produced a letter written allegedly 

by Greeley ''to some Southern man' ' containing a business proposal. The proposition 

suggested that Greeley would ''abandon his advocacy of his present extreme Northern 

principles and advocate Southern doctrines'' if a certain number of readers in the South 

would subscribe to the Triburie. Greeley 's assistant editors responded on hi s behalf, 

assu1ing the w1iter and readers that no explanation of the deal was necessary. ''All we 
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have to say in the premises is that either The Elmira Gazette atrociously lies, or 'Hon. E. 

S. Sweet' is a forger of the most villainous type. That is the whole story." 14 

The Tribune's increased sales brought a level of responsibility that Greeley had not 

anti cipated. By Election Day, Nov. 7 , 1860, demand for the Daily Triburie reached 

72,5000 copies, an all-time high. ''The uni versa] demand for co1rect and trustworthy 

election retu111s," according to the Tr·ibune , ''carried the sale of the paper up to this rather 

unusual figure.'' 15 Greeley's staff was worked to maximum levels, which rest1icted the 

number of advertisements that could be included in each issue . During the campaign, the 

Tribune posted notices to advertisers that the ''recent great increase'' in ci rculation made 

it necessary for all submissions to be handed by an early deadline. 16 Greeley 's personal 

schedule was booked, too. ''Friends who receive no answer to thei1· invitations to speak 

will understand that I am unable to do more than fulfill existing engagements ," he wrote. 

''My time is absorbed."17 

The Log Cabin Campaign Revisited 

During Lincoln 's campaign , supporters celebrated the frontier spirit of the 

Harrison-like candidate. His ascent from relative obscurity to challenge the Democratic 

machinery appealed to voters otherwise disenfranchised. The log-cabin presidency was 

reborn and in tin1e canonized into myth. Lincoln, a true frontiersman, cleared primeval 

forests, split rails, ran a flatboat, and worked his way gradually upward to ''knowledge, 

capacity, esteem, influence, [and] competence." In his early life, Lincoln supported his 

widowed mother and her younger children, picking up hi s education ''by the evening 

firelight of rude log cabins." 18 The Triburie popularized the Lincoln biography by 

explaining how the successful Illinoi s lawyer was first ''reared in poverty'' to ' 'the very 
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humblest White stratum of society," and ''from a tender age'' he earned hi s own 

li velihood by ''the rudest and least recompensed labor." 19 

Democratic statesman George Bancroft atttibuted Honest Abe's ''solemn solitude'' 

to a spirit born in ''the cabin of poor people," but hi s shrewd political instinct was less 

celebrated. 20 By 1860, he had become accustomed to hazards of the political arena after 

losing most of the races he entered. His rivalry with Douglas was especially complex and 

fateful. The 1858 debates featured hi s insistence that a ''house divided'' could not stand, 

but the greatest obstacle he confronted was resistance ti-om the conservative, ''Pharisaical 

old Whigs," who progressive Republicans criticized for thinking themselves ''so much 

more righteous than other people. ''21 

Partisans in New York struggled to assert their control over the divided electorate, 

but they failed at first to appreciate Lincoln' s grassroots support. Weed and Seward had 

sent Lincoln assurances that they would ''do all they could'' with ''money & otherwise' ' to 

help his bid for the Senate. 22 Weed apparently changed his mind and withheld suppo1t 

because he wanted Lincoln to run as Seward's vice-presidential candidate, which would 

boost the ticket and assure the office for his ''pet'' candidate.23 Raymond and Greeley 

reasoned that a Free Kansas was more likely with Douglas in the Senate than Lincoln, 

who as a Republican already drew threats of secession from Southerners. 

Illinois Republicans were repulsed by the hypocrisy of New York's brigade of 

Republican editors. ''Our business is war, war war on them!'' declared Lincoln supporter 

John Wentworth. ' 'They cannot war on us , for we have said nothing, have done nothing, 

have no candidates." He feared that Seward, Weed, and ''others of that school' ' had 

' 'sold'' Lincoln's chances. ''They want as little said about slavery as possible," Wentworth 
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wrote, ''and therefore feel much exercised with in regard to the 'Platfor1n' of the 

Republicans will p1·opose in their the next Convention."24 Lincoln was advised to prepare 

instead for the Republicans' next major contest because the South was anxious to fight. 

In Charleston, S.C., April 23, 1860, the Democrats nominated Stephen A. Douglas as 

their presidential candidate. 25 

The Great Endeavor 

During the winter of 1859-60, Weed headed a scheme to furnish charters for city 

railroads with funds from the New York legislature, whose grantees were in tum to 

supply several hundred thousand dollars for the Republican campaign for president, 

which Seward was expected to win .26 New York Republicans worked ''with a will and 

deter1rtination to rescue the state from the Spoilers," and Weed banked on victory. 27 He 

received praises daily from supporters for his tireless efforts. ''Allow me to congratulate 

you on the prospects of the Republican State Ticket," w1·ote one. ''[W]hat a glorious 

entering wedge for the Presidency will it be for our old and esteemed friend Gov. Sewai·d 

- for whom I cast my vote at the Annual State Election in '34 as well as my vote in the 

Whig Convention of that Yeai·. ''28 

The Republican National Convention was called to meet in Chicago, May 16, 1860, 

''at a time when the very existence of the nation was trembling in the balance."29 Greeley, 

Weed, and Seward had met at va1ious times before the convention, but were no longer 

campaigning in concert. The future of New York's penny press was at stake, too. Weed 

favored the ''reasonableness' ' of Henry Raymond's New York Ti,nes over the Tribune , 

but it was not clear which newspaper would lead the Republicans. Shifting edito1ial 

alliances cast Weed's ''great endeavor'' to elect Seward into question. Seward had gained 

support from New York, Michigan, and most of MassachL1setts, but the pro-Lincoln 
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Chicago Tribune exploited its geo-political advantage in covering the event and built 

momentum for Illinois' native son.30 

Weed was feared and respected as one of the most storied power brokers in the 

nation.31 While bartering for votes in Chicago, he allegedly approached delegates from 

Pennsylvania and Indiana and promised them ''oceans of cash' ' if they would vote for 

Seward~ however, his aggressive promotion of his candidate backfired when the Mid

western delegates rejected Seward as unelectable. 32 

Seward failed to obtain nomination for a number of reasons. The influence 

attributed to Greeley's role in the result may have been exaggerated at the time, but the 

episode revealed succinctly the characters of the three men formerly allied.33 The events 

on the floor during the nomination process certainly brought to the fore decades of 

frustrations shared by the firm over failures and unshai·ed victories . 

Incident at the Astor 

Greeley attended the convention at the request of the Republicans of Oregon to act 

as one of their delegates. He stopped at Weed' s Albany house on his way to Chicago to 

make a friendly visit and left the impression that he was going to support Seward when 

he reached Chicago.34 He claimed that he did ' 'much less than was popularly supposed'' 

in determining Lincoln's nomination because he was busy drafting the platfor1n. ''The 

probability of Seward' s success seemed thereafter so decided that one of his leading 

supporters urged me, just before we began to ballot, to name the man whose nomination 

for Vice-President would be most effective in reconciling those with whom I acted to the 

support of Governor Seward," Greeley wrote. ''I advised, through him, the Seward men 

to make the whole ticket satisfactory to thernselves ."35 
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Before leaving New York for Chicago, Weed stayed at the Astor House. His friend 

Julius Wood, Columbus, Ohio, visited him to discuss business, as well as Seward's 

prospects in the up-coming convention. Wood happened to meet Greeley in the hotel, and 

in passing, Greeley told him to vote for someone other than Seward. ''We'll take some 

more conservative man, like Pitt Fessenden or Bates," Greeley said.36 

When Wood met with Weed, Seward was also in attendance. He told Seward what 

Greeley had said to him. Seward insisted that Wood's account of Greeley must be wrong. 

' 'He is all right," Seward said. 

Wood objected. ''No, I was not wrong," he said. ''Greeley is cheating you. He will 

go to Chicago and work against you." 

''My dear Wood," Seward replied, ''your zeal sometimes gets a little the better of 

your judgment. ' '37 

Greeley arrived in Chicago before Weed. The atmosphere was tense but excited. 

Streets and hotels were crowded with enthusiastic friends of Seward. As delegates met to 

deter1nine a candidate, the Times wrote that if it were not for the apprehensions of 

Pennsylvania, Seward would be nominated by acclaim.38 According to one account, the 

air was ''filled with the popping of corks' ' and shouts for Seward, ''Old Irrepressible," and 

curses for Greeley, the ' 'damned old ass."39 

Even Seward's opponents did not appear to believe that he could be defeated. 

Greeley telegraphed the Tribune that resistance to Seward's nomination would be futile . 

The di spatch appeared in the Tribune on the final day of the convention. But within hours 

of the transmission, representatives of the Lincoln, Bates, and Chase delegations 
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communicated Greeley's disaffection with the frontrunners in exaggerated detail. Flyers 

were distributed announcing, ''Greeley at the Tremont: Weed at the Richmond House. ''40 

Prior to the casting of ballots, there appeared to be ''friendly intercourse'' between 

Greeley and Weed, ''nor did anybody suppose that Mr. Greeley was not on good te1ms 

with Gove111or Seward." Seward alone knew the exact contents of the ''remarkable letter'' 

written by Greeley six years prior that dissolved the fir1n of the three, for1ner Whig 

collaborators. Greeley did not even appear to remembe1· its existence.41 

The Past Is Dead 

In the first round of balloting, Seward won 173.5 ballots, Lincoln 102, and Simo11 

Cameron of Pennsylvania 50.5. New York's delegation voted unanimously for Seward, 

but Lincoln enjoyed suppott in Pennsylvania. ''The strife between delegates from New 

York & Pennsylvania still rage high," William Butler wrote. ''Pennsylvania will never go 

for Seward."42 Cameron dropped out in the second round of balloting, which boosted 

votes for Seward to 184.5 and Lincoln 's total to 181.43 

Greeley, an otherwise-forgotten Oregon delegate, influenced members of the 

Indiana a11d New York delegations between tallies. According to Frederic Bancroft, 

Seward's biographer, on the third and decisive ballot, Greeley's efforts succeeded. 

Seward's total dropped to 180 votes, and Lincoln secured nomination with 231.5 votes.44 

Greeley was repo1ted to have witnessed the proceedings with a beaming smile, ''a smile 

of unspeakable triumph." The press' most outspoken moralist was happy because Weed's 

''great endeavor'' to elect Seward had ended in great defeat.45 

Sources unaffiliated with the Republicans attributed Lincoln ' s nomination to 

miscalculations on the part of Weed; howeve1·, Bancroft attributed Seward's loss to 

Greeley 's vindictive persuasion of delegates between ballots. Greeley emphasized 
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Seward's connections with the cash-oiled machinery of the New York establishment, a 

powe1ful tactic in swaying the loyalties of voters from the Midwest.46 A number of 

Republicans were already opposed to Seward because they distrusted New York 

politicians: They acknowledged that he was an honest man until Greeley reminded them 

that Weed and Seward were closely connected, and the records of the two indicated they 

were ''not sufficiently averse'' to jobs for their friends. 47 

In his defense, Greeley alleged Lincoln had nearly enough votes for nomination in 

the first place, and others were ''rapidly transferred to him'' until his nomination was 

declared.48 But Seward loyalists, no one more tl1an Weed, recognized Greeley's direct 

role in their candidate's defeat. Weed was completely unnerved by the outcome of the 

ballots. He had no reason to suspect that Greeley, a once-trusted friend, would betray 

Seward.49 He could only deduce that Greeley acted on hostile, insidious, and vengeful 

motives.so Lincoln's nomination so completely devastated Weed that the ordinarily 

prudent, stoic figure was reduced to angry words against Greeley. Weed was reportedly 

driven to tears in Chicago.s t 

After Lincoln's nomination, Greeley made controversial statements that upset 

Weed more. He was alleged to have exclaimed, ''Now I am even with Governor 

Seward."s2 Within the week, he gave a speech declaring, ''The past is dead. Let the dead 

past bury it, and let the mourners, if they will, go about the streets."53 '''The mourners,' to 

whom Mr. Greeley alludes," snapped Weed, ''constitute the rank and file , as well as the 

intelligence and patriotism of nea1·ly every Republican state in the Union."54 

Weed could see no mistake in his management, and he turned to Raymond for 

editorial support. The two blamed Greeley for Seward's misfortunes. While Greeley 
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continued to claim that Seward would have been defeated without the vote of 

Pennsylvania and Indiana, Raymond led the New York press in attacking Greeley for 

jeopardizing the Republicans' chances in the November election. Raymond wrote a long 

ar·ticle in the Times that contained an insider's history of the Chicago convention and 

exposed the events that led to the collapse of the Seward, Weed, and Greeley partnership. 

It was a scathing piece of satire that unleashed frustrations felt by Raymond and other 

former associates, whom Greeley had baffled with idiosyncratic opinions and behavior.55 

Raymond had less to lose than Greeley or Weed; but, as Seward's newly 

designated spokesman in the New York City press, he and his newspaper were put at a 

disadvantage by a result that would give Greeley and the Tribune much prestige.56 

Raymond charged Greeley with having plotted Seward's defeat in a deceitful and 

dishonorable way. The Times boasted access to the letter written by Greeley in anger 

years before, which either Seward or Weed - or both - leaked, a letter that implicated 

Greeley of ''deliberately wreaking the long-hoarded revenge of a disappointed office

seeker. ''57 The Times' most sensational, unsubstantiated charge was that Greeley had cut 

loose from Seward over personal snubs. The reaction of general public was at first 

disposed to resent Raymond's attack. 58 

Readers who took the Times story serious I y demanded published proof of 

Raymond's claims.59 At first, Seward refused to disclose the contents of Greeley's letter 

to the public . In a May 24, 1860, editorial, Raymond called on Greeley to deny or confess 

publicly the existence of the letter. Greeley replied to Raymond in the Tribune the next 

day with a mix of candid explanatio11 and an attempted bluff. He attacked Seward for 

creating the incident by making public a confidential communication, and he demanded 
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that the original should be returned to him and promised that it would be reprinted in 

every edition of the Tribune.60 When the 01iginal was returned, Greeley had no choice but 

to reprint it in the June 14, 1860, Tribune.61 

' 'The public was amazed, and took sides with great feeling for a time," Bancroft 

wrote. Readers believed ''but for Greeley's persistent hostility Seward would have 

obtained the ambition of his life."62 But by the end of the week, public fervor over the 

awkward incident died, and the Times gave up on the vendetta against Greeley.63 

Black Republicans 

The consortium of ' 'Weed & Co." was bitter, but they could not afford to ignore 

Lincoln 's nomination.64 Partisans in New York recognized a slip in their control of the 

national agenda, as voters paid little attention to the wishes of ''a few sore Sewardites." 

The most impassioned support for the Republicans came from free-soil settlers in 

Western states. ''I dislike the talk of hi s friends when they say [Seward] made the party," 

wrote Mark W. Delahay, a Kansas editor. Seward ''talked for freedom well," but ''the 

''Poor Devils of Kansas'' fought for it ''against odds and with manly courage."65 

Seward read accounts of the convention that exaggerated a split between Lincoln 

and him. Both knew that signs of division might ruin the long-term chances of 

Republicans. Seward wrote Lincoln shortly after the convention to reassure him that the 

nominee would enjoy the support of the whole party. He suggested the press ignored a 

key speech deli vered by him in SL1pport of Lincoln, and he was ''less fully reported on 

that point than [he] spoke." He wished to relieve Lincoln 's ' 'uneasiness'' about support in 

the East by enclosing a report from the Ti111es of a speech he gave in support of his forrner 

rival at Dubuque. ''I find no reason to doubt that this State [New York] will redeem all 

the favors we have made," Sewa1·d wrote.66 
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The Republicans enjoyed more support i11 rural New York than in New York City. 

''Open any Democratic jou111al issued from the press of this City," Greeley wrote, ''and 

your eyes will be struck by some fierce denunciation of the 'Black Republican 

legislation' whereby our City is habitually oppressed, degraded and plundered."67 

Competition for jobs was generally more intense in u1·ban areas, and immigrants 

sympathized little with the plight of slaves in the South or settlers in the West. 

New York Herald editor James Gordon Bennett was disgusted by the demagoguery 

of Weed and Seward, his urban rival s, and provided Lincoln with unlikely support. 

Bennett hated Weed and Seward, but Lincoln was ''a man of good and honest intentions," 

he said. Bennett knew that Greeley had much to do with securing Lincoln's nomination, 

and he suspected Greeley would expect a foreign mission or a cabinet position in 

exchange for the support.68 But he feared Lincoln would fall victim to ''radical and 

conservative elements'' of the Republicans and within six months, and Weed and Seward 

would denounce him for being too conservative, ''as Fillmore was." He had little doubt 

that Lincoln would be elected and that he would do his duty faithfully, but the 

Republicans would need to keep watch on Weed, who would have made at least a million 

dollars with Seward's election. Weed would have ''black mailed any job and contract, 

and retired after amassing a vast fortune," without regard for the Republican Party.69 

As Bennett had anticipated, letters written by Greeley's associates appeared in 

Lincoln's mail recommending him to office. John W. Forney, a Pennsylvania editor, 

encouraged Lincoln to find an appointment for Greeley, ''the first journalist in America .. 

. eminently entitled to the thanks of his party for the vigor, the courage, and the integrity 

of his general course." Greeley's speeches and editorials were read and admired by a 
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wide audience, Forney wrote, and his influence on ''the masses'' would make him an ideal 

candidate for federal office.70 

Greeley's limited experience in elected official made his prospects as a cabinet 

member less threatening to Southerners than Seward. Meantime, Lincoln ' s associates 

discouraged privately Seward's appointment by arguing he would add fuel to the 

Southern clamor and ''keep up the courage of the alarrni sts. '' Rather than to strengthen the 

hands of his chief, Seward's object in office was allegedly to prepare the way for his 

succession to the presidency. ''It is fair to suppose that he and his paiticu]ar clique here 

would pursue the same policy toward Mr. Lincoln that they did towards Mr. Fillmore," 

wrote one insider. ''If they could not lead him - to undermine him."71 

In the months leading to the election, Lincoln stayed quietly in Springfield, Ill. , 

directing party leaders from a makeshift little office in the state capitol. He carried his 

own mail back and forth from the post office, and in order to avoid stining up 

controversy and perhaps spli tting the Republicans, he did not make a singJe political 

speech. The Democrats were split between Breckinridge and Douglas, and Lincoln' s 

si lence frightened Southerners and fueled the design·s of fire-eaters toward secession. 72 

Playing Possum: The 1860 Canvass 

The Democratic split threatened to underrnine the election's legitimacy. With 

united Republican support, Lincoln had a clear advantage, but it was not clear whether he 

would receive the minimum percentage of votes constitutionally required. Secessionists 

in the South entertained the possibility that the election might be decided in the U.S. 

House, and in the North, conservatives feared the results of an unpopular Republican 

presidency. The Tribu11e entreated ''conservatives who are such by nature or fortune, not 

by trade," to realize that an election decided by the House would make the next winter in 
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Washington , D.C., unlike any prior. ''The end would probably be not di sruption, but 

chronic weakness - an Administration with no hold on the country's confidence, baffled 

at every step, and paralyzed by a mortifying consciousness of impotence."73 

In Southern states, voting for the Republican ticket was literally not an option. 

Triburie editors c laimed they had been contacted ''by friends in the Slave States," and 

asked, ''For whom shall we cast our votes, seeing that we are not at liberty to vote for 

Lincoln and Hamlin?'' The Tribune's advice to voters was to ''not vote at all'' if tl1ey 

could not vote according to free convictions. ''But (in many, if not most cases) you can 

vote for Lincoln - you will if you have but manly courage. If you know any voters of like 

faith with yourselves, agree beforehand with them on the hour at which you will together 

go quietly to the polls and offe1· your votes for Lincoln Electors: if they are refused, or if 

they are accepted and then destroyed or not returned, your duty is performed. ''74 

Greeley's sentiments were vacillating - if not misleading - in the days before the 

election. Contra1·y to the drumbeat of abolition he had marshaled in previous years, he 

wrote columns to voters in the South assuring them that the Republicans had no intention 

of destroying their property rights. At the same time, slaveholders were expected to soon 

learn to submit with ''good grace'' to a transfer of political power that ''the progress of 

population has made inevitable."75 

A particularly provocative Triburie editorial suggested that the Democrats were 

''playing 'possum'' by throwing the election - or playing dead, as the opossum was 

known to do in dire situations. ''Slavery Extension has been dri ven at last, by dire 

necessity, to playing 'possum," Greeley wrote. ''It has no other remaining resource. The 

People are hard upon it, and die it must - unless it can avoid that catasu·ophe by merely 
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seeming to be dead." The Tribu,ie cited No1them journals also playing ' possum that 

published ' 'Slavery Propaganda'' claiming the Republican Party was fi ghting ''a chimera 

- or, rather, pretending to fight one, in pursuit of sinjster ends."76 

The Tribune editors instead prepared for an epic battle at the polls. ''Republicans of 

New-York! Do you hear the call to duty?'' read pre-election headlines. ''Your glorious 

majority of Eighty Thousand for Fremont and Dayton placed our State in the front rank 

of the hosts of Free Labor: let us firmly resolve that she shall not lose that proud position 

in the struggle now upon us!'' Tribune readers were summoned to push back the forces of 

''Antagonistic Democracy and Old Line Whiggery'' to expose the one party of 

' 'Submissionists to every for1n and degree of Pro-Slavery exaction ready to push forward 

its heavy columns."77 

As Lincoln 's election by Northern default seemed more likely, near hysteria 

gripped much of the South. The only hope for the Democrats lay in fusing the two halves 

of the party with the Constitutional Unionists. New York and Rhode Island ran a 

complete fusion ticket, three out of New Je1·sey's seven electors also ''fused," and some 

Douglas and Brecken1idge Democrats were able to urute in Pennsylvania as well.78 

In the days prior to the election, the Tribune reported correspondence from ''all 

quarters'' that was ' 'cheering." Editors were pleased to receive word that colleagues were 

''hard at work, enthusiastic , sanguine, and making converts every day." In one township 

operatives had fully canvassed and earned the following votes: Lincoln 278, Fusion 135, 

Breckinridge 43, and doubtful 7, ''a great deal more to the purpose."79 

According to the Trib1,1,11e, anyone who could read would realize that the election of 

Bell , Douglas or Breckintidge was ''a moral impossibility." With Democratic voters split 
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primarily between Douglas in the No1th and Breclcinridge in the South, ''candid and 

tolerably intelligent' ' voters could not cite a single state by whose electoral votes their 

candidate might be elected. At most, Breckinridge voters might hope for a combined total 

of 127 electoral votes, 25 short of the minimum necessary for election. The electoral 

breakdown of Democratic-leaning states posted in the Triburie spelled out the 

mathematical certainty that Breckinridge could not win. 

Delaware 3 Kentucky 12 
North Carolina 10 Tennessee 12 
South Carolina 8 Missouri 9 
Georgia 10 Arkansas 4 
Alabama [blank] California 4 
Mississippi 6 Oregon 3 
Florida 3 Pennsylvania 15 
Louisiana 6 New-Jersey 2 
Texas 4 New-York 7 

It defied ''any rational Breclcinridge man'' to give his candidate more votes. ''Of course 

Mr. Breckinridge will not receive all these, nor nearly all; but we have set them down to 

him in order to show that his election by the People is utterly out of the question."80 

Election Results 

Greeley complained that the Republicans could not raise one-fifth of the dollai·s 

that the Democrats boasted, but he was confident that Lincoln would win New York 

statewide by ''an overwhelming majority."81 Democratic efforts to join forces under the 

Fusion Ticket came late, but out-of-town readers had written him to ask, ''Can they really 

[sic] poll 40,000 majority in your City for the Fusion ticket?'' He answered, ''No, nor 

30,000, unless by fraud. ''82 He called on readers to ask instead, ''Could I gain or save one 

vote to Lincoln by any honorable effort or sacrifice? Could I induce one voter to come to 

the polls who would otherwise remain at home? Could I dissuade one from voting the 

Fusion ticket?''83 
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On Election Day, Nov. 6, 1860, Greeley assured readers that Abraham Lincoln 

would be chosen president, ''unless Fraud should prevent, for Apathy [sic] will not."84 

The Triburie's last-minute appeals to metropolitan voters summoned them to a battle for 

freedom. ''Unless Fusion can go out of this City and Brooklyn Forty Thousand ahead, it 

is dead as Julius Caesar."85 

The day after the election, the Triburie listed states that were ''ascertained or 

morally certain'' for Lincoln, which totaled 169 total electors, comfortably above the 152 

necessary: Connecticut 6; Indiana 13; Illinois 11; Iowa 4; Maine 8; Massachusetts 13; 

Michigan 6; Minnesota 4; New Hampshire 5; New York 35; Ohio 23; Pennsylvania 27; 

Rhode Island 4 ; Wisconsin 5.86 The returns were partial, but there was ''no doubt'' that 

Lincoln canied New York.87 

The Republican victory was far from overwhelming, and Lincoln' s support in 

urban areas, especially New York City, was slim. ''The majority against us in this City is 

somewhat larger than we expected, but not enorrnously so," the Tribune conceded. ''We 

gave the Fusionists 25,000; they have obtained, perhaps, 28,000, though we trust it is a 

little less. We make our total Lincoln vote 33,237, against 60,598 for the Fusionists. ''88 

Greeley was pained to note the loss of New Jersey by 3,000 votes. The state would 

stand ''alone among the Free States in opposition to the great Free-Labor triumph."89 He 

credited Republican organization for strong retu111s elsewhere.90 Members of the Wide 

Awake Club, a militia-like group of Lincoln supporters, had made recurrent appearances 

in public and in the press, and their presence at the polls allegedly minimized fraud. 9 1 

''Honest Abe the Rail Splitter'' was elected 16th President of the United States with 

180 electoral votes and 1,865,593 popular votes, 39.9 percent of votes cast. John C. 
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Breckenridge, Southern Democrat, won 72 electoral votes and 848,356 popular votes, 

18.1 percent of votes cast. Stephen A. Douglas, Democrat, won 12 electoral votes and 

1,382,713 popular votes, 29.5 percent votes cast. Bell, the Constitutional Union 

candidate, won 39 electoral votes and 12.5 percent of the popular votes.
92 

The election of the nation 's first Republican President spread alarm through 

Southern states. Greeley was slow to respond. In fact, he blundered on the issue of 

secession by assuming the South was bluffing. ''If South Carolina shall be left to stand 

alone, we think she must ultimately recede," the Tribune editorialized caval ierly. If other 

states joined South Carolina, Greeley insisted that they could not be prevented from 

doing so, and that Northern officials should not attempt to stop them. ''Let us be patient, 

neither speaking daggers nor using them, standing to our principles, but not to our a11ns, 

and all will yet be well."93 The Cotton States heard only from Greeley and the Yankee 

press that their ri ghts and property would not be respected. Secession was the remedy. 

South Carolina withdrew from the Union Dec. 20, 1860. Other states followed. And the 

war came.94 
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CHAPTER9 
CONCLUSION 

Prior to the outbreak of war, the Tribune had given wide exposure to Indiana editor 

John Soule' s counsel, ' 'Go west, young man, go west," and Greeley was associated with 

the slogan in popular memory.1 He urged settlement of the West as well as sparsely 

populated areas of the East and, particularly after the Civil War, the South. In 1859, he 

followed his own advice and embarked on a western trek to California. His trip promoted 

a transcontinental railroad and the passage of the Homestead Act, which guaranteed 

property to settlers under a compact with the government.2 

In early December 1860, the House passed the Homestead Bill by a decisive vote 

of 132 Yeas to 76 Nays. The vote was a triumph for Greeley, who had lobbied for 

decades and in Congress on behalf of homesteaders.3 On Dec. 6, 1860, the Tribune 

congratulated ''the industrious poor of the cities and of all the Atlantic hives of population 

on the opening of a way of escape from their ever recurring embarrassments and 

sufferings, though the dearth of employment and the frequency of Panics."4 

The total circulation of the Trib1111e 's combined daily, weekly, and semi-weekly 

editions had reached almost 300,000.5 Other New York newspapers prospered throughout 

the 1850s, too, but few editors combined the commercial and informative aspects of news 

as effectively as Greeley. The Times and the Herald published reports on political 

campaigns because they were marketable to readers; however, key social and political 

issues, such as homestead legislation, enjoyed critical attention in the Tribz,ne from the 

nation 's most gifted writers at a level of circulation few newspapers could provide. 6 
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The Civil War galvanized New York' s competing newspapers by forcing editors to 

revise their marketing strategies. On national, state, and local levels, the target audiences 

of penny press papers had been fragmented by years of sectional and political discord. 

The Tribune maintained healthy circulation rates due in part to Greeley ' s open-minded 

approach to publishing. His controversial crusades against slavery, capital punishment, 

smoking, drinking, and adultery, and for women' s rights, labor rights, vegetarianism, 

quasi-socialist schemes, and trade protectionism brought him both admiration and scorn. 7 

The strategy proved effective and marketable, and it set the tone for generations of 

publications to follow, as is partly reflected in the content of modern tabloid journalism. 

The war brought to an end an era dominated by the political influence of the flfITl of 

Greeley, Weed, and Seward. The partnership had officially dissolved well before 

Lincoln' s election, but for all intents and purposes, public and private parties still looked 

to the trio for leadership. Greeley's self-organized demonstration in Chicago against the 

Eastern establishment ended the firm ' s public recognition, but as individual personalities, 

Greeley, Weed, and Seward continued to impact the world in which they lived. 

Great, Just, and True Expositions 

Greeley was optimistic that Lincoln ' s presidency would build a stronger, more 

peaceful Union. In 1860, the Old World trembled with ''the throes of incipient 

revolution," Greeley wrote, but he was assured the United States would pass through its 

corresponding crisis without ''devastation and bloodshed." The ''crash of a dynasty'' was 

from all accounts peaceful, and for the moment, Greeley, Lincoln, and their cohorts 

suspected that the chatter of secessionists was idle. 8 

No one in the previous election suffered or feared bodily harm, according to the 

Tribune, ''and the show of anxious or melancholy faces'' was limited to a few office-
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holders. Lincoln' s election brought beams of ''gladness'' to ''a million eyes'' and ''joy'' to 

the popular heart, Greeley wrote. The recent ''peaceful convulsion'' suggested 

''replacement of the bad by the better which is the inevitable condition of Human 

Progress and the manifestation of a genuine National life."9 

In a show of appreciation for Greeley' s efforts to help elect Lincoln, Republicans 

asked him to speak immediately at a rally at New York's Stuyvesant Institute. Greeley 

was greeted ''with a storm of applause'' and acclaimed as the architect of a revolutionary 

experiment in electoral politics that triumphed liberty and human rights. He and 

thousands of celebrators reveled in victory with the satisfaction that the Republicans 

would bring, in Greeley' s words, an administration based on ''all great, just, and true 

expositions of the law of righteousness and freedom.'' Greeley said he was proud that the 

election proved the Republicans were ''not a man-worshiping party," a statement he could 

afford to make because at the moment he was more popular than the president. The 

Tribune reproduced the Stuyvesant Institute speeches to feature Greeley at the peak of his 

political intluence.10 

Theodore Tilton, editor of The Independent, followed Greeley with praises for his 

career of service. He provided an anecdotal account of Greeley's role in the election of 

1844 to illustrate the editor' s heroic qualities. According to Tilton, Greeley sat in his 

office awaiting the returns from St. Lawrence County, which were to decide the 

presidential election both statewide and nationally. Crowds gathered on the pier to watch 

as the riverboat Empire brought the decisive ballots. The Tribune office was deserted ''by 

all but one man, and that its editor.'' Then a messenger broke in upon him with the 
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adverse news that Clay had narrowly lost the election. After reading the message, 

Greeley ' 'burst into tears," Tilton said, ''manly tears." 11 

But on Election Day 1860, Greeley sat in his office, and as messengers brought 

better and better news, ''the expression on his face grew into brighter smiles," Tilton said. 

A number of ''eager young men and old'' followed election returns with him in the 

Tribune office and saw before morning that ''the day of defeat and regret had passed, and 

the day of victory and rejoicings had begun." Tilton concluded, ''Of all good men in the 

nation who had aided forward the auspicious result, no other man had done more than he. 

Never flowed nobler blood in any man's veins than beats in that man' s heart."12 

Brutus Greeley 

Greeley' s character was not always held in such high esteem, and he was often the 

target of accusations that stemmed from the Tribune' s controversial editorial content. 

After the Chicago Convention, secessionist vilified him as the ''chief cook and bottle

washer'' of the Republicans. 13 He was also criticized by Democratic and pro-Seward 

newspapers in N ew York. ''Brutus Greeley," a satirical poem published in Vanity Fair, 

typified the reaction to his coup in Chicago. 

I have nipped him at Chicago, 
I have made my Seward wail, 
I've ordained that Uncle Abram 
Shall be ridden on the rail . 

Did he think that I forgave him? 
Did he think I was an ass? 
Did he think I'd love my enemies, 
And let the occasion pass? 

If he did he was mistaken, 
And I guess he knows it now, 
For I nipped him at Chicago 
And I made a precious row.14 
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After the publication of Greeley's 1854 resignation letter, speculation about his over

zealous desire for office contributed additional material for attacks from opponents. 

Henry Raymond' s Times, a lifelong antagonist of the Tribune, led criticism; however, it 

was not always clear whether Greeley deserved the blame for the Tribune's content.15 

Anti-abolitionist organizations circulated out-of-context excerpts from the 

newspaper regardless and alleged that Greeley had long opposed the nation's most sacred 

institutions: Not only did Greeley attack slavery, a Constitutional right, but he also 

allegedly attacked the American spirit, American symbols, and the beliefs of ordinary and 

good citizens. Critics deemed the ''Ode to the American Flag,'' June 13, 1854, a 

particularly offensive example of the Tribune's anti-Americanism. 

All hail the flaunting Lie! 
The stars grow pale and dim, 
The stripes are bloody scars, 
A lie the vaunting hymn. 

It shields a pirate's deck, 
It binds a man in chains, 
It yokes the captive 's neck, 
And wipes the bloody stains. 

Tear down the flaunting Lie! 
Half-meet the starry flag! -
Insult no sunny sky 
With hate's polluted rag! 

Destroy it, ye who can! 
Deep sink it in the waves! 
It bears a fellow-man 
To groan with fellow-slaves. 

Furl the boasted Lie! 
Till freedom lives again, 
To rule once more in truth 
Among untrammeled men. 

Roll up the starry-sheen 
Conceal its bloody stains: 
For in its folds are sewn 
The stamp of rustling chains! 16 

Greeley attributed authorship of the Ode to the hand of a contributing writer, and indeed 

there was no way detractors could prove who wrote it. 
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But in other instances, Greeley' s analyses of current events more clearly erred. An 

editorial he penned about the 1860 secession crisis haunted him for the rest of his life 

because of its apparently ambivalent attitude toward the possibility of war. Greeley wrote 

infamously to Southern members of the Union that the new administration posed no clear 

and present threat to their rights, but Lincoln might allow them to secede to avoid war 

anyways. ''But if ever 'seven or eight States' send agents to Washington to say 'We want 

to get out of the Union,' we shall feel constrained by our devotion to Human Liberty to 

say, Let them go! '' he wrote.17 Southerners saw the T,·ibune's weak-willed proposal as no 

solution at all to any of their concerns. 

Virginia Governor Henry A. Wise declared that he would never submit to Lincoln, 

but he stopped short of advocating an assassination or a coup. The Tribune responded by 

publishing Wise' s speech and reminded Virginians to ''take warning by the fate of John 

Brown'' before committing to an execution of the president.18 The editorial only enraged 

non-abolitionist readers. In Alabama, the Montgomery Mail called for the execution of 

Greeley and ''all other abolition leaders of the Press, Church and State'' as traitors ''of the 

most abominable character." The mail suggested exiling Greeley, et al, to ''some 

uninhabited island'' where beasts could prey on them as the least of possible sentences. 19 

Greeley had long been a magnet for such attacks, but he was no longer able to turn 

the attention into publicity for his newspaper. Prior to the Chicago convention, the 

Republicans were singular in their attempt to capture the White House. After Lincoln' s 

election, their interests were pitted against each other, and they began to compete with 

each other for positions of power and influence. Against the advice of Bennett and a host 

of Greeley ' s sympathizers, Lincoln refused to appoint him to a cabinet position because 
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he feared the controversy it would bring. Greeley reckoned Lincoln ' s snub was similar to 

Weed's in the 1854 election. Seward was appointed secretary of state, and in return, 

Greeley hounded Lincoln daily through the remainder of his administration. 20 

Lincoln's mistrust of the press created tension among former allies. His 

administration acted quickly to control the dissemination of information that hindered 

Union war efforts.21 Greeley and other members of the Fourth Estate sought to protect 

their rights, but in doing so, they infuriated Lincoln and his generals by publishing reports 

that jeopardized 1nilitary interests. On one such occasion, the Tribune revealed the plans 

of General William Tecumseh Sherman, who had prepared an attack on Charlotte or 

Raleigh. The Tribune cost Sherman a fight he had hoped to avoid. ''If I could have caught 

Mr. Greeley during the war," Sherman said, ''I would have hung him."22 

The American Conflict 

By January 1861 , it was clear that Greeley' s belief in peaceable secession was ill 

founded . He recanted earlier his capitulations to secessionists and published the first of 

his famous ''stand firm'' editorials, which readers accepted as one of Lincoln' s own 

commandments. In February, he called for unity against secessionists with a slogan in 

large type at the head of the editorial column ''NO COMPROMISE/NO CONCESSIONS 

TO TRAITORS/THE CONSTITUTION AS IT IS."23 When the ftrst shots of the Civil 

War were ftred April 12, 1861, Greeley vacillated again. ''Sumter is temporarily lost, but 

Freedom is saved! '' he wrote. ''It is hard to lose Sumter, but in losing it we have gained a 

united people. Long live the Republic."24 

One of the T1·ib1,ne' s most famous editorials appeared June 26, 1861 . It announced 

''The Nation' s War Cry: 'Forward to Richmond! The Rebel Congress must not be 

allowed to meet there on July 20. By that date the place must be held by the National 
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Army. '''25 Greeley was away from the newspaper at the time the article was written, and 

he left managing editor Charles A. Dana in charge. Fitz-Henry Warren, the Tribune's 

Washington correspondent, had actually written the editorials, but Greeley was left with a 

heavy conscience after the rout of the Union Army in the first battle of Bull Run.26 

Greeley's account of the Civil War, The American Conflict, exhibited the author's 

moral depth and political convictions.27 His monumental overview of U.S. history and its 

underlying dialectical conflicts began with the problematic nature of its slave-based past. 

It ended with emancipation. His history resonated with concurrent romantic accounts by 

focusing on the personal characteristics qualities of heroic political players in Congress, 

the presidency, and the press. Greeley' s role as a well-known writer contributed to the 

popular reception of the text. The revelation of his personal, political evolution from a 

humble origin transformed his audience, too. 

Too Much Faith 

The same personalities Greeley featured in his history were ironically those who 

often criticized him the most. Competing editors had lampooned his wide-eyed idealism 

and suggested it was partly responsible for creating the war. The Baltimore Republican 

blasted him for his alliance with Black Republican fanatics, who succeeded in electing a 

president holding their own sectional views, ''one whose great and only recommendation 

was, that he was bitterly hostile to a large portion of our countrymen, and insanely 

determined to trample upon their rights. ''28 

The Republicans were more or less aligned across sectional lines on business 

matters, minus recurring debates about Greeley' s tariff proposals. Weed and Lincoln 

subscribed to substantially the same plans for a strengthened national infrastructure, and 

the Journal remained a staunch advocate of Republican economic policies. But the 
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abolitionist doctrine, with which Greeley, Weed, and Seward had been associated, 

enjoyed far less support in areas untouched by slavery. 

No one knew better than Lincoln that ''the northern mind was divided on the 

slavery question, - divided even on the question of the extension of slavery," Weed 

wrote. ' 'Thus the North was taught to look upon Mr. Lincoln with suspicion, and the 

South to regard him as a robber. "29 

Weed, Greeley, Raymond, and others in New York's Republican press had 

competed with editors in the Midwest for rights to control Lincoln's image from the 

moment he was nominated. Republicans in the Midwest publicized the two-fold aspect to 

their victory: Lincoln had both wrestled from Southerners their stranglehold on the 

presidency, and he challenged the control of the Eastern over the nation' s political 

agenda. In the Northeast, Lincoln was heralded as a destroyer of the Southern Goliath, 

but in attempts to maintain a cultural and business advantage over newspapers in the 

West, Republican and Democratic newspapers alike derided him as a country bumpkin, a 

gorilla, or a fool . Nonetheless, the ascent of Lincoln, ''the star of the West," made an 

industry leader out of The Chicago Tribune, which no longer deferred to Greeley ' s 

leadership of constituents in agricultural and labor circles.30 

Raymond, one of the penny press' most conservative members, allied closely with 

Lincoln, but he realized quickly that his attempts to influence the administration on key 

issues were often one step behind the president's decision-making process. He wrote 

Lincoln one week after the election and called upon him to take precautionary measures 

in his ascent to the presidency. ''The main the thing," Raymond wrote, was to have the 
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new president say that the South misunderstood the Republican Party, and a Republican 

administration alone ''could correct the error'' by taking a conciliatory tone.31 

Raymond ' s advice reflected the misgivings of conservatives in the North, who 

began to take seriously the threats of fire-eating secessionists. Lincoln rebuffed their fears 

and blamed the cause of that excitement entirely upon a misapprehension on the part of 

the Southern people. The fear could only be removed ''by actual experience'' - not the 

words - of a Republican Administration, Lincoln wrote. ''My views upon every 

prominent political issue are before the country & accessible to every one who desires to 

know them in my published speeches."32 

Lincoln' s reply to Raymond expressed his common-sense approach to matters. His 

shrewd pragmatism was built on an uncommon trust in his countrymen to the south. 

''What I said then I believe now - and no new declaration could give it additional 

weight,'' he wrote. ''I have too much faith in the good sense & patriotism of the people of 

the South to apprehend any violent disruption on their part from the mere fear of future 

aggressions - while I have too much faith in their honor to expect them to submit to such 

aggression when actually committed. I think with you that they will take counsel of their 

judgments, instea.d of their fears . "33 

The outbreak of war indicated a lapse in Lincoln' s judgment - the possibility that 

he was naive to trust the ' 'good sense'' of his countrymen, who in the South felt genuinely 

threatened by his election. His Whiggish impulses led him to seek a negotiated 

restoration of the Union, a deal that few in the North or South were interested in making. 

At the beginning of the war, he did not subscribe to abolitionist doctrine; rather, he 

opposed the spread of slavery and believed it would eventually die on its own accord.34 
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Greeley's Estimate of Lincoln 

Regardless of Union war strategy, Greeley kept constant pressure on Lincoln to 

emancipate the slaves. His most famous editorial on the subject was published Aug. 20, 

1862, ''The Prayer of Twenty Millions," which urged the president to use the second 

Confiscation Act to allow Union commanders to free the slaves of rebel masters. Lincoln 

had already decided privately to issue the Emancipation Proclamation, but he responded 

to Greeley that as president his ftrst task was to preserve the Union, whether that meant 

keeping or aboli shing slavery. 35 

Greeley received one of Lincoln's most articulate defenses of the Union's war 

efforts Aug. 22, 1862. When asked how he would solve the troubles tearing the nation in 

two, Lincoln replied, ''I would save the Union. I would save it in the shortest way under 

the Constitution. The sooner the national authority can be restored, the nearer the Union 

will be ' the Union as it was.''' If there were those who would not save slavery, Lincoln 

did not agree with them. If there were those who would not save the Union unless they 

could at the same time destroy slavery, he did not agree with them either. ''My paramount 

object in this struggle is to save the Union, and is not either to save or destroy slavery," 

he wrote. ''lfl could save the Union without freeing any slave, I would do it, and if I 

could save it by freeing all the slaves I would do it~ and if I could save it by freeing some 

and leaving others alone, I would also do that. ''36 

Lincoln had harbored a deep-seeded hatred for slavery his entire life. ''I am 

naturally antislavery. If slavery is not wrong, nothing is wrong. I cannot remember when 

I did not so think and feel," he wrote. '' And yet I have never understood that the 

Presidency conferred upon me an unrestricted right to act officially upon this judgment 
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and feeling. It was in the oath I took, that I would to the best of my ability preserve, 

protect, and defend the Constitution of the United States. ''37 

The Emancipation Proclamation was issued, not coincidentally, shortly after 

Lincoln wrote Greeley. The Tribune celebrated the president' s public conversion to the 

abolitionist cause with extensive coverage of the edict, although Lincoln had clearly 

deliberated the proclamation before Greeley wrote him. Readers assumed Greeley had 

again worked his influence on national policy, as the newspaper exulted ''the beginning 

of the new life of the nation'' that went into effect Jan. 1, 1863.38 

Greeley was at first reluctant, but he subsequently endorsed the president' s bid for 

reelection in 1864. After Lincoln' s assassination, Greeley' s critical opinion of him 

tempered. He penned a tribute to Lincoln, who, along with John Brown, had died a 

martyr in the creation of a new nation. Greeley's Estimate of Lincoln, his speech, was 

never published. It was written either in 1868 or not far from that date, according to 

editor Joel Benton. The address was most likely never delivered, and its ' 'general 

illegibility'' made its reproduction, Benton wrote, ''a somewhat appalling task."39 

The eulogy was nonetheless a remarkable document that reflected the profound 

relationship between Greeley and Lincoln. 40 Greeley heralded Lincoln as a great 

''renovator.'' He accepted his exclusion from the Lincoln administration after realizing 

that Lincoln was ''the one providential leader, the indispensable hero," who was ''fitted 

by his very defects and shortcomings for the burden laid upon him."41 

A Whig, a Republican, and a Democrat, Too 

After the war, Greeley continued to dazzle supporters and baffle opponents with 

cutting-edge editorials. From time to time, he confused everyone by contradicting himself 

and the Tribune' s previously published columns. During Reconstruction, he promoted 
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equality for African-Americans and universal amnesty for Confederates as 

complementary policies necessary for national reconciliation. He condemned President 

Andrew Johnson' s refusal to enforce Radical Reconstruction but simultaneously 

advocated the release of Confederate President Jefferson Davis from prison. 42 Poor health 

slowed his ability to attend to the Tribu11e on a daily basis, and by 1868, his eccentricities 

were increasingly attributed to either an ill temperament or insanity. 43 

The great popularity of General Ulysses S. Grant with Unionists during the Civil 

War carried over into his presidency. He assumed the presidency and responsibility for 

implementing Congress' Reconstruction Acts in March 1869. Sweeping changes took 

place during Grant' s first term, a number of which were in harmony with Greeley ' s 

editorial positions: All former Confederate states were recognized with new state 

governments and Congressional representation; The 15th Amendment was adopted as an 

attempt to secure the voting rights of black men; The Enforcement Acts, including the Ku 

Klux Klan Act, augmented the president' s powers to fight anti-black violence; and the 

Amnesty Act pardoned nearly every former Confederate.44 

Historians have since derided the corruption of the Grant administration, but most 

of the scandals that plagued his presidency had not yet been exposed when he sought 

reelection in 1872. Prior to the election, voters trusted his record in the field and in office. 

The economy enjoyed the spoils of war, and the national debt had been reduced 

substantially. 45 Republican insiders held a generally favorable opinion of his abilities, 

too. He had established the nation ' s first federal civil service commission, a reform that 

earned him favor with the liberal wing of the party. 
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In time, reformers grew critical of Grant when he appointed allegedly unqualified 

cronies to various positions of service. Critics dubbed the practice ''Grantism'' because it 

contradicted his rhetorical commitment to a merit system of public service. Liberals were 

also upset by the president' s foreign policy, which included a failed attempt to annex 

Santo Domingo, later the Dominican Republic, and his support for the independence 

movement in Spanish-controlled Cuba.46 

Greeley had supported Grant for the presidency in 1868, but he became frustrated 

with the administration' s foreign policies and questionable ethics. 47 Senators Carl Schurz, 

Lyman Trumbull, and Charles Sumner joined Greeley in opposing Grant's military-based 

Reconstruction efforts, his expansionist foreign policy, and the seemingly widespread 

corruption in his administration. Except on issues of the tariff and trade, Greeley stood 

together with the liberals in developing a third party platform, and in May 1872, a 

dissident Liberal Republican Party nominated Greeley for president over the expected 

choice, diplomat Charles Francis Adams. 48 

The previously non-existent Greeley campaign took an unexpected tum in 

Baltimore on July 10, 1872, when the weakened and desperate Democratic Party also 

nominated him as its candidate for president. The Democrats adopted the Liberal 

Republican platform, the only time in U.S. history when a major party endorsed the 

candidate of a third party. Greeley had been a Whig leader, an outspoken abolitionist, one 

of the founders of the Republican Party, and a life-long antagonist of the Democrats. 

Now he was the candidate of two parties to which a year prior he had declared no interest 

or loyalty. 49 
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Greeley in His Own Words 

Greeley's acceptance speech at the Liberal Republican convention reflected his 

belief in the possibility of rebuilding a benevolent nation. The United States, he said, 

should be a land where the political rights of all would be guaranteed without local or 

federal interference. 50 The people, he said, were determined to have a truly national 

reconstruction, a ''New Departure'' from jealousy, strife, and hatred ''in the joyful 

consciousness that they are and must henceforth remain brethren."51 

During their campaigns, Grant opted for the traditional silence of a sitting 

president, but Greeley resigned his T,·ibune editorship and delivered speeches across the 

country, which stressed the need for national reconciliation. One observer remarked that 

the contest pitted a ''man of no ideas'' against a ''man of too many."52 

Both campaigns quickly degenerated into a mudslinging melee, epitomized in the 

anti-Greeley cartoons of Thomas Nast in Harper's Weekly and the anti-Grant cartoons of 

Matt Morgan in Frank Leslie 's Illustrated Newspaper. Greeley partisans branded Grant a 

dictator and a drunk, but the president' s forces depicted the editor as a traitor and a fool. 

Greeley, ''Old Chappaquack," had been exposed as an office-driven pundit to some, and 

he was accused of having plotted to obtain the Democratic nomination as early as the fall 

of 1871 . Frederick Douglass ' The New National Era denounced him bitterly, declaring 

that he had never been a genuine opponent of slavery. Other opponents, among them 

former friends, labeled Greeley a Know Nothing, a Negro trader, and a secessionist.53 

Thurlow Weed, a delegate for the 1872 New York Republican state convention, 

remained a private critic of Greeley but firm in reasons why he could not support the 

Liberal-Republican ticket. Weed was and among the many who could not forget the 

Tribune ' s spurious record on the South. ''For several months before the Rebellion, while 
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that question was rife in the Southern States, Mr. Greeley was an avowed, earnest, and 

persistent Secessionist," Weed wrote. ''As the editor of a leading and widely-circulating 

Republican journal, he exerted an influence at once powerful and malign." The Tribune 

cost the nation untold ''millions of treasure'' and ''thousands of lives," and for those 

reasons, Weed wrote, he could not support his former friend.54 

Criticisms of Greeley reached a peak on July 13, 1872, when Harper's Weekly ran 

one of the most vicious anti-Greeley satires titled ''Red Hot."55 The cartoon depicted him 

sweating over a bowl of scorching porridge. Greeley ate painfully from a bowl with the 

words ''In My own Words and Deeds'' inscribed on it to illustrate years of Republican 

frustration over his contradictory, irrational editorials. 56 The persistent assaults on 

Greeley ' s character took a mental and physical toll on him. Toward the end of the 

campaign, he complained, ''I have been assailed so bitterly that I hardly knew whether I 

was running for the presidency or the penitentiary. ''57 

Died of a Broken Heart 

Greeley did not give up the fight, and in late September 1872, he embarked on a 

grueling campaign tour through New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Kentucky, and Indiana. 

He delivered up to 22 speeches per day for a total of nearly 200. Some of his detractors 

were impressed, but others judged the efforts in vain, as he sometimes made the wrong 

speech for the wrong audience. Gratz Brown, Greeley 's vice-presidential candidate, made 

matters worse by also making misstatements. He fainted before a gathering in New York 

City, and at Yale, he delivered a speech drunk. 58 

In late October, Republicans won the Pennsylvania elections by a larger-than

expected margin, which set the tone for the upcoming presidential vote. A few days later, 

Grant' s reelection juggernaut crushed Greeley ' s life-long hopes for the presidency. 
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Greeley won just six of 37 states and 44 percent of the popular vote. Grant's 286 electoral 

votes secured an unprecedented landslide. 59 

Greeley' s political defeat was accompanied by personal tragedy. In early October 

his wife had fallen sick and died later that month. He returned to his Tribune office, but 

managing editor Whitelaw Reid worried about his former boss' deteriorating health and 

the negative effect it might have on the newspaper's circulation. He forced Greeley to 

relinquish the post, which left the founder humiliated. Greeley was interned in an asylum 

after the election under the care of Dr. George S. Choate at Pleasantville, N. Y. 

Exhausted, disheartened, and ill, Greeley died Nov. 29, 1872.60 

At the time of his breakdown, he wrote disturbing reflections on his career that 

were clearly influenced by melancholia. ''I stand naked before my God, the most utterly, 

hopelessly wretched and undone of all who ever lived," he wrote. ''I have done more 

harm and wrong than any man who ever saw the light of day. And yet I take God to 

witness that I have never intended to injure or harm anyone. But this is no excuse."61 

Admirers and critics who had made a life-sport out of disagreeing with him 

celebrated Greeley 's fearless spirit. His funeral on Dec. 4, 1872, was attended by a large 

gathering of local, state, and national leaders, including President Grant and Chief Justice 

Salmon Chase.62 The Tribune eulogized him with special editions and memorial 

biographies. He was 61 years old.63 

In more optimistic days, Greeley had written an epitaph for himself that minimized 

his inner desire for public recognition. '(Fame is a vapor; popularity an accident; riches 

take wings,'' he wrote. ''I cherish the hope that the journal I projected and established will 

live and flourish long after I shall have mouldered [sic] into forgotten dust, being guided 
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by a larger wisdom, a more unerring sagacity to discern the right, though not by a more 

unfaltering readiness to embrace and defend it at whatever personal cost. ''64 

The Firm: Birth, Work, Death, and Rebirth 

Prior to Lincoln ' s election, Greeley had longed for a return to subjects ''less 

intense'' than secession, slavery, treason, and the like; after all, the Tribune had risen to 

prominence with feature stories about education, agriculture, foreign affairs, and home 

news. 65 Instead, the horrors of war dominated the news and transformed both the purpose 

of the nation and Greeley' s newspaper. 

The war also brougl1t technological innovations that allowed faster and more 

efficient means of newspaper production, as the Tribune, the Herald, and the Times 

competed with smaller newspapers on a radically redefined playing field for an audience 

unified only by conflict, a condition of the national spirit that was ''not what either party, 

or any man devised, or expected," Lincoln wrote.66 

It was a revolution in the production of news that turned the penny press on its 

head. The largest daily publications became complex institutions that made fewer 

demands of actual labor from leading editors and publishers. In exchange, advertising 

agents replaced the functions formerly reserved for the editor in chief. 67 

The rise of the adverti sing industry was built on the penny press' mastery of mass 

circulation. And by the close of the 19th century, a new challenge to the status quo 

emerged. Greeley 's spirit was alive in the voice of progressive protest that emerged again 

from the Midwest ' s muckraker. The tabloids of industry-leader William Randolph Hearst 

epitomized the shift in strategy to slick production with deference to advertisements. The 

great newspapers of New York' s penny press had started the trend well before the 

publication of the muckrakers' classic texts.68 
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The commercialization of news was an aspect of U .S. political history that 

germinated and then exploded into fruition after the dissolution of the firm of Greeley, 

Weed, and Seward. The moment that secured the national transformation into an 

information society may well have occurred in 1838 when Weed brought a young, 

tenacious Greeley to Albany to edit the Jeffersonia11 on behalf of Seward' s campaign. 

Weed's main ambition was to seek the power of politics, Greeley sought the power of the 

printed word, and Seward sought distinction in statesmanship. No one of the three men 

apparently wanted what the other two desired, and the three made an effective alliance 

that spearheaded the national agenda for more than 30 years. 69 

The members of the firm launched their individual careers on the cusp of first 

major political convulsion in U.S. government. The election of 1832 had opened the 

political spectrum to a number of possible successors to the National Republicans. A 

number of viable, alternative parties developed, but the Whigs led them all with the help 

of expanded suffrage, a mobilized electorate, and patronage increasingly mediated 

between citizens and government.70 

Under the leadership of Greeley, Weed, and Seward, the New York partisan press 

served as a mouthpiece for the forming constituencies. On notable occasions, the 

partnership failed in attaining its goals, but on just as many, if not more, it succeeded 

spectacularly. 71 The firm officially began activities in evening conferences during the 

winter of 1839 at Albany' s Executive Mansion as a unique association; its origin, its 

activities, and its demise still remain among the most interesting stories in political 

histories. Genuinely appalled by Andrew Jackson' s ''Caesarism'' and his contempt for the 

separation of powers and the rule of law, Greeley, Weed, and Seward tried to rally 
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politicians and voters behind a crusade to save the Revolutionary experiment in 

republican self-government.72 Jackson and Democratic Party supporters insisted on 

freedom from a strong central government, but the firm pronounced a belief in more: the 

right to wor~ live, and secure the blessings of liberty.73 

Weed' s Albany Evening Joun1al and Greeley' s New York Daily Tribune allied 

with Seward in advancing a federal government that served the interests of states across 

sectional lines. The election of Harrison catapulted the triumvirate into national 

prominence.74 Under Greeley' s editorship, the Tribune and allied, regional newspapers 

provided a range of aspiring candidates the opportunity to espouse the right to work, 

1 . d 1s trave , invest, an prosper. 

The Whigs were doomed by the deaths of Harrison and Taylor, which left 

Republicans to jockey for positions of power, policy, and money. The Republicans 

endured, but Greeley was sickened by the loss of the two presidents. The rest of his life 

revealed signs of inner torment . His letters to Weed di sclosed a cynicism hidden behind 

the ideals portrayed in the Tribz,ne . ''We have nothing new here in politics, but large and 

numerous swarms of office-hunting locusts sweeping on to Washington daily," he wrote. 

''All the rotten land speculators, broken bank directors, swindling cashiers, etc., etc., are 

in full cry for office, office, and even so humble a man as I am is run down for letters, 

letters ... Curse their nauseous impudence! ... Shall we never be rid of this infernal rush 

for spoils? My soul is sick of it."76 

Greeley fearlessly continued to hold a dual role as both a member of a conservative 

faction of the Whig Party and as a renegade, liberal editor, who published the universe of 

populist ideas.77 Weed and Seward appreciated the support the Tribune offered the 
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Whigs, but they also took direct blame for associating witl1 an avowed socialist, 

abolitionist, feminist, and prohibitionist. A friend wrote Weed concerned that their 

courses were ''diverging," as they most certainly would be if Weed thought like Horace 

Greeley, ' 'the most pernicious journalist that ever pressed crazy reforms or urged to 

madness rampart Democracy."78 

Weed either failed to appreciate Greeley's efforts, or he took such warnings to 

heart. It was said Seward had political principles, but Weed, a classic party boss, owned 

the votes. 79 Weed, on par with Greeley, changed the press of tl1e masses from the vulgar 

level of sensationalism to a promoter of culture and stimulating ideas, and made it pay 

dividends. 80 His power waned after Whig defeats in the mid-l 840s, which left his 

position at the head of the Whig Party in New York at stake in the canvass of 1848. He 

recouped his political fortunes somewhat with Taylor' s election. The Whigs secured a 

majority in the New York legislature and elected Seward U.S. Senator on Feb. 6, 1849.81 

After Taylor' s death, Weed left to Europe dejected. Upon returning, he accepted 

the new Republican Party reluctantly but was unsuccessful in promoting Seward within 

it. From then on, Weed ' s fortunes declined. He met with Lincoln in Springfield, Ill ., late 

December 1860 to propose a compromise with the South. Lincoln expressed little 

sympathy toward Weed's plan, which called for the recognition of the right of slavery in 

the territories. Lincoln insisted his duty was to the Constitution, and disunion and treason 

must be put down by all means. 82 

Weed gave up editorship of his newspaper in 1863 . He tried to make a comeback as 

a journalist in 1867 by taking over editorship of the New York Commercial Advertiser, 

but he had to give up the position because of poor health. He died in retirement in 1882. 83 
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In the spring of 1872, when Greeley agreed to run for president, Seward attempted 

to let old wounds heal, refusing to publicly support or oppose either the Democratic or 

Republican nominees. ''I have ceased to be a partisan," he said. Seward and Greeley both 

died later that year, but Seward, unlike Greeley, had decidedly divorced himself from 

''the dictates of any party that I now see around me."84 Seward had recovered gracefully 

from his traumatic loss to Lincoln, but he was injured in the assassination plot against the 

president. Seward died a physically and spiritually crushed man at his home in Auburn, 

Oct. I 0, 1872, two months before Greeley. 85 

Greeley had shrugged off his former affiliation with the firm. He acknowledged 

Seward' s dedication to the abolitionist cause. ''Apart from politics, I like the man 

[Seward], though not blind to his faults," he wrote. ''His natural instincts were humane 

and progressive." Greeley thought more kindly of Weed, who was '(of coarser mould and 

fibre," [sic] ''Writing slowly and with difficulty, he was for twenty years the most 

sententious and pungent writer of editorial paragraphs on the American press. In 

pecuniary matters, he was generous to a fault while poor; he is said to be less so since he 

became rich~ but I am no longer in a position to know."86 

After Greeley ' s death, Weed ' s bitterness toward hi1n subsided, and he published an 

account of the firm ' s professional relationships in The New York Evening Post. Weed 

forgave his junior partner by dismissing Greeley's irate resignation as '(evidently written 

under a morbid state of feeling.'' It should have been no surprise that Greeley felt 

neglected, Weed wrote ''In December, 1837, when we [Seward and Weed] sought the 

acquaintance and cooperation ofMr. Greeley, we were, like him, a 'poor printer,' 

working as hard as he worked." The partners stood on the same footing when the firrn 
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was forrned, but Seward and he knew that Greeley was ''much abler, more indomitably 

industrious, and, as we believed, a better man in all respects ... We foresaw for him a 

brilliant future; and, if we had not started with utterly erroneous views of his objects, we 

do not believe that our relations would have jarred." They spared Greeley the ''swell

mob'' of office-seekers, ''for whom, in his letter, he expresses so much contempt. ''
87 

Weed vouched for Greeley' s character and hailed him as ''unselfish, conscientious, 

public spirited, and patriotic." Greeley' s only passio11 in life was ''steady, indomitable 

work," Weed wrote. ''Our sentiments and opinions of public measures and public men 

harmonized perfectly; our only difference was that upon the temperance, slavery, and 

labor questions he was more ardent and hopeful . In this I gave him credit for fresher and 

less disciplined feelings."88 Weed died Wednesday, Nov. 22, 1882. His letter to the Post 

appeared the following Monday.89 

For Parton, Greeley' s life was best summarized by his influence on fellow workers, 

the print industry, and the nation as a whole. ''He began life as a workingman. As a 

workingman, he found out, and he experienced the disadvantages of the workingman's 

condition. He rose from the ranks to a position of commanding influence," Parton wrote. 

''But he ceased to be a workingman with workingmen, only to become a workingman/or 

workingmen." Greeley' s own oft-repeated words, Parton concluded, spoke most directly 

to the way he lived his life. ''The spirit in which we act is the highest matter."90 
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